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 Introduction
This is the fourth DataNews Annual NVQ Statistics Supplement to be published. 
It contains a comprehensive listing of all NVQs that hav e been accr edited, and the
number of cer tificates awarded to date for each NVQ, up to 30 September 1999.
The listing is set out by NVQ framework 
area, as follows:
1 Tending animals, plants 
and land






7 Providing goods and services
8 Providing health, social and 
protective ser vices
9 Providing business ser vices
10 Communicating
11 Developing and extending 
knowledge and skill
The qualifications within each framework area
are listed alphabetically by title and by level.
The following information is provided:
i) For each NVQ: the awarding body, 
the QCA reference (‘Q number’), the
effective date and the expiry date are listed.
Those in bold type show current NVQs. 
Light type indicates expired NVQs (as at
30 September 1999).
ii) The total number of certificates awarded 
for each ‘NVQ in the framework’ is shown.
An NVQ for this purpose is defined as a
unique combination of NVQ title and level
in a framework area. Where more than 
one awarding body awards an NVQ with
the same title and level, the total for all
those awarding bodies is shown.
A summary of the total number of certificates
awarded, analysed by framework area and
level, is provided at the end of the listing.
1
Section 1 – Information
2
Guide to NVQ terms
A W A R D I N G  B O D Y  
A code for each awarding body offering each 
NVQ is shown within the listing. A key showing 
the names of the awarding bodies is provided at
the end of the bulletin.  Where a code comprises
the letter J followed by three digits (
 
eg J625), 
this represents a joint awarding body, where two
or more organisations work in partnership in
awarding the qualification. 
R E F E R E N C E  C O D E
This is the ‘Q number’, allocated by QCA to an
NVQ when it is accredited. It provides a unique
and unchanging reference. 
E F F E C T I V E
The date from which the NVQ may be awarded.
E X P I R Y
The date on which accreditation expires. Once 
this date has passed, no new candidates may be
registered for this NVQ. Existing candidates may
continue to work towards the expired NVQ for 
a given period (usually one year after expiry for
level 1 NVQs, two years after expiry for level 2
NVQs and three years after expiry for NVQs at
levels 3, 4 and 5).
R E - A C C R E D I T A T I O N
As the accreditation period for an NVQ
approaches the expiry date, an awarding body
generally applies for re-accreditation, to ensure 
that there is no gap in provision. A submission 
for re-accreditation generally follows a review 
of the qualifications in question and usually 
results in revisions to the existing standards of
competence (units) to ensure the qualification 
is kept up to date to meet current workplace
demands, and to ensure that any areas for
improvement highlighted through previous 
practice are incorporated. 
A re-accreditation results in a new accreditation
agreement with the awarding body, and a new 
QCA reference code allocated to the new NVQ. 
In some cases, the title of a re-accredited NVQ 
is the same as that of the NVQ it is intended to
replace, but in others it differs. Also, old NVQs
may not be directly replaced by new NVQs 
on a one for one basis. For example, the three
original NVQs in Business Administration at 
level 2 (Administrative, Financial and Secretarial)
were replaced by a single comprehensive level 2 
in Administration.
S T R U C T U R E  O F  N V Q s A N D  T H E I R  
C O M P O N E N T U N I T S
Information on all NVQs, including full details 
of their units of competence, is contained in the
National Database of Vocational Qualifications. 




When considering the take-up of NVQs, 
there are several factors that can affect the
interpretation of the data. For example:
n These figures relate to ‘whole’ NVQs. 
They do not cover the large number of people
currently working towards NVQs, many of
whom will already have achieved a number 
of NVQ units. 
‘NVQs should represent coherent targets 
for particular employment progression and
development routes. For some purposes
achieving individual NVQ units will meet 
the needs of individuals and organisations 
best, and this form of progression allows
immense flexibility.’ 
(NVQ Criteria and Guidance, January 1995)
n There is a lag between an NVQ’s accreditation
and the issue of certificates. When an NVQ is
accredited it is a new qualification, and there
will be a period during which the awarding
body will establish assessment arrangements 
and approve assessment centres, training
providers will design and introduce learning
programmes and potential candidates will
undertake training. There will therefore be a
delay between accreditation and the issue of
certificates to successful candidates. The ‘age’ 
of an NVQ will therefore affect its take-up. 
n There is no set time limit for achievement 
of NVQs, which means that candidates 
can take a flexible approach. For NVQs at
higher levels, it can take several years for a
candidate to gain an NVQ, depending on 
their personal circumstances.
Further information
We have aimed to provide comprehensive
information on the number of NVQ certificates
awarded, and hope that the figures provided
within this bulletin will meet the needs of a wide
range of people interested in NVQ take-up.  
Anyone requiring further statistical information
should make a written request to the Statistics
and Information Management Team, QCA, 
29 Bolton Street, London W1Y 7PD. As QCA 
is aiming to develop its statistical capacity and 
to build up a picture of the needs of enquirers, 
we ask that each written request includes a
description of the reasons for the statistics 
sought and how they will be used.
The National Database of
Vocational Qualifications
The National Database of Vocational
Qualifications contains comprehensive information
on all NVQs and GNVQs, including the units
that make up each NVQ and GNVQ, their
elements, range statements and performance
criteria. It also contains information on other
vocational qualifications. This information is
updated at regular intervals. The National
Database of Vocational Qualifications is available
on subscription from QCA.
For further information, contact 
Database Sales, QCA, 29 Bolton Street,
London W1Y 7PD, 020 7509 5388.
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Agriculture (Beef Production) 2 J126 Q1011390 05/12/1990 30/09/1992 656
Agriculture (Crop and Livestock Production) 1 BTEC Q1015042 20/10/1992 30/11/1997
1 J625 Q1015111 17/11/1992 30/11/1997 367
2 BTEC Q1015048 20/10/1992 30/11/1997
2 J625 Q1015121 17/11/1992 30/11/1997 921
3 BTEC Q1015056 20/10/1992 30/11/1997
3 J625 Q1015113 17/11/1992 30/11/1997 157
Agriculture (Dairy Production) 2 J126 Q1011388 05/12/1990 30/09/1992 472
Agriculture (Estate Maintenance) 2 J625 Q1011398 05/12/1990 30/11/1997 1011
Agriculture (Foundation) 1 J126 Q1007055 31/10/1988 28/02/1994 1718
Agriculture (General Livestock Production) 2 J126 Q1011384 05/12/1990 30/09/1992 928
Agriculture (General Mechanised Crop Production) 2 J126 Q1011386 05/12/1990 30/09/1992 423
Agriculture (Goat Production) 2 J126 Q1011392 05/12/1990 30/09/1992 1
Agriculture (Hatchery Production) 2 J625 Q1007715 04/04/1991 30/11/1997 0
Agriculture (Livestock Management) 4 BTEC Q1015063 20/10/1992 30/11/1998
4 J625 Q1015130 17/11/1992 30/11/1999 89
Agriculture (Livestock Production) 1 BTEC Q1015043 20/10/1992 30/11/1997
1 J625 Q1015112 17/11/1992 30/11/1997 756
2 BTEC Q1015049 20/10/1992 30/11/1997
2 J625 Q1015123 17/11/1992 30/11/1997 4469
3 BTEC Q1015057 20/10/1992 30/11/1997
3 J625 Q1015117 17/11/1992 30/11/1997 2183
Agriculture (Pig Production) 2 J126 Q1011394 05/12/1990 30/09/1992 39
Agriculture (Poultry Production) 1 J126 Q1011445 04/04/1991 30/09/1992 1
2 J126 Q1011447 04/04/1991 30/09/1992 21
Agriculture (Sheep Production) 2 J126 Q1011396 05/12/1990 30/09/1992 188
Agriculture and Commercial Horticulture (Crop Management) 4 BTEC Q1015064 20/10/1992 30/11/1998
4 J625 Q1015131 17/11/1992 30/11/1999 38
Agriculture and Commercial Horticulture 1 BTEC Q1015044 20/10/1992 30/11/1997
(Mechanised Field Crop Production) 1 J625 Q1015114 17/11/1992 30/11/1997 47
2 BTEC Q1015051 20/10/1992 30/11/1997
2 J625 Q1015124 17/11/1992 30/11/1997 944
3 BTEC Q1015058 20/10/1992 30/11/1997
3 J625 Q1015119 17/11/1992 30/11/1997 416
Amenity Horticulture 1 CG Q1011113 29/11/1991 31/05/1997
1 CG Q1026800 24/07/1997 30/06/2000 9647
4 CG Q1026810 24/07/1997 30/06/2000 25
1 Tending animals, plants and land
NVQ TITLE LEVEL AWARDING REFERENCE EFFECTIVE EXPIRY TOTALBODY CODE DATE DATE AWARDS
Section 2 – NVQ framework listing
NVQ certificates awarded
The following pages show a listing of all current and expired NVQs, 
including cer tificates awarded by title and level, as at 30 September 1999. 
PLEASE NOTE: Bold type indicates current NVQs ~ Roman type indicates expired NVQs.
5Amenity Horticulture (Arboriculture) 2 CG Q1026804 19/05/1998 30/06/2000
2 CG Q1011116 29/11/1991 30/06/1998 199
3 CG Q1026809 19/05/1998 30/06/2000 0
Amenity Horticulture (Cemetery and Graveyard Maintenance) 2 CG Q1026805 24/07/1997 30/06/2000 0
Amenity Horticulture (Constructing and Restoring Landscapes) 3 CG Q1016569 08/07/1993 31/05/1997 30
Amenity Horticulture (Decorative Horticulture) 2 CG Q1026802 24/07/1997 30/06/2000 906
3 CG Q1026807 24/07/1997 30/06/2000 44
Amenity Horticulture (Designing and Specifying Land Designs) 3 CG Q1016568 08/07/1993 31/05/1997 110
Amenity Horticulture 4 CG Q1016572 08/07/1993 31/05/1997 3
(Designing Landscapes and Planning their Management)
Amenity Horticulture 2 CG Q1011115 29/11/1991 31/05/1997 3349
(Greenkeeping – Sports Turf – Sports Ground Maintenance)
Amenity Horticulture (Hard Landscape) 2 CG Q1026811 24/07/1997 30/06/2000 402
3 CG Q1026867 24/07/1997 30/06/2000 17
Amenity Horticulture (Hard Landscaping) 2 CG Q1014036 24/06/1992 31/05/1997 1910
Amenity Horticulture (Interior Landscaping) 2 CG Q1026806 24/07/1997 30/06/2000 46
Amenity Horticulture 4 CG Q1016574 08/07/1993 31/05/1997 8
(Managing Landscape Construction and Maintenance)
Amenity Horticulture (Managing Trees and Woodlands) 3 CG Q1016571 08/07/1993 30/06/1998 24
Amenity Horticulture (Nursery – Interior Soft Landscape Maintenance) 2 CG Q1011114 29/11/1991 31/05/1997 4283
Amenity Horticulture (Nursery) 2 CG Q1026801 24/07/1997 30/06/2000 350
Amenity Horticulture (Sports Turf Maintenance) 3 CG Q1026808 24/07/1997 30/06/2000 184
Amenity Horticulture (Sports Turf) 2 CG Q1026803 24/07/1997 30/06/2000 664
Amenity Horticulture (Sportsturf Maintenance) 3 CG Q1016570 08/07/1993 31/05/1997 315
Animal Care 1 CG Q1010985 02/09/1991 30/11/2000
1 QFI Q1050024 19/01/1998 30/11/2000 2004
Animal Training 3 CG Q1027109 11/06/1997 30/11/2000
3 QFI Q1024705 28/08/1996 30/11/2000 7
Animal Welfare and Management 3 CG Q1027110 11/06/1997 30/11/2000
3 QFI Q1024706 28/08/1996 30/11/2000 7
Aquatics 2 J510 Q1011083 01/11/1991 31/05/1996 12
Caring for Animals 2 CG Q1014632 28/10/1992 30/11/2000
2 QFI Q1050025 19/01/1998 30/11/2000 4173
Commercial Horticulture 1 BTEC Q1050033 29/01/1998 30/06/2000
1 J625 Q1027869 18/09/1997 30/06/2000 318
Commercial Horticulture (Crop Production) 1 J126 Q1007523 31/08/1990 30/09/1992 1834
Commercial Horticulture (Fruit Crop Production) 1 BTEC Q1015046 20/10/1992 30/11/1997
1 J625 Q1015116 17/11/1992 30/11/1997 1
2 BTEC Q1015053 20/10/1992 30/11/1997
2 J625 Q1015126 17/11/1992 30/11/1997 4
3 BTEC Q1015060 20/10/1992 30/11/1997
3 J625 Q1015122 17/11/1992 30/11/1997 0
Commercial Horticulture (Fruit Production) 2 J126 Q1011406 05/12/1990 30/09/1992 0
Commercial Horticulture (Garden Centre Operations) 1 J625 Q1007521 31/08/1990 30/11/1997 366
2 J625 Q1011451 04/04/1991 30/11/1997 366
Commercial Horticulture (Intensive Crop Production) 1 BTEC Q1015045 20/10/1992 30/11/1997
1 J625 Q1015115 17/11/1992 30/11/1997 3541
2 BTEC Q1015052 20/10/1992 30/11/1997
2 J625 Q1015125 17/11/1992 30/11/1997 3201
3 BTEC Q1015059 20/10/1992 30/11/1997
3 J625 Q1015120 17/11/1992 30/11/1997 348
1 Tending animals, plants and land 
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61 Tending animals, plants and land continued
NVQ TITLE LEVEL AWARDING REFERENCE EFFECTIVE EXPIRY TOTALBODY CODE DATE DATE AWARDS
Commercial Horticulture (Mushroom Crop Production) 1 BTEC Q1015047 20/10/1992 30/11/1997
1 J625 Q1015118 17/11/1992 30/11/1997 1
2 BTEC Q1015054 20/10/1992 30/11/1997
2 J625 Q1015127 17/11/1992 30/11/1997 7
3 BTEC Q1015061 20/10/1992 30/11/1997
3 J625 Q1015128 17/11/1992 30/11/1997 2
Commercial Horticulture (Mushroom Production) 1 J126 Q1007519 31/08/1990 30/09/1992 4
2 J126 Q1011449 04/04/1991 30/09/1992 4
Commercial Horticulture (Nursery Stock Production) 2 J126 Q1011382 05/12/1990 30/09/1992 192
3 BTEC Q1015062 20/10/1992 30/11/1997
3 J625 Q1015129 17/11/1992 30/11/1997 96
Commercial Horticulture (Outdoor Vegetable Production) 2 J126 Q1011408 05/12/1990 30/09/1992 0
Commercial Horticulture (Protected Cropping) 2 J126 Q1011410 05/12/1990 30/09/1992 61
Environmental Conservation (Archaeology) 2 BTEC Q1019821 08/11/1994 30/04/1998 44
3 BTEC Q1019822 08/11/1994 30/04/1998 0
4 BTEC Q1019823 08/11/1994 30/04/1998 0
Environmental Conservation (Landscapes and Ecosystems) 2 BTEC Q1027105 04/07/1997 30/06/2000
2 J625 Q1027103 30/06/1997 30/06/2000 488
3 BTEC Q1027106 04/07/1997 30/06/2000
3 J625 Q1027104 30/06/1997 30/06/2000 63
Extensive Crop Production 2 BTEC Q1050038 29/01/1998 30/06/2000
2 J625 Q1027871 18/09/1997 30/06/2000 153
3 BTEC Q1050039 29/01/1998 30/06/2000
3 J625 Q1027876 18/09/1997 30/06/2000 51
Farriery 3 BHTB Q1051015 16/12/1998 31/12/2001 0
Fish Husbandry 3 J625 Q1026814 29/10/1998 31/07/2000
3 QFI Q1025158 05/09/1996 31/07/2000 0
Fish Husbandry (Cyprinids) 2 J510 Q1011080 01/11/1991 31/05/1996 4
Fish Husbandry (Fin Fish) 2 J625 Q1026812 29/10/1998 31/07/2000
2 QFI Q1025156 05/09/1996 31/07/2000 1
Fish Husbandry (Salmon) 2 J510 Q1011081 01/11/1991 31/05/1996 2
Fish Husbandry (Shellfish) 2 J510 Q1011085 01/11/1991 31/05/1996
2 J625 Q1026813 29/10/1998 31/07/2000
2 QFI Q1025157 05/09/1996 31/07/2000 3
Fish Husbandry (Trout) 2 J510 Q1011082 01/11/1991 31/05/1996 49
Forestry 1 J158 Q1010961 31/08/1990 31/05/2001 2118
2 J158 Q1011453 24/04/1991 31/05/1996 1435
4 BTEC Q1024298 31/05/1996 31/12/1998
4 J625 Q1026819 14/01/1998 31/05/2001 0
Forestry (Contracting) 3 BTEC Q1024297 31/05/1996 31/12/1998
3 J625 Q1026818 14/01/1998 31/05/2001 0
Forestry (Establishment and Maintenance) 2 BTEC Q1024294 31/05/1996 31/12/1998
2 J625 Q1026815 14/01/1998 31/12/1998 74
Forestry (Harvesting) 2 BTEC Q1024295 31/05/1996 31/12/1998
2 J625 Q1026816 14/01/1998 31/12/1998 5
Forestry (Supervising and Operating) 3 BTEC Q1024296 31/05/1996 31/12/1998
3 J625 Q1026817 14/01/1998 31/05/2001 0
Forestry – Establishment and Maintenance 2 J625 Q1051313 03/02/1999 31/05/2001 0
Forestry – Harvesting 2 J625 Q1051314 03/02/1999 31/05/2001 0
71 Tending animals, plants and land continued
NVQ TITLE LEVEL AWARDING REFERENCE EFFECTIVE EXPIRY TOTALBODY CODE DATE DATE AWARDS
Total number of CERTIFICATES AWARDED in this area      70,933
Gamekeeping 2 J510 Q1010978 19/07/1991 31/05/1996
2 J625 Q1025009 18/09/1997 31/07/2000
2 QFI Q1022917 19/01/1996 31/07/2000 584
3 J625 Q1025010 18/09/1997 31/07/2000
3 QFI Q1022918 19/01/1996 31/07/2000 5
General Agriculture 1 BTEC Q1050032 29/01/1998 30/06/2000
1 J625 Q1027868 18/09/1997 30/06/2000 209
Guide Dogs (Kennel Staff) 2 CG Q1007192 23/01/1989 22/01/1991 46
Guide Dogs (Kennel Supervisors) 3 CG Q1007194 23/01/1989 22/01/1991 24
Guide Dogs (Trainer) 2 CG Q1007196 23/01/1989 22/01/1991 67
Horse Care 1 BHS Q1014597 28/08/1992 30/11/2000
1 BHTB Q1014609 04/09/1992 30/11/2000
1 CG Q1015605 13/01/1993 30/11/2000 2885
2 BHS Q1014601 28/08/1992 30/11/2000
2 CG Q1015606 13/01/1993 30/11/2000 3617
Horse Care and Management 1 BHTB Q1007675 24/01/1991 31/07/1991
1 NHETC Q1007197 01/09/1989 31/07/1991 250
3 BHS Q1014606 28/08/1992 30/11/2000
3 CG Q1015607 13/01/1993 30/11/2000 813
Intensive Crop Production 2 BTEC Q1050036 29/01/1998 30/06/2000
2 J625 Q1027870 18/09/1997 30/06/2000 488
3 BTEC Q1050037 29/01/1998 30/06/2000
3 J625 Q1027875 18/09/1997 30/06/2000 88
Livestock Markets (Droving Livestock) 2 J640 Q1028806 30/01/1998 30/06/2000 212
Livestock Production 2 BTEC Q1050040 29/01/1998 30/06/2000
2 J625 Q1027872 18/09/1997 30/06/2000 433
3 BTEC Q1050041 29/01/1998 30/06/2000
3 J625 Q1027877 18/09/1997 30/06/2000 172
Maintaining and Conserving Rivers, Coasts and Waterways 2 BTEC Q1027505 15/09/1997 30/06/2000 0
Mixed Farming 2 BTEC Q1050034 29/01/1998 30/06/2000
2 J625 Q1027874 18/09/1997 30/06/2000 147
3 BTEC Q1050035 29/01/1998 30/06/2000
3 J625 Q1027879 18/09/1997 30/06/2000 24
Pet Care and Supply 3 CG Q1027111 11/06/1997 30/11/2000
3 QFI Q1025813 21/10/1996 30/11/2000 1
Poultry Production 2 BTEC Q1050042 29/01/1998 30/06/2000
2 J625 Q1027873 18/09/1997 30/06/2000 15
3 BTEC Q1050043 29/01/1998 30/06/2000
3 J625 Q1027878 18/09/1997 30/06/2000 39
Preliminary Certificate in Agriculture 1 NEBAH Q1007389 31/08/1987 30/08/1989 0
Racehorse Care 2 BHTB Q1014612 04/09/1992 30/11/2000 1218
Racehorse Care and Management 3 BHTB Q1021171 09/05/1995 30/11/2000
3 BHTB Q1014613 04/09/1992 09/05/1995 163
Sea Fishing 1 J161 Q1011374 21/01/1991 31/12/1991 0
2 J161 Q1011077 24/10/1991 31/07/1994
2 J161 Q1011372 21/01/1991 31/12/1991 31
Veterinary Nursing 2 J639 Q1028804 19/03/1998 31/12/2000 0
3 J639 Q1028805 19/03/1998 31/12/2000 0
Waterkeeping 2 J510 Q1011084 01/11/1991 31/05/1996 2
82 Extracting and providing natural resources 
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Bulk Liquid Warehousing 1 J528 Q1019892 31/01/1995 30/04/1998 0
2 J528 Q1014024 25/01/1993 30/04/1998
2 J528 Q1050356 22/05/1998 31/03/2001 80
Controlling Water Operations (Process) 3 CABWI Q1019856 23/11/1994 31/03/1998
3 CABWI Q1050608 30/07/1998 31/12/2001 6
Drilling Operations (Extractive Industries) 2 EPIC Q1022609 14/12/1995 31/12/1999 18
Extractive Process Mechanical Plant (Processed Materials) 1 EPIC Q1014590 25/08/1992 30/06/1994 5
Extractive Process Mechanical Plant (Raw Feed Materials) 2 EPIC Q1014591 25/08/1992 30/06/1994 36
Extractive Process Mechanical Plant (Transfer Materials) 1 EPIC Q1014588 25/08/1992 30/06/1994 22
Forecourt Operations 2 IMI Q1052203 16/06/1999 30/04/2001
2 J528 Q1026698 08/12/1997 31/12/1999
2 LCCI Q1050685 05/10/1998 31/12/2000 36
Heat Treatment Operations 2 PAA Q1050560 16/07/1998 31/03/2001 0
Laboratory Operations (Water) 1 CABWI Q1018233 18/01/1994 01/04/1999 17
2 CABWI Q1018234 18/01/1994 01/04/1999 26
3 CABWI Q1018717 31/05/1994 01/04/1999 4
Land Drilling 1 CG Q1020415 03/04/1995 31/05/1999 0
2 CG Q1020416 03/04/1995 31/05/1999 0
Managing Waste Collection Operations 4 J549 Q1051040 18/01/1999 31/03/2002 0
Meter Proving 3 J528 Q1050536 07/07/1998 31/03/2001 2
Mining Operations 2 BTEC Q1017575 06/10/1993 30/11/1997 59
Mobile Plant Operations (Extractive Industries) 1 EPIC Q1019137 15/08/1994 31/12/1999 221
2 EPIC Q1019138 15/08/1994 31/12/1999 235
Monitoring the Water Environment 2 CABWI Q1026177 12/03/1997 31/12/2000 11
Offshore Drilling Operations 1 J595 Q1022425 05/12/1995 30/04/1998 0
2 J595 Q1022426 05/12/1995 30/04/1998 0
3 J595 Q1022427 05/12/1995 30/04/1998 0
Operating Bulldozers/Traxcavators 2 CCBC Q1007534 28/08/1990 30/06/1992 19
Operating Dump-Trucks 1 CCBC Q1007538 28/08/1990 30/06/1992 37
Operating Excavators 2 CCBC Q1007536 28/08/1990 30/06/1992 22
Operating Process Plant (Sludge) 2 CABWI Q1018716 31/05/1994 31/01/2000 470
Operating Process Plant (Waste Water) 2 CABWI Q1017576 11/10/1993 31/01/2000 863
Operating Process Plant (Water) 2 CABWI Q1017577 11/10/1993 31/01/2000 603
Process Operations (Extractive Industries) 2 EPIC Q1017966 05/01/1994 31/12/1999 246
Processing Operations: Hydrocarbons 1 J595 Q1018734 24/08/1994 30/04/1999 0
2 J595 Q1018735 24/08/1994 30/04/2000 222
3 J595 Q1018736 24/08/1994 30/04/2000 176
Public Utilities Distribution 2 CABWI Q1021022 17/05/1995 31/12/2000
2 J505 Q1021510 08/08/1995 31/03/2000
2 TVSC Q1026869 04/06/1997 31/12/1999 307
Refinery Control Room Operations 3 J528 Q1024790 28/08/1996 31/12/2000
3 J528 Q1016008 17/03/1993 30/06/1996 95
Refinery Field Operations 2 J528 Q1016009 17/03/1993 30/06/1996
2 J528 Q1024789 28/08/1996 31/12/2000 101
Sewage Treatment Operations 2 CABWI Q1011063 07/11/1991 30/09/1993 1429
Shotfiring Operations (Extractive Industries – Quarries) 3 EPIC Q1022610 14/12/1995 31/12/1999 29
Waste Management Operations 1 J549 Q1051037 18/01/1999 31/03/2002 0
2 J549 Q1051038 18/01/1999 31/03/2002 0
Waste Management Supervision 3 J549 Q1051039 18/01/1999 31/03/2002 0
92 Extracting and providing natural resources continued
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Accessing Occupations (Construction) 1 J505 Q1011156 24/01/1992 31/10/2000
1 J525 Q1015265 03/12/1992 31/08/1995 176
Applied Finishing Occupations (Construction) 1 J505 Q1013833 25/08/1992 31/08/1995
1 J525 Q1013852 09/10/1992 31/08/1995 0
Applied Waterproof Membranes (Construction) 2 J505 Q1023182 02/07/1996 31/12/2000 21
Assessing Insulation Requirements 2 J513 Q1018239 31/01/1994 30/06/1997 105
Banker Mason (Construction) 3 J505 Q1014614 28/09/1992 31/08/1995
3 J525 Q1014778 03/12/1992 31/08/1995 129
Bench Joinery (Construction) 2 J505 Q1011142 24/01/1992 31/08/1995
2 J525 Q1014779 03/12/1992 31/08/1995 2430
3 J505 Q1011151 24/01/1992 31/08/1995
3 J525 Q1014781 03/12/1992 31/08/1995 1328
Bricklaying (Construction) 2 J505 Q1011087 07/11/1991 31/08/1995
2 J505 Q1021703 30/10/1995 30/10/2000
2 J525 Q1014782 03/12/1992 31/08/1995 17650
3 J505 Q1011091 07/11/1991 31/08/1995
3 J505 Q1021704 30/10/1995 30/10/2000
3 J525 Q1014783 03/12/1992 31/08/1995 5659
Building Control 4 ABBE Q1050071 12/01/1998 30/09/2001 0
Building Craft Occupations 1 J505 Q1021719 23/01/1996 31/12/2000 664
Building Maintenance and Estate Service 3 CG Q1050895 30/11/1998 30/09/2002 0
4 CG Q1050896 30/11/1998 30/09/2002 0
Building Maintenance and Estates Service 3 J559 Q1016354 28/06/1993 31/12/1998 84
4 J559 Q1016355 28/06/1993 31/12/1998 24
Building Services Engineering – Buying 3 J636 Q1028191 21/11/1997 30/09/1999 0
Building Services Engineering – Design 4 J636 Q1028194 21/11/1997 31/07/2000 0
Building Services Engineering – Estimating 3 J636 Q1028192 21/11/1997 31/07/2000 0
Building Services Engineering – Service and Maintenance Management 4 J636 Q1028196 21/11/1997 31/07/2000 0
Building Services Engineering – Site Management 4 J636 Q1028197 21/11/1997 31/07/2000 0
Building Services Engineering – Site Supervision 3 J636 Q1028193 21/11/1997 31/07/2000 0
Building Site Management 4 J560 Q1016356 16/07/1993 30/11/1997
4 J571 Q1016783 13/08/1993 30/04/1996
4 J645 Q1050770 01/10/1998 31/07/2001 96
NVQ TITLE LEVEL AWARDING REFERENCE EFFECTIVE EXPIRY TOTALBODY CODE DATE DATE AWARDS
3 Constructing
Total number of CERTIFICATES AWARDED in this area      11,836
Water Distribution (Mains Laying) 2 CABWI Q1011463 03/06/1991 18/04/1996 2332
Water Distribution (Service Laying) 2 CABWI Q1011461 03/06/1991 18/04/1996 2815
Water Industry Operations (Sewerage Maintenance) 2 CABWI Q1021416 31/07/1995 31/12/2001 79
Water Services – Technical Distribution Operations 3 CABWI Q1018718 31/05/1994 30/03/1997 0
Water Services Operations (Distribution Control) 2 CABWI Q1017965 29/11/1993 31/12/1996
2 CABWI Q1011131 12/12/1991 30/09/1993 392
Water Services Operations (Foundation) 1 CABWI Q1018232 18/01/1994 31/10/1995
1 CABWI Q1011068 07/11/1991 30/09/1993 137
Water Services Operations – Distribution Control 2 CABWI Q1026185 12/03/1997 31/07/2000 10
Waterworks Operations 2 CABWI Q1011132 12/12/1991 30/09/1993 674
10
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NVQ TITLE LEVEL AWARDING REFERENCE EFFECTIVE EXPIRY TOTALBODY CODE DATE DATE AWARDS
Building Site Supervision 3 J560 Q1016357 16/07/1993 30/11/1997
3 J571 Q1016782 13/08/1993 30/04/1996
3 J645 Q1050769 01/10/1998 31/07/2001 117
Built Up Felt Roofing (Construction) 2 J505 Q1014616 28/09/1992 31/12/1995
2 J525 Q1014786 03/12/1992 31/08/1995 117
Carpentry and Joinery (Construction) 2 J505 Q1011095 07/11/1991 31/08/1995
2 J525 Q1014789 03/12/1992 31/08/1995 22603
3 J505 Q1011096 07/11/1991 31/08/1995
3 J525 Q1014790 03/12/1992 31/08/1995 6429
Ceiling Fixing (Construction) 2 J505 Q1013586 25/08/1992 31/08/1995
2 J525 Q1013855 09/10/1992 31/08/1995 29
Chimney Engineering (Construction) 2 J505 Q1023135 20/03/1996 30/09/2000
2 J647 Q1050633 02/09/1998 30/09/2000 2
Civil and Structural Engineering Design 4 J646 Q1050902 18/01/1999 30/09/2002 0
Civil Engineering Site Management 4 J645 Q1050901 24/12/1998 30/09/2002 0
Civil Engineering Site Supervision 3 J645 Q1050900 24/12/1998 30/09/2002 0
Construction (Advanced Scaffolding) 3 J112 Q1007532 21/08/1990 03/12/1991 0
Construction (Basic Scaffolding) 2 J112 Q1007530 21/08/1990 03/12/1991 0
Construction (Bench Joinery) 2 J107 Q1010900 17/12/1990 30/04/1992
2 J505 Q1010940 17/12/1990 30/04/1992 733
Construction (Bricklaying) 2 J107 Q1010897 17/12/1990 30/04/1992
2 J505 Q1010943 17/12/1990 30/04/1992 2545
3 J107 Q1007142 01/06/1989 31/05/1991 1214
Construction (Built-up Felt Roofing) 3 J108 Q1007122 01/06/1989 31/12/1991 4
Construction (Carpentry and Joinery) 2 J107 Q1010899 17/12/1990 30/04/1992
2 J505 Q1010939 17/12/1990 30/04/1992 3041
3 J107 Q1007125 01/06/1989 31/05/1991 2411
Construction (Ceiling Fixing) 2 J107 Q1007128 01/06/1989 31/12/1991 0
Construction (Contractors Plant Mechanics) 3 J114 Q1007526 11/07/1990 03/12/1991 5
Construction (Demountable Partitioning) 2 J112 Q1007460 03/07/1990 31/12/1991 0
Construction (Fencing) 2 J107 Q1007130 01/06/1989 31/12/1991 0
Construction (Floorlaying) 3 J109 Q1007124 01/06/1989 31/12/1991 23
Construction (General Building Operations) 2 J107 Q1007462 03/07/1990 31/12/1991 0
Construction (Glazing) 3 J110 Q1006936 01/06/1989 31/12/1991 0
Construction (Mastic Asphalting) 3 J106 Q1006894 01/06/1989 31/12/1991 7
Construction (Painting and Decorating) 2 J107 Q1010901 17/12/1990 30/04/1992
2 J505 Q1010941 17/12/1990 30/04/1992 1613
3 J107 Q1007136 01/06/1989 31/05/1991 402
Construction (Plant Maintenance Mechanics) 2 J114 Q1007528 11/07/1990 03/12/1991 8
Construction (Plastering) 2 J107 Q1010898 17/12/1990 30/04/1992
2 J505 Q1010942 17/12/1990 30/04/1992 289
3 J107 Q1007134 01/06/1989 31/05/1991 146
Construction (Roof Sheeting and Cladding) 3 J113 Q1007132 01/06/1989 31/12/1991 0
Construction (Roof Slating and Tiling) 3 J107 Q1007141 01/06/1989 31/12/1991 19
Construction (Shop Fitting) 3 J107 Q1007138 01/06/1989 31/12/1991 38
Construction (Stonemasonry) 3 J107 Q1007458 03/07/1990 03/12/1991 23
Construction (Wall and Floor Tiling) 3 J107 Q1007126 01/06/1989 31/12/1991 2
Construction (Wood Machining) 3 J107 Q1007140 01/06/1989 31/12/1991 57
Construction Contracting 3 J645 Q1050903 24/12/1998 30/11/2002 11
4 J645 Q1050904 24/12/1998 30/11/2002 0
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NVQ TITLE LEVEL AWARDING REFERENCE EFFECTIVE EXPIRY TOTALBODY CODE DATE DATE AWARDS
Construction Operations (Construction) 2 J505 Q1022505 20/12/1995 31/03/2000 1124
Construction Plant and Equipment Management 4 BTEC Q1023961 14/05/1996 31/03/2000 0
Construction Plant and Equipment Supervision 3 BTEC Q1023960 14/05/1996 31/03/2000 2
Construction Project Management 5 CPMG Q1022694 06/03/1996 31/12/2000 0
Decorative Occupations (Construction) 1 J505 Q1011097 07/11/1991 30/10/2000
1 J525 Q1014814 03/12/1992 31/08/1995 9246
Demolition 2 J505 Q1014887 16/11/1992 31/12/1995
2 J525 Q1014889 06/11/1992 31/08/1995 0
3 J505 Q1014886 16/11/1992 31/12/1995
3 J525 Q1014888 06/11/1992 31/08/1995 0
Demolition (Construction) 2 J505 Q1022493 20/12/1995 31/12/2000 10
3 J505 Q1022494 20/12/1995 31/12/2000 0
Demountable Partitioning (Construction) 2 J505 Q1013587 25/08/1992 31/08/1995
2 J525 Q1013856 09/10/1992 31/08/1995 7
Domestic Insulation Installing 1 J513 Q1011062 12/11/1991 30/11/1993 575
Drylining (Construction) 2 J505 Q1013588 25/08/1992 31/12/1995
2 J505 Q1022502 20/12/1995 31/12/1997
2 J525 Q1013857 09/10/1992 31/08/1995 176
Earthmoving Plant Operations (Construction) 2 AITT Q1025899 23/01/1997 31/05/1999
2 J505 Q1014899 16/11/1992 31/05/1999
2 J525 Q1014901 06/11/1992 31/12/1996 209
Electrical Installation (Construction) 3 J127 Q1007049 31/08/1988 31/12/1991 16026
Fabricated Finishing Occupations (Construction) 1 J505 Q1013561 25/08/1992 31/08/1995
1 J525 Q1013854 09/10/1992 31/08/1995 0
Façade Maintenance (Construction) 2 J505 Q1022491 20/12/1995 31/12/2000 0
Façade Maintenance – Cleaning (Construction) 2 J505 Q1016109 27/04/1993 31/12/1995 0
Fence Erection 2 J578 Q1017586 29/11/1993 31/12/1996
2 NFTA Q1026288 22/01/1997 31/12/1999 147
Fenestration Installation and Surveying 2 GQA Q1052033 21/04/1999 29/02/2004 0
3 GQA Q1052034 21/04/1999 29/02/2004 0
Fenestration Surveying 3 GQA Q1027098 11/06/1997 31/07/1999 2
Fibrous Plastering (Construction) 2 J505 Q1011089 07/11/1991 31/08/1995
2 J525 Q1014791 03/12/1992 31/08/1995 113
3 J505 Q1011093 07/11/1991 31/08/1995
3 J525 Q1014792 03/12/1992 31/08/1995 47
Fitted Interiors (Construction) 2 J505 Q1024662 28/08/1996 31/12/2000 0
Fixer Mason (Construction) 3 J505 Q1014717 28/09/1992 31/08/1995
3 J525 Q1014793 03/12/1992 31/08/1995 3
Floorcovering 3 J505 Q1050046 11/02/1998 31/12/2000 0
Floorcovering (Construction) 1 J505 Q1022499 20/12/1995 31/12/2000 32
2 J505 Q1022500 20/12/1995 31/12/2000
2 J505 Q1015108 03/12/1992 31/12/1995 191
Floorcovering Occupations (Construction) 1 J505 Q1014728 28/09/1992 31/12/1995 21
Formworking (Construction) 2 J505 Q1011152 24/01/1992 31/12/1995
2 J505 Q1023183 02/07/1996 31/12/2000
2 J525 Q1014794 03/12/1992 31/08/1995 108
3 J505 Q1023184 02/07/1996 31/12/2000
3 J505 Q1011154 24/01/1992 31/12/1995
3 J525 Q1014795 03/12/1992 31/08/1995 15
Gas Network Engineering 3 CG Q1050073 12/01/1998 30/06/2000 33
Gas Services Installation 2 CG Q1051033 18/01/1999 31/07/2000 0
3 CG Q1051034 18/01/1999 31/07/2000 0
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NVQ TITLE LEVEL AWARDING REFERENCE EFFECTIVE EXPIRY TOTALBODY CODE DATE DATE AWARDS
Gas Services Maintenance 2 CG Q1051035 18/01/1999 31/07/2000 0
3 CG Q1051036 18/01/1999 31/07/2000 0
Gas, Service Installation and Maintenance 2 CG Q1027618 21/08/1997 30/06/1999 208
3 CG Q1027619 21/08/1997 30/06/1999 71
General Construction Operations 1 J505 Q1014593 28/09/1992 30/10/2000
1 J525 Q1014797 03/12/1992 31/08/1995 2638
2 J505 Q1014596 28/09/1992 30/04/1996
2 J525 Q1014798 03/12/1992 31/08/1995 1721
3 J505 Q1014600 28/09/1992 31/12/1998
3 J525 Q1014799 03/12/1992 31/08/1995 93
Glazing 1 GQA Q1027094 11/06/1997 31/12/2000
1 J505 Q1023185 02/07/1996 31/12/2000 52
2 GQA Q1027095 11/06/1997 31/12/2000
2 J505 Q1023186 02/07/1996 31/12/2000 52
3 GQA Q1027837 27/08/1997 31/12/2000
3 J505 Q1027304 08/07/1997 31/12/2000 0
Glazing (Construction) 1 J505 Q1015041 16/11/1992 31/12/1995
1 J525 Q1015050 06/11/1992 31/12/1995 3
2 J505 Q1015040 16/11/1992 31/12/1995
2 J525 Q1015055 06/11/1992 31/12/1995 45
Glazing Installation 1 GQA Q1015132 20/11/1992 31/12/1997 3
2 GQA Q1015133 20/11/1992 31/12/1997 62
Heating and Ventilating Fitting 3 J104 Q1007119 01/08/1988 31/03/1990 0
Heating and Ventilating Fitting and Welding 3 J104 Q1007117 01/08/1988 30/04/1991 0
Highways Maintenance 1 J511 Q1011025 30/01/1992 31/03/1994
1 J511 Q1018236 25/01/1994 30/04/2000 349
2 J511 Q1018237 25/01/1994 30/04/2000 521
3 J511 Q1026044 20/01/1997 30/04/2000 7
4 J624 Q1024986 05/09/1996 31/12/1999 0
Highways Maintenance (Brickwork and Amenity Paving) 2 J511 Q1011026 30/01/1992 31/03/1994 106
Highways Maintenance (Structural Systems Erection) 2 J511 Q1011027 30/01/1992 31/03/1994 0
Highways Maintenance (Surface Dressing) 2 J511 Q1011028 30/01/1992 31/03/1994 0
Highways Maintenance (Traffic Management) 2 J511 Q1011029 30/01/1992 31/03/1994 0
Installation of Glass Supporting Structures 2 GQA Q1027102 11/06/1997 31/07/1999 48
Installing and Commissioning Electrotechnical Systems and Equipment 3 J649 Q1052155 07/06/1999 31/05/2001 0
Installing Architectural Glazing Systems 3 GQA Q1027100 11/06/1997 31/07/1999 1
Installing Electrotechnical Systems 2 J649 Q1052317 13/09/1999 31/05/2001 0
Installing Insulation 1 J513 Q1018389 31/01/1994 30/06/1997 999
2 J513 Q1018238 31/01/1994 30/06/1997 237
Installing Replacement Windows and Doors 2 GQA Q1014649 14/10/1992 31/12/1997 1089
Insulation Installing 1 J513 Q1027248 18/09/1997 30/06/2000 31
Interior Systems (Construction) 1 J505 Q1021707 30/10/1995 31/12/2000 13
2 J505 Q1021708 30/10/1995 31/12/2000 78
3 J505 Q1021709 30/10/1995 31/12/2000 3
Lifting Plant Operations (Construction) 2 AITT Q1025900 23/01/1997 31/05/1999
2 J505 Q1014890 16/11/1992 31/05/1999
2 J525 Q1014891 06/11/1992 31/12/1996 50
Lightning Conductor Engineering (Construction) 2 J505 Q1014179 28/09/1992 31/12/1995
2 J505 Q1022495 20/12/1995 30/10/2000 10
3 J505 Q1014181 28/09/1992 30/10/2000 0
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NVQ TITLE LEVEL AWARDING REFERENCE EFFECTIVE EXPIRY TOTALBODY CODE DATE DATE AWARDS
Maintenance Operations (Construction) 3 J505 Q1028317 08/12/1997 31/12/2000 0
Managing Telecommunication Facilities 4 TVSC Q1050843 22/01/1999 30/09/2001 3
Mason (Construction) 2 J505 Q1014716 28/09/1992 31/08/1995
2 J525 Q1015266 03/12/1992 31/08/1995 195
Mason Pavior (Construction) 2 J505 Q1015100 03/12/1992 30/04/1996
2 J525 Q1015137 03/12/1992 31/08/1995 77
3 J505 Q1015102 03/12/1992 31/12/1998
3 J525 Q1015138 03/12/1992 31/08/1995 63
Mastic Asphalting (Construction) 2 J505 Q1021713 30/10/1995 30/10/2000
2 J505 Q1013834 25/08/1992 31/08/1995
2 J525 Q1013853 09/10/1992 31/08/1995 112
3 J505 Q1026416 16/05/1997 31/12/2000 12
Mechanical Engineering Services (Ammonia Refrigeration Systems) 3 J582 Q1018014 21/01/1994 31/05/1997 0
Mechanical Engineering Services 3 J582 Q1018015 21/01/1994 31/05/1997 5
(Commercial and Industrial Air Conditioning Systems)
Mechanical Engineering Services 3 J582 Q1018013 21/01/1994 31/05/1997 32
(Commercial and Industrial Halocarbon Refrigeration Systems)
Mechanical Engineering Services (Drinks Dispensing Systems) 2 CG Q1018235 21/01/1994 30/11/1996
2 LCCI Q1017987 26/11/1993 30/06/1997 12
Mechanical Engineering Services 2 J530 Q1014054 15/07/1992 31/05/1997 847
(Gas Services Installation and Maintenance – Domestic)
Mechanical Engineering Services 3 J530 Q1014055 15/07/1992 31/05/1997 1998
(Gas Services Installation and Maintenance)
Mechanical Engineering Services 2 J532 Q1014149 25/06/1992 31/05/1997 160
(Heating and Ventilating Domestic Installation)
Mechanical Engineering Services 3 J532 Q1014556 25/08/1992 31/05/1997 6
(Heating and Ventilating Ductwork Installation)
Mechanical Engineering Services 2 J532 Q1014150 25/06/1992 31/05/1997 549
(Heating and Ventilating Industrial/ Commercial Installation)
Mechanical Engineering Services (Heating and Ventilating Installation) 3 J532 Q1014151 25/06/1992 31/05/1997 81
Mechanical Engineering Services 2 J532 Q1014554 25/08/1992 31/05/1997 232
(Heating and Ventilating System Components Service and Maintenance)
Mechanical Engineering Services 3 J532 Q1014555 25/08/1992 31/05/1997 12
(Heating and Ventilating System Rectification)
Mechanical Engineering Services (Plumbing) 2 J531 Q1014057 09/10/1992 31/05/1997
2 J531 Q1027228 24/07/1997 31/05/2000
2 J586 Q1018025 21/01/1994 31/05/1997
2 J586 Q1027620 17/09/1997 31/05/2000 10021
3 J531 Q1014058 09/10/1992 31/05/1997
3 J531 Q1027229 24/07/1997 31/05/2000
3 J586 Q1018026 21/01/1994 31/05/1997
3 J586 Q1027621 17/09/1997 31/05/2000 2317
Mechanical Engineering Services 2 J582 Q1018012 21/01/1994 31/05/1997 829
(Small Commercial Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Systems)
Mechanical Engineering Services (Thermal Insulation) 2 J573 Q1016788 23/08/1993 31/05/1997 95
Mechanical Engineering Services – Ammonia Refrigeration Systems 3 J632 Q1027263 31/07/1997 31/05/2000 1
Mechanical Engineering Services – 3 J632 Q1027262 31/07/1997 31/05/2000 41
Commercial and Industrial Air Conditioning Systems
Mechanical Engineering Services – 3 J632 Q1027261 31/07/1997 31/05/2000 56
Commercial and Industrial Refrigeration Systems other than Ammonia
Mechanical Engineering Services – 2 J632 Q1027260 31/07/1997 31/05/2000 517
Small Commercial Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Systems
Mechanical Engineering Services: Heating and Ventilating – Installation 2 J532 Q1027508 22/08/1997 30/06/2000 302
3 J532 Q1027509 22/08/1997 30/06/2000 84
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NVQ TITLE LEVEL AWARDING REFERENCE EFFECTIVE EXPIRY TOTALBODY CODE DATE DATE AWARDS
Mechanical Engineering Services: Heating and Ventilating – 2 J532 Q1027506 22/08/1997 30/06/2000 56
Maintenance of System Components
Mechanical Engineering Services: Heating and Ventilating – 3 J532 Q1027507 22/08/1997 30/06/2000 64
Rectification of Systems
Owner Management, Business Management and Development 4 J636 Q1028195 21/11/1997 31/07/2000 0
Painting and Decorating (Construction) 2 J505 Q1021705 30/10/1995 30/10/2000
2 J505 Q1011098 07/11/1991 31/08/1995
2 J525 Q1014800 03/12/1992 31/08/1995 11878
3 J505 Q1021706 30/10/1995 30/10/2000
3 J505 Q1011099 07/11/1991 31/08/1995
3 J525 Q1014801 03/12/1992 31/08/1995
3 J597 Q1026945 24/07/1997 30/09/1999 2932
Plant Maintenance 1 J505 Q1050897 11/12/1998 31/07/2000 0
2 J505 Q1050898 11/12/1998 31/07/2000 0
3 J505 Q1050899 11/12/1998 31/07/2000 0
Plant Maintenance (Construction) 2 J505 Q1014720 28/09/1992 31/12/1998
2 J525 Q1014802 03/12/1992 31/12/1995 1025
3 J505 Q1015263 02/02/1993 31/12/1998
3 J525 Q1015264 16/12/1992 31/12/1995 392
Plant Occupations (Construction) 1 AITT Q1025898 23/01/1997 31/05/1999
1 J505 Q1014719 28/09/1992 31/05/1999
1 J525 Q1014803 03/12/1992 31/12/1996 134
Plant Operations (Construction) 3 J505 Q1014970 23/10/1992 31/05/1999
3 J525 Q1015039 03/12/1992 31/12/1996 3
Plant Operations – Bored or Driven Works (Construction) 2 J505 Q1017974 14/12/1993 31/05/1999 6
Plastering Solid and Fibrous (Construction) 2 J505 Q1021717 30/10/1995 30/10/2000 1256
3 J505 Q1021718 30/10/1995 30/10/2000
3 J597 Q1026947 24/07/1997 30/09/1999 286
Preparing and Fixing Cables 1 J572 Q1018488 17/03/1994 30/04/1997 0
Production of Glass Supporting Fabrications 2 GQA Q1027101 11/06/1997 31/07/1999
2 GQA Q1052030 21/04/1999 29/02/2004 60
Properties Manufacture 3 J597 Q1026940 24/07/1997 30/09/1999 0
Property and Caretaking Supervision 3 ABBE Q1052275 08/07/1999 31/01/2002 0
Property Management 4 ABBE Q1050069 12/01/1998 30/09/2001 0
Provide Energy Efficiency Services 2 J513 Q1027249 18/09/1997 30/06/2000 149
Provide Insulation Services 2 J513 Q1027250 18/09/1997 30/06/2000 18
Public Utilities Distribution (Natural Gas) 3 J530 Q1016776 03/08/1993 30/06/1997 372
Refractory Installations (Construction) 2 J505 Q1027223 08/07/1997 30/04/2000 0
Remedial Maintenance Operations 2 J505 Q1050556 15/07/1998 31/12/2000 0
Remedial Wood Preserving and Damp Proofing (Construction) 2 J614 Q1023132 14/03/1996 30/11/1998 0
Removal of Hazardous Waste (Asbestos) 2 J573 Q1050002 12/01/1998 31/10/2000 0
3 J573 Q1050003 12/01/1998 31/10/2000 0
Roadbuilding 1 EPIC Q1026091 24/03/1997 31/12/1999
1 J505 Q1025860 09/12/1996 31/03/2000 0
2 EPIC Q1026092 24/03/1997 31/12/1999
2 J505 Q1025861 09/12/1996 31/03/2000 80
Roof Sheeting and Cladding 3 J505 Q1027256 08/07/1997 31/12/2000 0
Roof Sheeting and Cladding (Construction) 2 J505 Q1014969 23/10/1992 31/08/1995
2 J505 Q1021714 30/10/1995 30/10/2000
2 J525 Q1015038 03/12/1992 31/08/1995 41
Roof Slating and Tiling 3 J505 Q1026232 21/08/1997 31/12/2000 3
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NVQ TITLE LEVEL AWARDING REFERENCE EFFECTIVE EXPIRY TOTALBODY CODE DATE DATE AWARDS
Roof Slating and Tiling (Construction) 2 J505 Q1026231 20/01/1997 31/12/2000
2 J505 Q1011090 07/11/1991 31/01/1997
2 J525 Q1014804 03/12/1992 31/08/1995 452
3 J505 Q1014968 23/10/1992 30/06/1997
3 J525 Q1015037 03/12/1992 31/08/1995 96
Roofing Occupations 1 J505 Q1050004 08/12/1997 31/12/2000 0
Scaffolding (Construction) 2 J505 Q1011155 24/01/1992 30/04/1996
2 J505 Q1023958 19/06/1996 30/10/2000
2 J525 Q1014805 03/12/1992 31/08/1995 730
3 J505 Q1011153 24/01/1992 30/04/1996
3 J505 Q1023959 19/06/1996 30/10/2000
3 J525 Q1014806 03/12/1992 31/08/1995 73
Shopfitting (Construction) 2 J505 Q1013589 25/08/1992 31/08/1995
2 J525 Q1014807 03/12/1992 31/08/1995 214
Shopfitting Benchwork (Construction) 3 J505 Q1014488 25/08/1992 31/08/1995
3 J525 Q1014808 03/12/1992 31/08/1995 126
Shopfitting Site Fixing (Construction) 3 J505 Q1014485 25/08/1992 31/08/1995
3 J525 Q1014809 03/12/1992 31/08/1995 63
Single Ply Roofing (Construction) 2 J505 Q1016108 27/04/1993 31/12/1995 0
Site Inspection 3 CG Q1028318 03/12/1997 31/08/2000 0
Site Technical Support 3 J645 Q1050885 24/12/1998 30/10/2001 0
Solid Plastering (Construction) 2 J505 Q1011088 07/11/1991 31/08/1995
2 J525 Q1014810 03/12/1992 31/08/1995 1872
3 J505 Q1011092 07/11/1991 31/08/1995
3 J525 Q1014811 03/12/1992 31/08/1995 385
Spatial Data Management 4 ABBE Q1050070 12/01/1998 30/09/2001 0
Specialist Operations 3 J505 Q1027257 08/07/1997 31/12/2000 4
Stagecraft (Scenic Fabrication) 2 J594 Q1023033 24/07/1996 31/12/1998 0
3 J594 Q1023034 24/07/1996 31/12/1998 0
Steelfixing (Construction) 2 J505 Q1026774 16/05/1997 31/12/2000 10
Steeplejacking (Construction) 2 J505 Q1014177 28/09/1992 31/12/1995
2 J505 Q1022497 20/12/1995 30/10/2000 0
3 J505 Q1014180 28/09/1992 30/10/2000 0
Stonemasonry (Construction) 2 J505 Q1021715 30/10/1995 30/10/2000 206
3 J505 Q1021716 30/10/1995 30/10/2000 172
Surveying Support 3 ABBE Q1050771 06/10/1998 30/06/2002 0
Thatching 2 J505 Q1026618 24/04/1997 31/12/2000 0
Thermal Insulation 2 J573 Q1050432 08/06/1998 30/06/2000 5
Town Planning 4 ABBE Q1050816 29/10/1998 30/09/2002 0
Town Planning Support 3 ABBE Q1050257 06/05/1998 30/09/2001 0
Traffic Management and Systems Engineering 4 J624 Q1024985 05/09/1996 31/12/1999 0
Transport Planning 5 J624 Q1024984 05/09/1996 31/12/2001 0
Transport Technical Support 3 J624 Q1052300 23/09/1999 31/07/2002 0
Trowel Occupations (Construction) 1 J505 Q1011086 07/11/1991 30/10/2000
1 J525 Q1014812 03/12/1992 31/08/1995 10387
Tunnelling Operations (Construction) 2 J505 Q1022693 19/01/1996 31/12/2000 19
Underpinning Operations (Construction) 2 J505 Q1050045 12/01/1998 31/12/2000 0
Valuation 4 ABBE Q1050072 12/01/1998 30/09/2001 0
Wall and Floor Tiling (Construction) 2 J505 Q1013835 25/08/1992 31/12/1995
2 J505 Q1022503 20/12/1995 31/12/2000
2 J525 Q1013851 09/10/1992 31/08/1995 618
3 J505 Q1026432 16/05/1997 31/12/2000 3
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Aircraft Engineering Maintenance 2 CG Q1050814 30/10/1998 31/07/2002
2 EMTAAL Q1050674 11/09/1998 30/06/2000 0
3 CG Q1050815 30/10/1998 31/07/2002
3 EMTAAL Q1050675 11/09/1998 30/06/2000 4
Aircraft Maintenance Engineering (Mechanical and Avionic) 3 EMTAAL Q1021479 21/09/1995 30/09/1998
3 J524 Q1013554 08/05/1992 30/09/1998 395
Automotive Glazing 2 GQA Q1052037 21/04/1999 29/02/2004
2 GQA Q1011266 08/06/1990 31/01/1992
2 GQA Q1016561 01/07/1993 31/12/1997
2 GQA Q1027092 11/06/1997 31/07/1999
2 RTITB Q1007369 23/01/1990 22/10/1991
2 RTITB Q1016773 28/07/1993 30/04/1996 1591
3 GQA Q1027093 11/06/1997 31/07/1999
3 GQA Q1052038 21/04/1999 29/02/2004 8
Cables and Joints: Installation and Maintenance (Electricity Distribution) 3 J129 Q1007088 01/10/1988 31/12/1991 380
Cabling and Wiring Loom Manufacture 1 EMTAAL Q1011128 09/12/1991 30/09/2000
1 ETCNI Q1016473 03/08/1993 30/09/1997 613
Co-ordinating the Provision of Servicing Activities 2 J547 Q1022316 21/02/1996 31/12/1999
2 TVSC Q1026430 21/03/1997 31/12/1999 0
Control and Instrumentation Equipment: Installation and Maintenance 3 J129 Q1007076 01/10/1988 31/12/1991 203
(Electricity Generation)
Controlling Reactor Systems on Licensed Nuclear Sites 3 J129 Q1019425 28/09/1994 31/12/1995 0
Electrical and Electronics Servicing 2 EMTAAL Q1027230 09/07/1997 31/07/2002
2 ETCNI Q1028078 14/11/1997 31/07/2002
2 J634 Q1028315 20/03/1998 31/07/2002 42
3 EMTAAL Q1027231 04/07/1997 31/07/2002
3 ETCNI Q1028079 14/11/1997 31/07/2002
3 J634 Q1028316 20/03/1998 31/07/2002 2
Electrical Plant and Equipment: Installation and Maintenance 3 J129 Q1007080 01/10/1988 31/12/1991 171
(Electricity Generation)
Electricity Distribution and Transmission Engineering 3 J129 Q1027303 30/06/1997 31/08/2001 29
Electricity Distribution and Transmission Engineering Support 2 J129 Q1027302 30/06/1997 31/08/2001 18
Electricity Generation (Fossil-fired Systems); 2 ETA Q1007104 01/10/1988 31/12/1991 421
Operating and Controlling Power Station Boilers
Electricity Generation (Fossil-fired Systems); 2 ETA Q1007100 01/10/1988 31/12/1991 0
Operating and Controlling Power Station Coal Plant
4 Engineering
NVQ TITLE LEVEL AWARDING REFERENCE EFFECTIVE EXPIRY TOTALBODY CODE DATE DATE AWARDS
Total number of CERTIFICATES AWARDED in this area      193,317
Wood Machining (Timber Trade) 2 J546 Q1015377 11/05/1993 31/03/1995 28
Wood Occupations (Construction) 1 J505 Q1011094 07/11/1991 30/10/2000
1 J525 Q1014813 03/12/1992 31/08/1995 12667
2 J505 Q1021711 30/10/1995 30/10/2000 15134
3 J505 Q1021712 30/10/1995 30/04/2000
3 J597 Q1026946 24/07/1997 30/09/1999 5391
Wood Preserving – Industrial Pre-Treatment (Construction) 2 J614 Q1023131 14/03/1996 31/12/2000 0
Woodmachining (Construction) 2 J505 Q1014487 25/08/1992 31/08/1995
2 J525 Q1014772 09/10/1992 31/08/1995 302
3 J505 Q1014486 25/08/1992 31/12/1995
3 J525 Q1014773 09/10/1992 31/08/1995 115
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NVQ TITLE LEVEL AWARDING REFERENCE EFFECTIVE EXPIRY TOTALBODY CODE DATE DATE AWARDS
Electricity Generation (Fossil-fired Systems); 1 ETA Q1007106 01/10/1988 31/12/1991 150
Operating and Controlling Power Station Systems (Fossil-fired)
Electricity Generation (Fossil-fired Systems); 2 ETA Q1007102 01/10/1988 31/12/1991 0
Operating and Controlling Power Station Turbines
Electricity Generation (Fossil-fired Systems); 2 ETA Q1007098 01/10/1988 31/12/1991 0
Operating and Controlling Power Station Units
Electronic Office Systems Maintenance 1 CG Q1007249 03/07/1989 31/12/1991 75
Electronic Office Systems Maintenance (Field) 2 CG Q1007388 03/07/1989 31/12/1991 75
Electronic Office Systems Maintenance (Workshop) 2 CG Q1007387 03/07/1989 31/12/1991 169
Electronic Product Assembly 1 EMTAAL Q1011127 09/12/1991 30/09/2000
1 ETCNI Q1016472 03/08/1993 30/09/1997 1443
Electronic Product Assembly and Rectification 2 EMTAAL Q1011130 09/12/1991 30/09/1997
2 ETCNI Q1016482 03/08/1993 30/09/1997 1281
Engineering (Foundation) 1 J142 Q1007374 23/05/1988 31/03/1991 917
Engineering Assembly 1 EMTAAL Q1015406 03/12/1992 30/09/2000
1 EMTAAL Q1013939 07/05/1992 30/09/2000
1 ETCNI Q1017978 01/03/1994 30/09/1997
1 J611 Q1022030 01/09/1995 30/09/1997 5501
2 EMTAAL Q1013940 07/05/1992 30/09/1997
2 EMTAAL Q1015407 03/12/1992 30/09/1997
2 ETCNI Q1016483 03/08/1993 30/09/1997
2 J611 Q1022031 01/09/1995 30/09/1997 6015
3 BTEC Q1021207 09/06/1995 30/09/1997
3 EMTAAL Q1015562 16/02/1993 30/09/1997
3 EMTAAL Q1015591 21/01/1993 30/09/1997
3 ETCNI Q1018241 01/03/1994 30/09/1997
3 J611 Q1022032 01/09/1995 30/09/1997 3141
Engineering Construction 2 ECITB Q1019820 12/10/1994 31/03/2000 814
3 J142 Q1007393 01/05/1988 30/04/1990 272
Engineering Construction (Erecting Capital Plant Steel Structures) 3 ECITB Q1015508 05/01/1993 30/09/1997 73
Engineering Construction (Fabricating Steel Structures) 3 ECITB Q1015509 05/01/1993 30/09/1997 61
Engineering Construction (Installing Mechanical Plant) 3 ECITB Q1015506 05/01/1993 30/09/1997 69
Engineering Construction (Installing Pipework Systems) 3 ECITB Q1015507 05/01/1993 30/09/1997 224
Engineering Construction 2 ECITB Q1018588 01/03/1994 30/09/1997 43
(Lifting and Positioning Capital Plant Steel Structures)
Engineering Construction 3 ECITB Q1017976 17/01/1994 30/09/1997 138
(Maintaining Electrical Systems of Plant and Equipment)
Engineering Construction 3 ECITB Q1017975 17/01/1994 30/09/1997 125
(Maintaining Instrument and Control Systems of Plant and Equipment)
Engineering Construction 3 ECITB Q1017977 17/01/1994 30/09/1997 107
(Maintaining Mechanical Systems of Plant and Equipment)
Engineering Construction – Design 3 ECITB Q1021085 30/05/1995 30/09/1997 3
Engineering Construction – Fabricating Steel Structures 3 ECITB Q1028071 08/12/1997 30/06/2000 11
Engineering Construction – Installing Plant and Systems 3 ECITB Q1028076 08/12/1997 30/06/2000 85
Engineering Construction – 3 ECITB Q1021088 30/05/1995 30/09/1997 84
Lifting and Positioning Capital Plant Steel Structures
Engineering Construction – Maintaining Plant and Equipment 3 ECITB Q1028072 08/12/1997 30/06/2000 18
Engineering Construction – Procurement 3 ECITB Q1021086 30/05/1995 30/09/1997 0
Engineering Construction – Project Control 3 ECITB Q1021087 30/05/1995 30/09/1997 0
Engineering Construction – 2 ECITB Q1050419 24/06/1998 30/06/2000 0
Supporting Engineering Construction Activities
Engineering Construction: Constructing Capital Plant Steel Structures 3 ECITB Q1050336 23/04/1998 30/06/2000 18
Engineering Construction: Design and Draughting 3 ECITB Q1050094 28/11/1997 30/06/2000 0
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NVQ TITLE LEVEL AWARDING REFERENCE EFFECTIVE EXPIRY TOTALBODY CODE DATE DATE AWARDS
Engineering Construction: Joining Materials by Welding 3 ECITB Q1019409 22/07/1994 30/09/1997 73
Engineering Construction: Non-Destructive Testing 3 ECITB Q1051072 05/02/1999 31/07/2000 0
Engineering Design 3 CG Q1050922 24/12/1998 31/07/2001
3 EMTAAL Q1050390 06/05/1998 31/07/2002 10
Engineering Finishing 1 EMTAAL Q1013951 07/05/1992 30/09/2000
1 J611 Q1022033 01/09/1995 30/09/1997 222
2 EMTAAL Q1013950 07/05/1992 30/09/1997
2 J611 Q1022034 01/09/1995 30/09/1997 217
3 BTEC Q1021208 09/06/1995 30/09/1997
3 EMTAAL Q1015563 16/02/1993 30/09/1997
3 EMTAAL Q1015592 21/01/1993 30/09/1997
3 ETCNI Q1018243 01/03/1994 30/09/1997
3 J611 Q1022035 01/09/1995 30/09/1997 295
Engineering Foundation 2 BTEC Q1018714 04/07/1994 30/09/1998
2 EMTAAL Q1015350 10/12/1992 31/03/2000
2 J611 Q1022036 01/09/1995 31/03/2000 7511
Engineering Foundation (Glass Manufacture) 1 J160 Q1007376 23/05/1988 31/03/1991 6
Engineering Foundation (Man-made Fibres and Film) 1 J143 Q1007375 01/07/1988 31/03/1991 0
Engineering Installation and Commissioning 2 EMTAAL Q1050074 25/02/1998 31/07/2002 0
3 EMTAAL Q1050075 25/02/1998 31/07/2002 390
Engineering Machining 1 EMTAAL Q1013954 07/05/1992 30/09/2000
1 EMTAAL Q1015408 03/12/1992 30/09/2000
1 ETCNI Q1016471 03/08/1993 30/09/1997
1 J611 Q1022037 01/09/1995 30/09/1997 2429
2 EMTAAL Q1013952 07/05/1992 30/09/1997
2 EMTAAL Q1013863 13/05/1992 30/09/1997
2 ETCNI Q1016477 03/08/1993 30/09/1997
2 J611 Q1022038 01/09/1995 30/09/1997 2423
3 BTEC Q1021209 09/06/1995 30/09/1997
3 EMTAAL Q1015559 16/02/1993 30/09/1997
3 EMTAAL Q1015590 21/01/1993 30/09/1997
3 ETCNI Q1018244 01/03/1994 30/09/1997
3 J611 Q1022039 01/09/1995 30/09/1997 4198
Engineering Machining (Production Machining) 2 EMTAAL Q1015409 03/12/1992 30/09/1997 1229
Engineering Maintenance 1 EMTAAL Q1015416 10/12/1992 30/09/2000
1 J611 Q1022040 01/09/1995 30/09/1997 98
2 BTEC Q1050613 06/08/1998 30/06/2000
2 CG Q1025149 15/11/1996 30/09/1997
2 CG Q1027989 14/11/1997 31/07/2002
2 EMTAAL Q1015352 10/12/1992 30/09/1997
2 EMTAAL Q1027609 04/07/1997 31/07/2002
2 ETCNI Q1027945 18/09/1997 31/07/2002
2 J595 Q1050617 06/08/1998 30/06/2000
2 J611 Q1022041 01/09/1995 30/09/1997
2 J611 Q1028064 29/01/1998 30/06/2000 620
3 BTEC Q1021211 09/06/1995 30/09/1997
3 BTEC Q1050614 06/08/1998 30/06/2000
3 CG Q1025150 15/11/1996 30/09/1997
3 CG Q1027990 14/11/1997 31/07/2002
3 EMTAAL Q1013941 07/05/1992 30/09/1997
3 EMTAAL Q1027610 04/07/1997 31/07/2002
3 EMTAAL Q1013860 01/03/1992 30/09/1997
3 ETCNI Q1019473 09/08/1994 30/09/1997
3 ETCNI Q1027946 18/09/1997 31/07/2002
3 J595 Q1050618 06/08/1998 30/08/2000
3 J611 Q1028065 29/01/1998 30/06/2000
3 J611 Q1022042 01/09/1995 30/09/1997 12881
Engineering Maintenance 3 J150 Q1007391 01/07/1988 31/12/1991 8
(Biscuits, Cake, Chocolate and Confectionery Products Manufacture)
Engineering Maintenance (Chemical Manufacture) 3 J103 Q1006839 01/07/1988 31/12/1991 925
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NVQ TITLE LEVEL AWARDING REFERENCE EFFECTIVE EXPIRY TOTALBODY CODE DATE DATE AWARDS
Engineering Maintenance (China Clay and Ball Clay Processing) 3 J148 Q1007385 01/07/1988 31/12/1991 94
Engineering Maintenance 2 J129 Q1015572 17/03/1993 31/12/1995 10
(Couplings and Bearings – Power Generation Plant)
Engineering Maintenance 2 J129 Q1015570 17/03/1993 31/12/1995 7
(Drives and Brake Systems – Power Generation Plant)
Engineering Maintenance 2 J129 Q1015574 17/03/1993 31/12/1995 0
(Electrical Actuators and Cable Installation – Power Generation Plant)
Engineering Maintenance (Electrical Plant and Systems and 3 J129 Q1015581 17/03/1993 31/12/1995 22
Technical Support Services – Power Generation Plant)
Engineering Maintenance 2 J129 Q1015575 17/03/1993 31/12/1995 0
(Fabrication and Welding – Power Generation Plant)
Engineering Maintenance (Glass Manufacture) 3 J160 Q1007392 31/07/1988 31/12/1991 11
Engineering Maintenance 2 J129 Q1015573 17/03/1993 31/12/1995 1
(Instrument Maintenance – Power Generation Plant)
Engineering Maintenance 2 J129 Q1015569 17/03/1993 31/12/1995 1
(Lifting and Handling and Scaffolding – Power Generation Plant)
Engineering Maintenance (Man-made Fibres Manufacture) 3 J143 Q1007330 01/07/1988 31/12/1991 158
Engineering Maintenance (Measurement and Control and 3 J129 Q1015578 17/03/1993 31/12/1995 76
Technical Support Services – Power Generation Plant)
Engineering Maintenance (Mechanical Plant and Systems and 3 J129 Q1015579 17/03/1993 31/12/1995 34
Technical Support Services – Power Generation Plant)
Engineering Maintenance (Petroleum Products Manufacture) 3 J144 Q1007345 01/07/1988 31/12/1991 24
Engineering Maintenance 2 J129 Q1015577 17/03/1993 31/12/1995 1
(Pipework and Valves – Power Generation Plant)
Engineering Maintenance (Plastics Processing) 3 J147 Q1007386 01/07/1988 31/12/1991 195
Engineering Maintenance 2 J129 Q1015576 17/03/1993 31/12/1995 7
(Pneumatic and Hydraulic Actuators – Power Generation Plant)
Engineering Maintenance 3 J141 Q1007338 01/07/1988 31/12/1991 0
(Refractories, Clay Pipes and Allied Products Manufacture)
Engineering Maintenance 2 J129 Q1015571 17/03/1993 31/12/1995 0
(Switchgear, Lighting, Heating and Batteries – Power Generation Plant)
Engineering Maintenance (Tobacco Products Manufacture) 3 J149 Q1007390 01/07/1988 31/12/1991 12
Engineering Maintenance for Processing Industries 2 PAA Q1018792 11/07/1994 31/12/2000 0
3 PAA Q1018793 11/07/1994 31/12/2000 13
Engineering Maintenance Support Services 1 J129 Q1015565 17/03/1993 31/12/1995 0
(Access and Scaffolding – Power Generation Plant)
Engineering Maintenance Support Services 1 J129 Q1015568 17/03/1993 31/12/1995 2
(Ancillary Electrical Equipment – Power Generation Plant)
Engineering Maintenance Support Services 1 J129 Q1015567 17/03/1993 31/12/1995 13
(Fabrication and Welding – Power Generation Plant)
Engineering Maintenance Support Services 1 J129 Q1015566 17/03/1993 31/12/1995 0
(Low Pressure Pipework Systems – Power Generation Plant)
Engineering Manufacture 4 EMTAAL Q1028077 14/11/1997 30/09/2001 299
Engineering Manufacture (Craft Competences) – Electrical and Electronic 3 J142 Q1007351 01/05/1988 31/12/1991 413
Engineering Manufacture (Craft Competences) – Foundry Practices 3 J142 Q1007361 01/05/1988 31/12/1991 4
Engineering Manufacture (Craft Competences) – Maintenance Practices 3 J142 Q1007357 01/05/1988 31/12/1991 2577
Engineering Manufacture (Craft Competences) – Mechanical (Fitting) 3 J142 Q1007353 01/05/1988 31/12/1991 1327
Engineering Manufacture (Craft Competences) – Mechanical (Machining) 3 J142 Q1007355 01/05/1988 31/12/1991 1842
Engineering Manufacture (Craft Competences) – 3 J142 Q1007359 01/05/1988 31/12/1991 69
Patternmaking/ Mouldmaking/Modelling
Engineering Manufacture (Craft Competences) – Vehicle Body Practices 3 J142 Q1007349 01/05/1988 31/12/1991 143
Engineering Manufacture (Craft Competences) – Welding and Fabrication 3 J142 Q1007347 01/05/1988 31/12/1991 11063
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NVQ TITLE LEVEL AWARDING REFERENCE EFFECTIVE EXPIRY TOTALBODY CODE DATE DATE AWARDS
Engineering Manufacture (Designing and Production Planning) 4 EMTAAL Q1016313 19/04/1993 30/09/1997 10
Engineering Manufacture (Designing and Testing) 4 EMTAAL Q1016312 19/04/1993 30/09/1997 30
Engineering Manufacture (Designing) 4 EMTAAL Q1016307 19/04/1993 30/09/1997 175
Engineering Manufacture (Foundation) 2 BTEC Q1018715 04/07/1994 31/03/2000
2 CG Q1019426 15/08/1994 31/03/2000
2 EMTAAL Q1007726 23/04/1991 01/03/1992
2 EMTAAL Q1013557 01/03/1992 31/03/2000
2 ETCNI Q1021021 04/05/1995 31/03/2000
2 ETCNI Q1010974 22/05/1991 04/05/1995 77915
Engineering Manufacture (Production Planning) 4 EMTAAL Q1016310 19/04/1993 30/09/1997 98
Engineering Manufacture (Technician Competences) 3 J140 Q1007332 01/05/1988 31/12/1991 1992
Engineering Manufacture (Technician Engineer) 4 J140 Q1007334 23/05/1988 31/12/1991 2948
Engineering Manufacture (Testing and Production Planning) 4 EMTAAL Q1016316 19/04/1993 30/09/1997 1
Engineering Manufacture (Testing) 4 EMTAAL Q1016309 19/04/1993 30/09/1997 181
Engineering Manufacture and Designing 4 EMTAAL Q1016311 19/04/1993 30/09/1997 22
Engineering Manufacture and Production Planning 4 EMTAAL Q1016315 19/04/1993 30/09/1997 22
Engineering Manufacture and Testing 4 EMTAAL Q1016314 19/04/1993 30/09/1997 12
Engineering Manufacturing 4 EMTAAL Q1016308 19/04/1993 30/09/1997 196
Engineering Material Processing 1 EMTAAL Q1015404 03/12/1992 30/09/2000
1 EMTAAL Q1013937 07/05/1992 30/09/2000
1 ETCNI Q1016469 03/08/1993 30/09/1997
1 J611 Q1022043 01/09/1995 30/09/1997 2091
2 EMTAAL Q1013936 07/05/1992 30/09/1997
2 EMTAAL Q1015405 03/12/1992 30/09/1997
2 ETCNI Q1016480 03/08/1993 30/09/1997
2 J611 Q1022044 01/09/1995 30/09/1997 11827
3 BTEC Q1021210 09/06/1995 30/09/1997
3 EMTAAL Q1015558 16/02/1993 30/09/1997
3 EMTAAL Q1015594 21/01/1993 30/09/1997
3 ETCNI Q1018242 01/03/1994 30/09/1997
3 J611 Q1022045 01/09/1995 30/09/1997 2306
Engineering Production 2 BTEC Q1050615 06/08/1998 30/06/2000
2 CG Q1027991 14/11/1997 31/07/2002
2 EMTAAL Q1027430 08/07/1997 31/07/2002
2 ETCNI Q1027947 18/09/1997 31/07/2002
2 J611 Q1028066 29/01/1998 31/07/2002 2525
3 BTEC Q1050616 06/08/1998 30/06/2000
3 CG Q1027992 14/11/1997 31/07/2002
3 EMTAAL Q1027431 08/07/1997 31/07/2002
3 ETCNI Q1027948 18/09/1997 31/07/2002
3 J611 Q1028067 29/01/1998 31/07/2002 1047
Engineering Surveying of Equipment Systems and Services 5 OU Q1023634 14/05/1996 31/03/1998 0
Engineering Surveying of Equipment, Systems and Services 4 OU Q1050001 14/01/1998 30/06/2000 0
Engineering Technical Services 3 EMTAAL Q1015588 21/01/1993 30/09/1997
3 J611 Q1022046 01/09/1995 30/09/1997 5
Engineering Technology Management 4 OU Q1026799 02/05/1997 31/07/2001 13
Erecting and Maintaining Steel Tower Overhead Lines 3 J129 Q1015580 17/03/1993 30/09/1997 9
Erecting and Maintaining Wood Pole Overhead Lines 3 J129 Q1015345 17/03/1993 30/09/1997 78
Fabricating and Fixing Electrical Cable Supports 1 J572 Q1017986 05/01/1994 31/05/1999 550
Fabricating Constructional Steelwork 2 SIQB Q1050417 19/05/1998 30/06/2000 0
3 SIQB Q1050418 19/05/1998 30/06/2000 3
Fishing Vessel Engineering 2 BTEC Q1025201 21/11/1996 31/12/1999 0
3 BTEC Q1019566 08/11/1994 31/12/1999 1
4 BTEC Q1025202 21/11/1996 31/12/1999 0
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NVQ TITLE LEVEL AWARDING REFERENCE EFFECTIVE EXPIRY TOTALBODY CODE DATE DATE AWARDS
Heavy Vehicle Mechanics 3 J124 Q1007053 31/07/1988 31/12/1989 0
High Pressure Aluminium Die Casting 1 EMTAAL Q1011123 09/12/1991 30/09/2000
1 ETCNI Q1016476 03/08/1993 30/09/1997 157
2 EMTAAL Q1011124 09/12/1991 30/09/1997
2 ETCNI Q1016481 03/08/1993 30/09/1997 57
Install and Maintain Aerial Equipment and Associated Feeders 2 TVSC Q1021721 18/09/1995 31/12/1999 139
Installation and Commissioning 2 CG Q1050923 24/12/1998 31/07/2001 0
3 CG Q1050924 24/12/1998 31/07/2001 0
Installing and Commissioning Electrical Systems and Equipment 3 ECITB Q1021329 15/06/1995 31/08/2000
3 J572 Q1016785 23/08/1993 31/05/1999 1028
Installing and Commissioning Machinery and Equipment 2 EMTAAL Q1015348 10/12/1992 31/01/1998
2 J611 Q1022047 01/09/1995 30/09/1997 0
3 EMTAAL Q1015564 16/02/1993 31/01/1998
3 EMTAAL Q1015593 21/01/1993 31/01/1998
3 ETCNI Q1018240 01/03/1994 30/09/1997
3 J611 Q1022048 01/09/1995 30/09/1997 2096
Installing and Commissioning Mobile Telecommunications Terminal 2 TVSC Q1013556 11/06/1992 30/09/1997 171
Equipment (Cellular)
Installing and Commissioning Telecommunications Terminal 2 TVSC Q1010972 13/06/1991 30/09/1997 355
Equipment (Fixed)
Installing and Commissioning Telecommunications Terminal 2 CG Q1024857 12/03/1997 30/09/1997
Equipment (Radio) 2 TVSC Q1010973 13/06/1991 30/09/1997 1223
Installing and Maintaining Aerial Equipment and Associated Feeders 2 BTEC Q1050636 11/09/1998 31/12/1999 0
Installing and Maintaining Electrical Sub-Station Plant and Apparatus 3 J129 Q1015346 17/03/1993 30/09/1997 21
Installing and Maintaining Electricity Transmission Sub-Station 3 J129 Q1015582 17/03/1993 30/09/1997 9
Plant and Apparatus
Installing and Testing Fixed Copper Communication Links 2 TVSC Q1018261 05/09/1994 31/12/1998 1241
Installing and Testing Fixed Fibre-Optic Communication Links 2 TVSC Q1018262 05/09/1994 31/12/1998 35
Installing and Testing Telecommunications Switching and 2 TVSC Q1010971 13/06/1991 30/09/1997 171
Transmission Equipment
Installing Electrical Systems and Equipment 2 J572 Q1016784 23/08/1993 31/05/1999 11888
Installing Fibre Optic Communications Links 1 BTEC Q1050641 11/09/1998 31/12/1999
1 TVSC Q1021720 18/09/1995 31/12/1999 54
Joining by Welding 3 CG Q1026415 20/03/1997 30/09/1997
3 EMTAAL Q1015560 16/02/1993 30/09/1997
3 EMTAAL Q1015589 21/01/1993 30/09/1997
3 ETCNI Q1018245 01/03/1994 30/09/1997
3 J611 Q1022051 01/09/1995 30/09/1997 741
Joining Materials by Welding 1 CG Q1022417 07/11/1995 30/09/2000
1 EMTAAL Q1011121 09/12/1991 30/09/2000
1 EMTAAL Q1013934 07/05/1992 30/09/2000
1 ETCNI Q1016475 03/08/1993 30/09/2000
1 J611 Q1022049 01/09/1995 30/09/1997 4960
2 CG Q1022418 07/11/1995 30/09/1997
2 EMTAAL Q1011122 09/12/1991 30/09/1997
2 EMTAAL Q1013935 07/05/1992 30/09/1997
2 ETCNI Q1016479 03/08/1993 30/09/1997
2 J611 Q1022050 01/09/1995 30/09/1997 4419
3 ECITB Q1027613 21/08/1997 30/06/2000 45
Joining Metal by Brazing and Oxy-Gas Weld Processes 2 META Q1011007 14/08/1991 07/05/1992 0
Joining Metal by Machine Process to Non-Critical Standard 2 META Q1011008 14/08/1991 07/05/1992 0
Joining Metal by Manual Metal Arc Process to Non-Critical Standard 2 META Q1011009 14/08/1991 07/05/1992 0
Joining Metal Pipe by Manual Metal Arc and Semi-Automatic 3 META Q1011011 14/08/1991 07/05/1992 8
Critical Process
Joining Metal Plate by Manual Metal Arc and Automatic Critical Process 3 META Q1011010 14/08/1991 07/05/1992 0
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NVQ TITLE LEVEL AWARDING REFERENCE EFFECTIVE EXPIRY TOTALBODY CODE DATE DATE AWARDS
Joining Metal Plate by Manual Metal Arc and Semi-Automatic 3 META Q1011012 14/08/1991 07/05/1992 15
Critical Process
Joining Metal Plate by Manual Metal Arc Process (Tack) 1 META Q1011006 14/08/1991 07/05/1992 33
Jointing and Terminating Distribution and Transmission Cables 3 J129 Q1015344 17/03/1993 30/09/1997 31
Light Vehicle Body Repair (Foundation)- Modular Training 1 J124 Q1007051 01/07/1988 30/06/1990 0
Light Vehicle Body Repair Modular Training 3 J124 Q1006910 01/01/1988 31/12/1989 0
Light Vehicle Mechanics 3 J124 Q1006906 31/07/1988 31/12/1989 0
Maintaining Automotive Vehicles 1 AMD Q1028308 03/12/1997 30/06/2000
1 IMI Q1051764 18/03/1999 31/07/2000 223
2 AMD Q1028309 03/12/1997 30/06/2000
2 IMI Q1051765 18/03/1999 31/07/2000 25
Maintaining Automotive Vehicles (Body Structure and Claddings) 3 IMI Q1051768 18/03/1999 31/07/2000 0
Maintaining Automotive Vehicles (Body Structures and Claddings) 3 AMD Q1028312 03/12/1997 30/06/2000 0
Maintaining Automotive Vehicles (Electrical/Electronic) 3 AMD Q1028311 03/12/1997 30/06/2000
3 IMI Q1051767 18/03/1999 31/07/2000 2
Maintaining Automotive Vehicles (Mechanical) 3 AMD Q1028310 03/12/1997 30/06/2000
3 IMI Q1051766 18/03/1999 31/07/2000 18
Maintaining Electricity Generation Systems 2 J129 Q1022306 17/11/1995 31/08/2001 0
3 J129 Q1022307 17/11/1995 31/08/2001 7
Maintaining Fuel Route and Radioactive Waste Activities on 2 J129 Q1019427 28/09/1994 31/12/1995 5
Licensed Nuclear Sites
Maintaining PCVs (Body Trades) 1 AMD Q1011274 22/06/1990 31/12/1997 142
2 AMD Q1011280 22/06/1990 31/12/1997 171
3 AMD Q1011286 22/06/1990 31/12/1997 117
Maintaining PCVs (Electrical) 1 AMD Q1011270 22/06/1990 31/12/1997 64
2 AMD Q1011276 22/06/1990 31/12/1997 198
3 AMD Q1011282 22/06/1990 31/12/1997 111
Maintaining PCVs (Mechanical) 1 AMD Q1011272 22/06/1990 31/12/1997 1997
2 AMD Q1011278 22/06/1990 31/12/1997 486
3 AMD Q1011284 22/06/1990 31/12/1997 375
Mechanical Plant and Equipment: Installation and Maintenance 3 J129 Q1007092 01/10/1988 31/12/1991 240
(Electricity Generation, Transmission and Distribution)
Merchant Vessel Engineering 3 BTEC Q1019567 06/10/1994 31/12/1999 71
4 BTEC Q1019571 06/10/1994 31/12/1999 2
Metering Equipment: Installation and Maintenance 3 J129 Q1007086 01/10/1988 31/12/1991 7
(Electricity Distribution)
Motor Cycle Mechanics Modular Training 3 J124 Q1006902 01/07/1988 30/06/1990 0
Motor Vehicle Servicing (Foundation) 1 J124 Q1007052 01/07/1988 30/06/1990 0
Motorcycle Mechanical and Electronic Systems – 3 BTEC Q1015904 27/04/1993 31/03/2000
Maintenance and Repair 3 CG Q1015910 29/03/1993 31/03/2000
3 IMI Q1015918 28/01/1993 31/03/2000
3 RSA Q1027213 02/07/1997 30/09/1999
3 RTITB Q1015924 12/02/1993 31/12/1996 288
National Certificate of Craft Competence 3 J125 Q1007054 01/09/1988 31/08/1990 66
Nuclear Decommissioning 2 J129 Q1027091 29/05/1997 31/08/2001 35
Operating and Controlling Power Station Systems (Fossil-Fired) – 2 J129 Q1011045 04/10/1991 31/12/1995 20
Assistant Unit Operation
Operating and Controlling Power Station Systems (Fossil-Fired) – 2 J129 Q1011046 04/10/1991 31/12/1995 15
Boiler Operation
Operating and Controlling Power Station Systems (Fossil-Fired) – 1 J129 Q1011052 04/10/1991 31/12/1995 0
Boiler Plant
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Operating and Controlling Power Station Systems (Fossil-Fired) – 2 J129 Q1011048 04/10/1991 31/12/1995 2
Coal Plant Operation
Operating and Controlling Power Station Systems (Fossil-Fired) – 1 J129 Q1011051 04/10/1991 31/12/1995 12
General Plant
Operating and Controlling Power Station Systems (Fossil-Fired) – 2 J129 Q1011047 04/10/1991 31/12/1995 16
Turbine Operation
Operating and Controlling Power Station Systems (Fossil-Fired) – 1 J129 Q1011049 04/10/1991 31/12/1995 0
Turbine Plant
Operating and Controlling Power Station Systems (Fossil-Fired) – 3 J129 Q1011044 04/10/1991 31/12/1995 21
Unit Operation
Operating and Controlling Power Station Systems (Fossil-Fired) – 1 J129 Q1011050 04/10/1991 31/12/1995 27
Water Treatment Plant
Operating and Controlling Power Station Systems: Fossil Fired 3 ETA Q1007096 01/10/1988 31/12/1991 473
(Electricity Generation)
Operating and Maintaining the Performance of Telecommunications 3 BTEC Q1050637 11/09/1998 31/12/1999
Equipment 3 CG Q1024858 12/03/1997 30/09/1997
3 TVSC Q1021723 18/09/1995 31/12/1999 1449
Operating Multiple Electricity Generation Systems 3 J129 Q1022028 10/10/1995 31/08/2001 20
Operating Single Electricity Generation Systems 2 J129 Q1022027 10/10/1995 31/08/2001 5
Overhead Lines and Equipment: Installation and Maintenance 3 J129 Q1007090 01/10/1988 31/12/1991 690
(Electricity Transmission and Distribution)
Parts Distribution 3 J124 Q1006912 01/01/1988 31/12/1989 0
PCB Assembly 1 EMTAAL Q1011125 09/12/1991 30/09/2000
1 ETCNI Q1016470 03/08/1993 30/09/1997 1920
PCB Assembly and Repair 2 EMTAAL Q1011129 09/12/1991 30/09/1997
2 ETCNI Q1016478 03/08/1993 30/09/1997 3026
Planning the Provision of a Telecommunications Service 3 TVSC Q1050838 22/10/1998 30/09/2001 0
Process Engineering Maintenance 1 EMTAAL Q1022841 21/02/1996 30/09/1997
1 VQSET Q1019450 15/08/1994 30/09/1999 195
2 EMTAAL Q1021111 30/05/1995 30/09/1997
2 ETCNI Q1024793 01/08/1996 30/09/1997
2 VQSET Q1017972 29/11/1993 30/09/1999
2 VQSET Q1052320 14/09/1999 31/07/2002 871
3 VQSET Q1017973 29/11/1993 30/09/1999
3 VQSET Q1052321 14/09/1999 31/07/2002 429
Project Control 4 ECITB Q1026297 05/03/1997 31/12/2000 8
Providing a Telecommunications Service 2 BTEC Q1050638 11/09/1998 31/12/1999
2 CG Q1050420 08/06/1998 31/12/1999
2 TVSC Q1026704 01/05/1997 31/12/1999 834
3 BTEC Q1050639 11/09/1998 31/12/1999
3 CG Q1050421 08/06/1998 31/12/1999
3 TVSC Q1023954 09/05/1996 31/12/1999 154
Providing External Telecommunications Equipment 2 TVSC Q1050681 16/09/1998 30/09/2001 9
Providing Technical Services 2 EMTAAL Q1023138 26/02/1996 30/09/1997
2 ETCNI Q1025751 05/11/1996 30/09/1997 416
3 EMTAAL Q1023139 26/02/1996 30/09/1997
3 ETCNI Q1025752 05/11/1996 30/09/1997 1020
Rail Transport Engineering Maintenance (Communication) 2 J577 Q1021321 07/11/1995 30/09/1999 0
3 J577 Q1021326 07/11/1995 30/09/1999 0
Rail Transport Engineering Maintenance (Electrification) 2 J577 Q1021322 07/11/1995 30/09/1999 0
3 J577 Q1021327 07/11/1995 30/09/1999 0
Rail Transport Engineering Maintenance (Permanent Way) 2 J577 Q1021317 07/11/1995 30/09/1999 3
3 J577 Q1021328 07/11/1995 30/09/1999 0
4 Engineering continued
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4 Engineering continued
NVQ TITLE LEVEL AWARDING REFERENCE EFFECTIVE EXPIRY TOTALBODY CODE DATE DATE AWARDS
Rail Transport Engineering Maintenance (Plant) 2 J577 Q1021318 07/11/1995 30/09/1999 0
3 J577 Q1021323 07/11/1995 30/09/1999 0
Rail Transport Engineering Maintenance (Signal Fault Finding) 2 J577 Q1021319 07/11/1995 30/09/1999 0
Rail Transport Engineering Maintenance (Signals) 2 J577 Q1021320 07/11/1995 30/09/1999 0
3 J577 Q1021324 07/11/1995 30/09/1999 0
Rail Transport Engineering Maintenance (Traction and Rolling Stock) 2 J577 Q1021316 07/11/1995 30/09/1999 13
3 J577 Q1021325 07/11/1995 30/09/1999 0
Receipt and Dispatch of Service Calls 1 J547 Q1022317 21/02/1996 31/12/1999
1 TVSC Q1026431 21/03/1997 31/12/1999 6
Repairing Cellular Terminal Equipment 3 BTEC Q1050640 11/09/1998 31/12/1999
3 TVSC Q1021722 18/09/1995 31/12/1999 0
Rigging 1 EMTAAL Q1018250 06/07/1994 31/03/1998
1 J611 Q1022052 01/09/1995 31/03/1998 4
2 EMTAAL Q1018251 06/07/1994 31/03/1998
2 J611 Q1022053 01/09/1995 31/03/1998 28
3 EMTAAL Q1018252 06/07/1994 31/03/1998
3 J611 Q1022054 01/09/1995 31/03/1998 0
Service Engineering (Agricultural Machinery) 2 J501 Q1019883 31/01/1995 30/09/1998 1011
3 J501 Q1015337 22/12/1992 30/09/1998 220
Service Engineering (Garden Machinery) 2 J501 Q1019884 31/01/1995 30/09/1998 144
3 J501 Q1016353 03/11/1993 30/09/1998 23
Service Engineering – Agricultural and Groundcare Machinery 2 J501 Q1050521 29/06/1998 30/06/2000 36
3 J501 Q1050522 29/06/1998 30/06/2000 18
Servicing Electronic Systems (Field) 2 J547 Q1022313 21/02/1996 31/12/1999
2 TVSC Q1026424 21/03/1997 31/12/1999 16
3 J547 Q1022310 21/02/1996 31/12/1999
3 TVSC Q1026425 21/03/1997 31/12/1999 206
Servicing Electronic Systems (Workshop) 2 J547 Q1022314 21/02/1996 31/12/1999
2 TVSC Q1026426 21/03/1997 31/12/1999 179
3 J547 Q1022311 21/02/1996 31/12/1999
3 TVSC Q1026427 21/03/1997 31/12/1999 13
Servicing Office Information Technology Equipment and Systems 1 J547 Q1015374 17/12/1992 30/09/1995 0
2 J547 Q1015375 17/12/1992 30/09/1995 1
3 J547 Q1015376 17/12/1992 30/09/1995 280
Servicing Software (Field and Support Centre) 3 J547 Q1022312 21/02/1996 31/12/1999
3 TVSC Q1026429 21/03/1997 31/12/1999 1
Servicing Software (Support Centre) 2 J547 Q1022315 21/02/1996 31/12/1999
2 TVSC Q1026428 21/03/1997 31/12/1999 11
Shipbuilding and Marine Engineering 3 META Q1007026 01/07/1988 31/12/1991 1217
Shipbuilding and Marine Engineering (Foundation) 1 META Q1007024 01/07/1988 31/03/1991 414
Shipbuilding and Marine Engineering (Outfitting) 2 META Q1007020 11/12/1989 31/12/1991 588
Shipbuilding and Marine Engineering (Services) 2 META Q1007018 11/12/1989 31/12/1991 576
Shipbuilding and Marine Engineering (Structures) 2 META Q1007022 11/12/1989 31/12/1991 403
Shipbuilding and Marine Engineering Management 4 META Q1007378 05/02/1990 03/12/1991 25
Shipbuilding and Marine Engineering Supervision (Skills) 3 META Q1007379 05/02/1990 03/12/1991 61
Shipbuilding and Marine Engineering Supervision (Technical) 3 META Q1007380 05/02/1990 03/12/1991 1
Shipbuilding and Marine Engineering Technician 3 META Q1006992 01/01/1989 31/12/1991 6
Shipbuilding and Marine Engineering Technician (Foundation) 1 META Q1007016 01/01/1989 31/12/1991 0
Shipbuilding and Marine Engineering Technician Engineer 4 META Q1006990 01/01/1989 31/12/1991 8
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4 Engineering continued
NVQ TITLE LEVEL AWARDING REFERENCE EFFECTIVE EXPIRY TOTALBODY CODE DATE DATE AWARDS
Total number of CERTIFICATES AWARDED in this area      276,051
Substation Plant and Equipment: Installation and Maintenance 3 J129 Q1007084 01/10/1988 31/12/1991 406
(Electricity Transmission and Distribution)
Surface Mount Technology and Automatic Assembly of PCBs 1 EMTAAL Q1011126 09/12/1991 30/09/2000
1 ETCNI Q1016474 03/08/1993 30/09/1997 222
Technical Services 2 BTEC Q1050611 06/08/1998 30/06/2000
2 CG Q1027987 14/11/1997 31/07/2002
2 EMTAAL Q1027258 08/07/1997 31/07/2002
2 ETCNI Q1027949 18/09/1997 31/07/2002
2 J611 Q1028068 29/01/1998 30/06/2000 430
3 BTEC Q1050612 06/08/1998 30/06/2000
3 CG Q1027988 14/11/1997 31/07/2002
3 EMTAAL Q1027259 08/07/1997 31/07/2002
3 ETCNI Q1027950 18/09/1997 31/07/2002
3 J611 Q1028069 29/01/1998 31/07/2002 506
Telecommunications Equipment: Installation and Maintenance 3 J129 Q1007082 01/10/1988 31/12/1991 9
(Electricity Transmission and Distribution)
Thermal Material and Associated Equipment: Removal, 3 J129 Q1007078 01/10/1988 31/12/1991 0
Preparing and Fixing (Electricity Generation)
Vehicle Body Fitting 2 AMD Q1016111 29/03/1993 31/03/2000
2 BTEC Q1015902 27/04/1993 31/03/2000
2 CG Q1015908 29/03/1993 31/03/2000
2 IMI Q1015913 28/01/1993 31/03/2000
2 RSA Q1027207 02/07/1997 31/07/1998
2 RTITB Q1015920 12/02/1993 31/12/1996 1613
Vehicle Body Repair 3 AMD Q1016114 29/03/1993 31/03/2000
3 BTEC Q1015903 27/04/1993 31/03/2000
3 CG Q1015909 29/03/1993 31/03/2000
3 IMI Q1015917 28/01/1993 31/03/2000
3 RSA Q1027211 02/07/1997 31/07/1998
3 RTITB Q1015921 12/02/1993 31/12/1996 2191
Vehicle Mechanical and Electronic Systems – Maintenance and Repair 3 AMD Q1016112 29/03/1993 31/03/2000
(Heavy Vehicles) 3 BTEC Q1015906 27/04/1993 31/03/2000
3 CG Q1015912 29/03/1993 31/03/2000
3 IMI Q1015916 28/01/1993 31/03/2000
3 RSA Q1027210 02/07/1997 31/07/1998
3 RTITB Q1015922 12/02/1993 31/12/1996 2694
Vehicle Mechanical and Electronic Systems – Maintenance and Repair 3 AMD Q1016113 29/03/1993 31/03/2000
(Light Vehicles) 3 BTEC Q1015905 27/04/1993 31/03/2000
3 CG Q1015533 29/03/1993 31/03/2000
3 IMI Q1015915 28/01/1993 31/03/2000
3 RSA Q1027209 02/07/1997 30/09/1999
3 RTITB Q1015923 12/02/1993 31/12/1996 13453
Vehicle Mechanical and Electronic Systems – Unit Replacement 2 AMD Q1016110 29/03/1993 31/03/2000
2 BTEC Q1015901 27/04/1993 31/03/2000
2 CG Q1015907 29/03/1993 31/03/2000
2 IMI Q1015914 28/01/1993 31/03/2000
2 RSA Q1027208 02/07/1997 31/07/1998
2 RTITB Q1015919 12/02/1993 31/12/1996 20237
Vehicle Refinishing 3 AMD Q1017571 09/02/1994 31/03/2000
3 BTEC Q1017574 09/02/1994 31/03/2000
3 CG Q1017583 17/02/1994 31/03/2000
3 IMI Q1017590 15/02/1994 31/03/2000
3 RSA Q1027212 02/07/1997 31/07/1998
3 RTITB Q1017606 15/02/1994 31/12/1996 1602
Wiring Systems and Appliances: Installation and Maintenance 3 J129 Q1007074 01/10/1988 31/12/1991 1198
(Electricity Distribution)
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Abattoir Process Operations 2 MTC Q1006980 01/05/1988 31/03/1991 17
Assembled Furniture Production 2 J523 Q1020762 03/04/1995 31/12/2000 1200
Assembly, Fabrication, Manufacturing Processes (Signmaking) 2 J526 Q1013555 13/05/1992 31/12/1997 229
Bakery Service 2 HAB Q1026657 21/08/1997 31/12/2001
2 J627 Q1026627 14/05/1997 31/12/2001 36
Baking 2 CG Q1006795 05/09/1988 31/12/1991 6732
Boat Building 2 J583 Q1018020 22/12/1993 31/12/1999 80
Boat Building and Maintenance 3 EMTAAL Q1050762 23/09/1998 31/08/2000 0
Boat Outfitting 2 J583 Q1018017 22/12/1993 31/12/1999 10
Boat Repairing 2 J583 Q1018018 22/12/1993 31/12/1999 9
Brick Production (Automatic Plant) 2 J169 Q1013510 05/05/1992 31/01/1994 1
Brick Production (Calcium Silicate) 2 J169 Q1013511 05/05/1992 31/01/1994 0
Brick Production (Drying and Firing) 2 J169 Q1013512 05/05/1992 31/01/1994
2 RBPTC Q1020728 06/04/1995 31/08/1997 4
Brick Production (Non-Automatic Plant) 1 J169 Q1013509 05/05/1992 31/01/1994 0
Brick Production Operations 1 RBPTC Q1020726 06/04/1995 31/08/1997 0
2 RBPTC Q1020727 06/04/1995 31/08/1997 10
Casting (Continuous Casting) 2 SIQB Q1015359 01/12/1992 31/10/1994 1
3 SIQB Q1015364 01/12/1992 31/10/1994 2
Coating Paper and Board 2 J587 Q1018222 07/02/1994 30/09/1997 4
Coke Making 2 SIQB Q1021091 17/07/1995 30/09/1999 3
3 SIQB Q1021092 17/07/1995 30/09/1999 1
Cold Working of Metals 2 SIQB Q1016774 28/07/1993 30/09/1999 87
3 SIQB Q1016775 28/07/1993 30/09/1999 6
Combined Working Practices 3 CG Q1052342 23/09/1999 31/07/2001 0
Controlling the Process to Coat Paper and Board 3 J587 Q1018226 07/02/1994 30/09/1997 0
Controlling the Process to Make Paper and Board 3 J587 Q1018227 07/02/1994 30/09/1997 0
Controlling the Process to Produce Paper and Board Stock 3 J587 Q1018225 07/02/1994 30/09/1997 1
Craft Baking 2 CG Q1015511 20/01/1993 31/12/1996
2 HAB Q1017589 25/10/1993 31/12/1996
2 HAB Q1026152 09/01/1997 31/12/2001
2 J627 Q1026285 28/01/1997 31/12/2001 2527
Craft Baking (Technical Operations) 3 CG Q1022023 07/09/1995 31/12/1999
3 HAB Q1022840 03/01/1996 31/12/1999 223
Decorating Ceramic Items (Automotive) 2 J533 Q1015067 04/11/1992 30/09/1999 139
Decorating Ceramic Items (Non-Automotive) 2 J533 Q1014154 24/06/1992 31/10/1994 483
Fibre Reinforced Plastic Lamination 2 J583 Q1018019 22/12/1993 31/12/1999 7
Fibreboard Conversion 2 FAB Q1013832 25/03/1992 28/02/1994
2 FAB Q1018480 22/02/1994 31/03/2000 185
Fibreboard Manufacture 2 FAB Q1013842 25/03/1992 28/02/1994
2 FAB Q1018479 22/02/1994 31/03/2000 88
Finishing Metal Products 2 SIQB Q1018508 01/03/1994 30/09/1999 84
3 SIQB Q1018509 01/03/1994 30/09/1999 20
Finishing Paper and Board 2 J587 Q1018223 07/02/1994 30/09/1997 54
Fire Ceramic Items 2 J533 Q1027217 30/06/1997 30/11/1999 51
Firing Ceramic Items 2 J533 Q1015084 27/11/1992 31/03/1997 31
Food and Drink Laboratory Operations 1 J544 Q1023952 09/05/1996 31/12/1998 51
2 J544 Q1023953 09/05/1996 31/12/1998 83
5 Manufacturing
NVQ TITLE LEVEL AWARDING REFERENCE EFFECTIVE EXPIRY TOTALBODY CODE DATE DATE AWARDS
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5 Manufacturing continued
NVQ TITLE LEVEL AWARDING REFERENCE EFFECTIVE EXPIRY TOTALBODY CODE DATE DATE AWARDS
Food and Drink Manufacturing Operations 1 J544 Q1015369 20/01/1993 30/09/1996
1 J544 Q1024850 01/10/1996 31/03/2000
1 J623 Q1024853 28/08/1996 31/03/2000 7634
2 J544 Q1015370 20/01/1993 30/09/1996
2 J544 Q1024851 01/10/1996 31/03/2000
2 J623 Q1024854 28/08/1996 31/03/2000 9665
3 J544 Q1024852 01/10/1996 31/03/2000
3 J623 Q1024855 28/08/1996 31/03/2000 91
4 J544 Q1050255 28/08/1998 30/04/2001
4 J623 Q1050555 04/08/1998 31/12/1999 0
Food and Drink Manufacturing Operations (Distilling) 1 J581 Q1018010 25/01/1994 30/09/1997 5
2 J581 Q1018011 25/01/1994 30/09/1997 5
Footwear Manufacture 2 J542 Q1020417 31/01/1995 31/12/1999 495
Footwear Manufacture (Closing, Stitching and Other Operations) 2 J542 Q1015006 16/11/1992 31/12/1994 65
Footwear Manufacture (Cutting) 2 J542 Q1015005 16/11/1992 31/12/1994 1
Footwear Manufacture (Making Flatlasted) 2 J542 Q1015007 16/11/1992 31/12/1994 23
Footwear Manufacture (Making Welted) 2 J542 Q1015008 16/11/1992 31/12/1994 0
Forming Ceramic Items (Automotive) 2 J533 Q1014155 24/06/1992 30/09/1999 239
Forming Ceramic Items (Non-Automotive) 2 J533 Q1015065 04/11/1992 31/10/1994 132
Furnace Operations (Carbon and Graphite Products) 2 RBPTC Q1017603 09/12/1993 31/08/1997 0
Furniture Production 3 J523 Q1025155 01/10/1996 31/12/2000 68
Furniture Production (Assembling) 2 J523 Q1013991 15/05/1992 31/03/1995 705
Furniture Production (Cutting and Sewing) 2 J523 Q1014153 25/06/1992 31/03/1995 48
Furniture Production (Polishing and Finishing) 2 J523 Q1013988 15/05/1992 31/03/1995 204
Furniture Production (Upholstery) 2 J523 Q1013987 15/05/1992 31/03/1995 213
Furniture Production (Veneering) 2 J523 Q1013989 15/05/1992 31/03/1995 71
Furniture Production (Woodmachining) 2 J523 Q1014152 25/06/1992 31/03/1995 118
Furniture Production Operations 1 J523 Q1022424 23/11/1995 31/12/2000 274
Glass and Glazing 1 GQA Q1007470 12/07/1990 30/06/1993 14
Glass and Glazing Installation (Glazing) 2 GQA Q1007466 12/07/1990 31/12/1992 10
Glass and Glazing Production (Cast in Place Lamination) 2 GQA Q1011256 08/06/1990 30/06/1993 0
Glass and Glazing Production (Glass Cutting) 2 GQA Q1011264 08/06/1990 30/06/1993 12
Glass and Glazing Production (Glass Processing) 2 GQA Q1011262 08/06/1990 30/06/1993 1
Glass and Glazing Production (Replacement Fabrication) 2 GQA Q1026109 08/11/1996 31/08/1997
2 GQA Q1011254 08/06/1990 30/06/1993
2 GQA Q1019845 06/10/1994 30/06/1995 182
Glass Batch Processing Operations 2 GQA Q1017982 29/11/1993 31/07/1999 19
Glass Decorating 3 GQA Q1027099 11/06/1997 31/07/1999 0
Glass Forming Operations 2 GQA Q1017980 29/11/1993 31/07/1999 189
Glass Manufacturing 2 GQA Q1052035 21/04/1999 29/02/2004 0
3 GQA Q1052036 21/04/1999 29/02/2004 0
Glass Manufacturing (Glass Container Forming) 2 GQA Q1007468 12/07/1990 30/06/1993 327
Glass Manufacturing (Handmade Domestic Glassware) 1 GQA Q1007464 12/07/1990 30/06/1993 0
Glass Manufacturing Processes and Production Operations 3 GQA Q1027096 11/06/1997 31/07/1999 24
Glass Melting Operations 2 GQA Q1017979 29/11/1993 31/07/1999 58
Glass Processing 1 GQA Q1021346 07/07/1995 31/07/1999 3
2 GQA Q1021347 07/07/1995 31/07/1999
2 GQA Q1052031 21/04/1999 29/02/2004 328
3 GQA Q1052032 21/04/1999 29/02/2004 0
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Handcraft Tailoring 3 CG Q1018721 06/07/1994 31/03/1997
3 QFI Q1027018 22/05/1997 30/04/2000 0
Heat Treatment 2 SIQB Q1018812 31/05/1994 30/09/1999 21
3 SIQB Q1018815 31/05/1994 30/09/1999 9
Heat Treatment Operations (Refractories) 2 RBPTC Q1017605 09/12/1993 31/01/1998 0
Hot Rolling 2 SIQB Q1021101 17/07/1995 30/09/1999 13
3 SIQB Q1021102 17/07/1995 30/09/1999 0
Hot Rolling (Bar, Rod and Sections) 2 SIQB Q1015360 01/12/1992 31/10/1994 0
3 SIQB Q1015366 01/12/1992 31/10/1994 3
Iron and Steel Production (Foundation) 1 J153 Q1007438 08/05/1990 31/12/1991
1 SIQB Q1015357 01/12/1992 31/10/1994 28
Iron Making 2 SIQB Q1021095 17/07/1995 30/09/1999 6
3 SIQB Q1021096 17/07/1995 30/09/1999 0
Iron Making (Frontside) 2 SIQB Q1015362 01/12/1992 31/10/1994 0
3 SIQB Q1015365 01/12/1992 31/10/1994 0
Kiln Operations 2 PAA Q1050559 16/07/1998 31/03/2001 0
Kiln Operations (Vitrified Clay Products) 2 RBPTC Q1017601 09/12/1993 31/08/1997 0
Laboratory and Associated Technical Activities 2 J529 Q1051070 18/03/1999 31/12/2001
2 PAA Q1052313 24/08/1999 31/12/2001
2 VQSET Q1051067 09/03/1999 31/12/2001 0
3 J529 Q1051071 18/03/1999 31/12/2001
3 PAA Q1052314 24/08/1999 31/12/2001
3 VQSET Q1051068 09/03/1999 31/12/2001 0
4 VQSET Q1051069 09/03/1999 31/12/2001 0
Laboratory Operations 4 BTEC Q1019454 31/08/1994 30/09/1999
4 CABWI Q1019561 01/12/1994 31/12/1997
4 VQSET Q1019728 26/08/1994 30/09/1999 8
Laboratory Operations (Chemical and Pharmaceutical) 1 BTEC Q1019451 31/08/1994 09/04/1996
1 BTEC Q1023654 09/04/1996 30/09/1999
1 VQSET Q1023651 03/04/1996 30/09/1999
1 VQSET Q1016756 04/08/1993 03/04/1996 111
2 BTEC Q1019452 31/08/1994 09/04/1996
2 BTEC Q1023655 09/04/1996 30/09/1999
2 VQSET Q1023652 03/04/1996 30/09/1999
2 VQSET Q1016757 04/08/1993 03/04/1996 303
3 BTEC Q1019453 31/08/1994 09/04/1996
3 BTEC Q1023656 09/04/1996 30/09/1999
3 VQSET Q1016758 04/08/1993 25/08/1994
3 VQSET Q1019727 26/08/1994 03/04/1996
3 VQSET Q1023653 03/04/1996 30/09/1999 153
4 VQSET Q1016759 04/08/1993 25/08/1994 0
Leather Production 2 LPIVQB Q1018016 14/12/1993 31/12/1997
2 LPIVQB Q1050095 29/01/1998 31/12/2001 28
Leathergoods Manufacture 1 J551 Q1020418 27/02/1995 31/12/1996
1 J551 Q1015524 20/01/1993 31/12/1994 84
2 J551 Q1015525 20/01/1993 31/12/1996
2 J618 Q1024436 24/07/1996 31/12/2000 11
Lubricants Plant Operations 2 J528 Q1027221 30/06/1997 31/12/1999 33
Machining (General Sewing) 1 QFI Q1013258 28/09/1990 31/12/1990 17
Machining (Lockstitch) 1 QFI Q1006874 01/06/1988 31/12/1990 47
Machining (Overlock) 1 QFI Q1006872 01/06/1988 31/12/1990 33
Maintenance Engineering: Clothing Machinery 3 QFI Q1027608 09/07/1997 30/06/2000 0
Making Paper and Board 2 J587 Q1018221 07/02/1994 30/09/1997 22
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Making Paper and Board Stock 2 J587 Q1018224 07/02/1994 30/09/1997 8
Management (Meat Processing) 4 CG Q1016728 06/09/1993 31/07/1996 1
Manufacture Jewellery and Related Products 1 CG Q1028086 03/12/1997 30/09/2000 15
2 CG Q1028087 03/12/1997 30/09/2000 0
Manufacture Specialised Jewellery and Related Products 3 CG Q1028088 03/12/1997 30/09/2000 0
Manufacturing Ceramic Items 2 J533 Q1020014 31/01/1995 30/11/1999 1638
Manufacturing Jewellery and Allied Products 2 CG Q1016007 13/04/1993 31/07/1997 29
Manufacturing Meat Products 2 MTC Q1006982 17/04/1989 30/04/1991 1
Manufacturing Products from Textiles 1 J163 Q1015338 22/12/1992 31/12/1997
1 QFI Q1015342 18/12/1992 31/12/1997 1412
2 J163 Q1015341 22/12/1992 31/12/1997
2 QFI Q1015343 18/12/1992 31/12/1997 9392
Manufacturing Sewn Products 1 J163 Q1027859 27/08/1997 30/06/2002
1 QFI Q1027624 31/07/1997 30/06/2002 191
2 J163 Q1027860 27/08/1997 30/06/2002
2 QFI Q1027625 31/07/1997 30/06/2002 1554
Manufacturing Textiles 1 J163 Q1015339 22/12/1992 30/06/1998
1 J163 Q1050393 06/05/1998 30/04/2000
1 QFI Q1018807 09/08/1994 30/06/1998 198
2 J163 Q1050394 06/05/1998 30/04/2001
2 J163 Q1015340 22/12/1992 30/06/1998
2 QFI Q1018808 09/08/1994 30/06/1998
2 QFI Q1050380 06/05/1998 30/04/2001 1453
3 J163 Q1050680 01/10/1998 31/08/2003
3 QFI Q1050884 23/11/1998 31/08/2003 2
Materials Preparation 2 SIQB Q1021089 17/07/1995 30/09/1999 0
3 SIQB Q1021090 17/07/1995 30/09/1999 0
Mattress Manufacturing 1 J523 Q1026148 20/01/1997 31/12/1999 0
Meat and Meat Based Products, Sales and Distribution 2 MTC Q1051090 05/02/1999 31/12/2001 0
Meat and Poultry Butchery Operations 2 MTC Q1021334 23/06/1995 31/12/1998
2 MTC Q1051088 05/02/1999 31/12/2001 569
Meat and Poultry Plant Operations 2 MTC Q1051087 05/02/1999 31/12/2001
2 MTC Q1021333 23/06/1995 31/12/1998 321
Meat and Poultry Processing and Manufacturing Operations 2 MTC Q1021335 23/06/1995 31/12/1998
2 MTC Q1051089 05/02/1999 31/12/2001 2771
Meat Industry General Assistant 1 MTC Q1006845 01/01/1988 31/03/1991 91
Meat Processing 1 MTC Q1025462 31/10/1996 31/12/1999 747
Meat Processing (Abattoir Process Operations) 2 MTC Q1011020 15/08/1991 31/08/1995 90
Meat Processing (Catering Butchery) 2 MTC Q1011018 15/08/1991 31/08/1995 83
Meat Processing (Foundation) 1 MTC Q1014796 14/10/1992 30/09/1996 289
Meat Processing (Manufacturing – Butchery) 2 MTC Q1011024 15/08/1991 31/08/1995 159
Meat Processing (Manufacturing – Operations) 2 MTC Q1011022 15/08/1991 31/08/1995 225
Meat Processing (Manufacturing – Packaging) 2 MTC Q1011023 15/08/1991 31/08/1995 294
Meat Processing (Poultry Industry Operations) 2 MTC Q1011021 15/08/1991 31/08/1995 373
Meat Processing (Technical Operations) 3 MTC Q1024733 16/10/1996 29/02/2000 69
Meat Processing (Wholesaling) 2 MTC Q1011019 15/08/1991 31/08/1995 26
Meat Processing Management (Technical and Production) 4 MTC Q1050112 25/02/1998 30/04/2001 2
Metal Forging 2 SIQB Q1021350 17/07/1995 30/09/1999 4
3 SIQB Q1021351 17/07/1995 30/09/1999 0
Metal Industry Laboratory Services 2 SIQB Q1019254 08/08/1994 30/09/1999 34
3 SIQB Q1019255 08/08/1994 30/09/1999 12
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5 Manufacturing continued
NVQ TITLE LEVEL AWARDING REFERENCE EFFECTIVE EXPIRY TOTALBODY CODE DATE DATE AWARDS
Packaging Operations 1 VQSET Q1051085 09/03/1999 31/12/2003 0
2 VQSET Q1051086 09/03/1999 31/12/2003 0
Packaging Operations (Pharmaceutical) 1 J134 Q1016654 12/08/1993 30/12/1998 568
2 J134 Q1016655 12/08/1993 11/10/1994
2 J134 Q1019726 12/10/1994 31/12/1998 209
Paper Manufacturing 1 J631 Q1028061 19/01/1998 31/07/2000 0
2 J631 Q1028062 19/01/1998 31/12/2000 8
3 J631 Q1028063 19/01/1998 31/07/2000 0
Performing Manufacturing Operations 1 CG Q1026227 20/01/1997 31/12/1999
1 EMTAAL Q1025204 19/12/1996 31/12/1999
1 ETCNI Q1027614 30/07/1997 31/12/1999
1 PAA Q1050677 16/09/1998 31/12/1999
1 QFI Q1050676 23/09/1998 31/12/1999
1 RSA Q1025208 08/01/1997 31/12/1999 2410
2 CG Q1026228 20/01/1997 31/12/1999
2 EMTAAL Q1025205 19/12/1996 31/12/1999
2 ETCNI Q1027615 30/07/1997 31/12/1999
2 PAA Q1050679 16/09/1998 31/12/1999
2 QFI Q1050678 23/09/1998 31/12/2000
2 RSA Q1025209 08/01/1997 31/12/1999 8460
Pharmaceutical Packaging 1 J134 Q1007206 23/10/1989 30/06/1993 88
2 J134 Q1007209 23/10/1989 30/06/1993 43
Pharmaceutical Processing 2 J134 Q1007207 23/10/1989 30/06/1993 33
3 J134 Q1007211 23/10/1989 30/06/1993 7
Pharmacy Services 3 BTEC Q1027623 21/08/1997 31/05/2000
3 CG Q1024369 09/08/1996 31/05/2000 395
Plastic Processing Operations 1 BPTA Q1020542 09/03/1995 31/01/2000 2951
Plastics Processing Operations 2 BPTA Q1020543 09/03/1995 31/01/2000 836
Plastics Processing Operations (Blow Moulding) 1 BPTA Q1010992 30/07/1991 31/03/1995 114
2 BPTA Q1011001 30/07/1991 31/03/1995 1
Plastics Processing Operations (Blown Film) 1 BPTA Q1010990 30/07/1991 31/03/1995 137
2 BPTA Q1010999 30/07/1991 31/03/1995 146
Plastics Processing Operations (Compression Moulding) 1 BPTA Q1010993 30/07/1991 31/03/1995 72
2 BPTA Q1011002 30/07/1991 31/03/1995 4
Plastics Processing Operations (Continuous Substrate Coating) 1 BPTA Q1010996 30/07/1991 31/03/1995 0
2 BPTA Q1011004 30/07/1991 31/03/1995 0
Plastics Processing Operations (Extrusion Pipe/Profile) 1 BPTA Q1010989 30/07/1991 31/03/1995 290
2 BPTA Q1010998 30/07/1991 31/03/1995 101
Plastics Processing Operations (Extrusion Sheet) 1 BPTA Q1010988 30/07/1991 31/03/1995 72
2 BPTA Q1010997 30/07/1991 31/03/1995 42
Plastics Processing Operations (Fibre Reinforced Plastic Laminating) 1 BPTA Q1014784 14/10/1992 31/03/1995 45
2 BPTA Q1014787 14/10/1992 31/03/1995 8
Plastics Processing Operations (Film Conversion) 1 BPTA Q1016750 28/07/1993 31/03/1995 18
2 BPTA Q1016751 28/07/1993 31/03/1995 1
Plastics Processing Operations (Finishing and Assembly) 1 BPTA Q1014771 14/10/1992 31/03/1995 288
2 BPTA Q1014780 14/10/1992 31/03/1995 16
Plastics Processing Operations (Injection Moulding) 1 BPTA Q1010991 30/07/1991 31/03/1995 1579
2 BPTA Q1011000 30/07/1991 31/03/1995 203
Plastics Processing Operations (Polymer Compounding) 1 BPTA Q1010994 30/07/1991 31/03/1995 82
2 BPTA Q1011003 30/07/1991 31/03/1995 0
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5 Manufacturing continued
NVQ TITLE LEVEL AWARDING REFERENCE EFFECTIVE EXPIRY TOTALBODY CODE DATE DATE AWARDS
Plastics Processing Operations (Thermoforming) 1 BPTA Q1010995 30/07/1991 31/03/1995 42
2 BPTA Q1011005 30/07/1991 31/03/1995 6
Polymer Processing – Product Development 3 J598 Q1018713 21/06/1994 31/01/2000 0
Polymer Processing Technology 3 BPTA Q1018712 31/05/1994 31/01/2000 34
Process Manufacture (Chemicals) 2 VQSET Q1026616 01/05/1997 31/07/2000 14
3 VQSET Q1026617 01/05/1997 31/07/2000 4
Process Operation (Man-made Fibres and Film) 2 PAA Q1015595 20/01/1993 31/12/1994 215
Process Operations (Carbon and Graphite Products) 2 RBPTC Q1017600 09/12/1993 31/08/1997 0
Process Operations (Chemical and Pharmaceutical) 1 VQSET Q1016461 01/07/1993 30/09/2000 136
2 VQSET Q1019729 12/10/1994 30/09/2000
2 VQSET Q1016462 01/07/1993 11/10/1994 1157
3 VQSET Q1016463 01/07/1993 30/09/2000 590
Process Operations (Chemical Manufacture) 1 J103 Q1007215 01/10/1989 30/06/1993 237
2 J103 Q1007217 01/10/1989 30/06/1993 105
3 J103 Q1007213 01/10/1989 30/06/1993 156
Process Operations (Man-made Fibre) 2 PAA Q1028053 30/09/1997 31/12/2000 322
Process Operations (Man-made Fibres and Film) 1 J135 Q1007204 12/12/1988 31/12/1991 53
2 J135 Q1007205 12/12/1988 31/12/1994 0
Process Operations (Refractories and Building Products) 1 PAA Q1050557 16/07/1998 31/03/2001 53
2 PAA Q1050558 16/07/1998 31/03/2001 2
Process Operations (Refractories and Clay) 1 RBPTC Q1020544 17/02/1995 31/01/1998 353
Process Operations (Refractories) 2 RBPTC Q1017602 09/12/1993 31/01/1998 2
Process Operations (Vitrified Clay Products) 2 RBPTC Q1017604 09/12/1993 31/08/1997 0
Process Operations: Technical Support (Chemical and Pharmaceutical) 3 J529 Q1027622 14/11/1997 30/09/1998
3 VQSET Q1016464 01/07/1993 11/10/1994
3 VQSET Q1019730 12/10/1994 30/09/2000 115
Processing Raw Materials 2 J533 Q1020015 31/01/1995 30/11/1999
2 J533 Q1015066 04/11/1992 31/10/1994 50
Processing Rubber (General Rubber Goods) 1 BPTA Q1018230 04/02/1994 31/01/2000 202
2 BPTA Q1018231 04/02/1994 31/01/2000 117
Processing Rubber (Retreading Tyres) 1 BPTA Q1018228 04/02/1994 31/01/2000 58
2 BPTA Q1018229 04/02/1994 31/01/2000 26
Processing Rubber (Tyre Manufacture) 1 BPTA Q1017572 03/11/1993 31/01/2000 52
2 BPTA Q1017573 03/11/1993 31/01/2000 158
Producing Hand-Crafted Furniture 1 J523 Q1020759 03/04/1995 31/12/2000 445
2 J523 Q1020760 03/04/1995 31/12/2000 971
3 J523 Q1020761 03/04/1995 31/12/2000 325
Producing Surface Coatings 2 J529 Q1026146 05/03/1997 31/12/1999 93
Producing Surface Coatings (Paint and Ink) 1 J529 Q1014037 24/06/1992 31/12/1997 252
2 J529 Q1014038 24/06/1992 31/12/1997 140
Producing Surface Coatings (Powder) 2 J529 Q1014041 24/06/1992 31/12/1997 1
Producing Surface Coatings (Resin) 1 J529 Q1014039 24/06/1992 31/12/1997 17
2 J529 Q1014040 24/06/1992 31/12/1997 63
Product Assembly (Sewing) 2 NTTG Q1007713 05/02/1991 31/12/1992 76
Product Coating 2 SIQB Q1018814 31/05/1994 30/09/1999 5
3 SIQB Q1018817 31/05/1994 30/09/1999 0
Product Development (Apparel) 3 J163 Q1021344 28/07/1995 30/04/1998
3 QFI Q1021048 17/05/1995 31/12/1999 0
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NVQ TITLE LEVEL AWARDING REFERENCE EFFECTIVE EXPIRY TOTALBODY CODE DATE DATE AWARDS
Production Machine Sewing 2 QFI Q1007619 21/01/1991 31/12/1992 4747
Production of Precast Concrete 2 J596 Q1018737 31/05/1994 31/05/1996 0
Production Support Operations – Glass (Cold End Operations) 2 GQA Q1017981 29/11/1993 31/07/1999 246
Refractories and Clay Pipes Process Operations 1 RCP Q1007689 18/03/1991 31/01/1995 41
Refractories and Heavy Clay Process Operations 1 RCP Q1007247 15/12/1989 14/12/1990 0
Reinstating the Condition and Performance of Boats 3 EMTAAL Q1020545 21/02/1995 31/12/1998 0
Saddlery 2 J591 Q1018487 17/03/1994 28/02/1997 43
Sawmilling 2 J546 Q1050044 11/02/1998 31/10/2000 0
Scientific Glass Blowing 2 GQA Q1011258 08/06/1990 30/06/1993 15
Scientific Glass Blowing (Foundation) 1 GQA Q1011260 08/06/1990 30/06/1993 29
Scientific Glass Product Fabrication 1 GQA Q1021348 07/07/1995 31/07/1999 16
2 GQA Q1021349 07/07/1995 31/07/1999 35
3 GQA Q1027097 11/06/1997 31/07/1999 1
Sign Installation (Sign Making) 2 J526 Q1021478 31/08/1995 31/12/1997 4
Signmaking 2 J526 Q1027617 16/12/1997 31/07/2002 48
3 J526 Q1050619 06/08/1998 30/06/2001 0
Steel Casting 2 SIQB Q1021099 17/07/1995 30/09/1999 61
3 SIQB Q1021100 17/07/1995 30/09/1999 0
Steel Industry Operations 3 SIQB Q1024661 29/08/1996 30/09/1999 2
Steel Making 2 SIQB Q1021097 17/07/1995 30/09/1999 23
3 SIQB Q1021098 17/07/1995 30/09/1999 0
Steel Refining 2 SIQB Q1021093 17/07/1995 30/09/1999 28
3 SIQB Q1021094 17/07/1995 30/09/1999 0
Steelmaking (BOS Stage) 2 SIQB Q1015361 01/12/1992 31/10/1994 0
3 SIQB Q1015367 01/12/1992 31/10/1994 0
Steelmaking (EAF Operations) 2 SIQB Q1015358 01/12/1992 31/10/1994 0
3 SIQB Q1015363 01/12/1992 31/10/1994 2
Stock, Process and Supply Steel and Metal Products 1 SIQB Q1021352 17/07/1995 30/09/1999 1
2 SIQB Q1021353 17/07/1995 30/09/1999 0
3 SIQB Q1021511 17/07/1995 30/09/1999 0
Supervisory Management (Meat Processing) 3 CG Q1016727 06/09/1993 31/12/1996 59
Technical Process Operations 3 PAA Q1028054 30/09/1997 31/12/2000 0
Textile Technician 3 BTEC Q1019156 20/07/1994 30/06/1998
3 J163 Q1019155 22/07/1994 30/12/1998
3 QFI Q1024368 05/07/1996 30/12/1998 53
Thermoplastic Blow Moulding Setting 3 BPTA Q1006947 20/10/1989 31/12/1991 59
Thermoplastic Blown Film Setting (Mono-Film) 3 BPTA Q1006941 20/10/1989 31/12/1991 61
Thermoplastic Extrusion Setting (Sheet and Foil) 3 BPTA Q1006943 20/10/1989 31/12/1991 1
Thermoplastic Injection Mould Setting 3 BPTA Q1006945 20/10/1988 31/12/1991 431
Thermoplastics Injection Moulding Production – Operating 1 BPTA Q1011334 17/09/1990 30/07/1991 65
Tobacco Processing 2 J123 Q1026178 14/03/1997 31/07/2000 165
Tobacco Processing (Cigarette Making) 2 J123 Q1007041 17/04/1989 30/04/1992 33
Tobacco Processing (Cigarette Packing) 2 J123 Q1006986 17/04/1989 30/04/1992 42
Tobacco Processing (Filter Rod Making) 2 J123 Q1007042 17/04/1989 30/04/1992 37
Tobacco Processing (Loose Tobacco) 2 J123 Q1011322 30/08/1990 30/04/1992 4
Tobacco Processing (Packing) 2 J123 Q1014763 14/10/1992 31/12/1996 5
Tobacco Processing (Rod Making) 2 J123 Q1014760 14/10/1992 31/12/1996 12
Tobacco Processing (Supervisory Management) 3 J123 Q1011043 07/01/1992 25/03/1993 0
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Total number of CERTIFICATES AWARDED in this area      90,742
6 Transporting
NVQ TITLE LEVEL AWARDING REFERENCE EFFECTIVE EXPIRY TOTALBODY CODE DATE DATE AWARDS
5 Manufacturing continued
NVQ TITLE LEVEL AWARDING REFERENCE EFFECTIVE EXPIRY TOTALBODY CODE DATE DATE AWARDS
Traditional Upholstery 3 J523 Q1026775 14/05/1997 31/12/1999 8
Tube Making 2 SIQB Q1018813 31/05/1994 30/09/1999 8
3 SIQB Q1018816 31/05/1994 30/09/1999 2
Upholstered Furniture Production 2 J523 Q1020763 03/04/1995 31/12/2000 757
Wire Rope Making 2 SIQB Q1019864 22/11/1994 30/09/1999 63
Woodmachining 2 J505 Q1021413 07/11/1995 31/12/2000
2 J523 Q1021414 17/11/1995 31/12/2000
2 J546 Q1021415 14/11/1995 31/12/2000 799
3 J505 Q1022501 20/12/1995 31/12/2000
3 J523 Q1050379 09/04/1998 31/12/2000
3 J523 Q1024326 24/07/1996 31/12/1997
3 J546 Q1050424 19/05/1998 31/12/2000
3 J546 Q1025220 22/11/1996 31/12/1997 197
Woodturning 2 J523 Q1026772 14/05/1997 31/12/1999 0
3 J523 Q1026773 14/05/1997 31/12/1999 0
Air Cabin Crewing 2 EMTAAL Q1022421 09/11/1995 30/06/1998 86
3 EMTAAL Q1022422 09/11/1995 30/06/1998 2
Assisting in Road Haulage and Distribution Operations 1 J556 Q1015608 24/09/1993 31/12/1997
1 J589 Q1018257 15/02/1994 31/12/1996
1 J608 Q1050832 11/12/1998 31/12/2000
1 J608 Q1021406 14/08/1995 31/12/1997
1 J622 Q1025215 21/11/1996 31/12/1997
1 J622 Q1050096 06/04/1998 31/12/2000
1 J628 Q1050358 01/06/1998 31/12/2000
1 J628 Q1026300 05/02/1997 31/12/1997
1 RSA Q1050369 06/05/1998 31/12/2000 447
Bus and Coach Driving and Customer Care 2 BCT Q1011560 15/05/1991 31/03/1997 6332
Bus and Coach Driving Instruction 3 BCT Q1006948 01/09/1988 31/03/1997 739
(formerly entitled PSV Driving Instruction)
Cargo Operations 1 BTEC Q1021290 07/07/1995 30/09/1999 82
2 BTEC Q1021291 07/07/1995 30/09/1999 117
Co-ordinating Airside Ramp Operations 3 EMTAAL Q1027982 03/12/1997 30/11/1999 0
Co-ordinating Automotive Maintenance 4 AMD Q1028313 11/12/1998 31/07/2000 0
Control Room Operations 3 J577 Q1025814 18/02/1997 31/03/2000 0
Controlling Air Terminal Operations 3 EMTAAL Q1027974 03/12/1997 30/11/1999 0
4 EMTAAL Q1027975 03/12/1997 30/11/1999 0
Controlling Aircraft Operations 3 EMTAAL Q1027972 03/12/1997 30/11/1999 0
4 EMTAAL Q1027973 03/12/1997 30/11/1999 0
Controlling Airport Operations 3 EMTAAL Q1027970 03/12/1997 30/11/1999 0
4 EMTAAL Q1027971 03/12/1997 30/11/1999 0
Directing Automotive Maintenance 5 AMD Q1028314 11/12/1998 31/07/2000 0
Driving Instruction 3 AMD Q1025901 18/09/1997 31/12/1999
3 BTEC Q1050941 24/12/1998 31/12/1999 56
Engineering Renewals and Installation 3 J577 Q1050840 18/01/1999 31/07/2001 0
2 J577 Q1050839 18/01/1999 31/07/2001 0
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NVQ TITLE LEVEL AWARDING REFERENCE EFFECTIVE EXPIRY TOTALBODY CODE DATE DATE AWARDS
Fishing Vessel Operations 2 BTEC Q1019562 08/11/1994 31/12/1999 39
Fishing Vessel Operations (Inshore Area) 3 BTEC Q1019565 08/11/1994 31/12/1999 31
Fishing Vessel Operations (Limited Area) 4 BTEC Q1019569 08/11/1994 31/12/1999 15
Fishing Vessel Operations (Unlimited Area) 3 BTEC Q1019564 08/11/1994 31/12/1999 0
4 BTEC Q1019570 08/11/1994 31/12/1999 3
Handling Air Passengers 2 EMTAAL Q1027979 03/12/1997 30/11/1999 3
3 EMTAAL Q1027980 03/12/1997 30/11/1999 2
Heavy Goods Vehicle Driving Assessor 3 RTITB Q1006949 23/01/1989 31/12/1991 83
Heavy Goods Vehicle Driving Instructor 3 RTITB Q1007186 31/01/1989 31/12/1991 427
Lift Truck Operations 2 AITT Q1019762 08/11/1994 31/03/2000
2 CG Q1050099 12/02/1998 30/09/1999
2 EMTAAL Q1020625 08/03/1995 31/07/2000
2 J505 Q1024603 24/07/1996 30/09/1999
2 RSA Q1050100 05/02/1998 31/03/2000
2 RTITB Q1019212 19/07/1994 30/09/1997 18394
Marine Operations (Harbour-based) 2 BTEC Q1021289 07/07/1995 30/09/1999 1
Marine Operations (Shore-based) 1 BTEC Q1021288 07/07/1995 31/12/1998 0
Merchant Vessel Operations 2 BTEC Q1019563 06/10/1994 31/12/1999 319
3 BTEC Q1019568 06/10/1994 31/12/1999 74
4 BTEC Q1019572 06/10/1994 31/12/1999 1
Organising Road Transport Operations 2 J556 Q1015610 24/09/1993 31/12/1997
2 J589 Q1018260 15/02/1994 31/12/1996
2 J608 Q1021409 14/08/1995 31/12/1997
2 J608 Q1050833 11/12/1998 31/12/2000
2 J622 Q1025216 21/11/1996 31/12/1997
2 J622 Q1050098 06/04/1998 31/12/2000
2 J628 Q1050365 01/06/1998 31/12/2000
2 J628 Q1026301 05/02/1997 31/12/1997
2 RSA Q1050374 06/05/1998 31/12/2000 246
Performing Road Haulage and Distribution Operations 3 J622 Q1052029 15/04/1999 31/01/2002
3 J628 Q1051911 25/03/1999 31/01/2002
3 OCR Q1051762 12/03/1999 31/01/2002 0
Piloting Rotary Wing Transport Aircraft 4 EMTAAL Q1022423 14/12/1995 30/06/1998 0
Piloting Transport Aircraft 4 EMTAAL Q1019882 03/11/1994 30/06/1998 21
Planning Aircraft Payloads 3 EMTAAL Q1027981 03/12/1997 30/11/1999 10
Port Passenger Operations 2 BTEC Q1025902 05/02/1997 30/09/1999 1
Providing Air Cargo Booking and Airway – Billing Services 3 EMTAAL Q1027978 03/12/1997 30/11/1999 0
Providing Air Passenger Ticketing Services 2 EMTAAL Q1027976 03/12/1997 30/11/1999 0
3 EMTAAL Q1027977 03/12/1997 30/11/1999 0
Providing Airside Ramp Services 2 EMTAAL Q1027983 03/12/1997 30/11/1999 7
Rail Transport (Signal Operations) 2 J577 Q1018501 17/03/1994 31/03/1999 0
Rail Transport – Driving 2 J577 Q1017584 04/11/1993 31/03/1999 26
Rail Transport – Passenger Services 2 J577 Q1019216 08/08/1994 31/03/1999 150
Rail Transport – Shunting 2 J577 Q1019215 08/08/1994 31/03/1999 0
Rail Transport Engineering Maintenance 2 J577 Q1052315 24/08/1999 31/07/2001 0
3 J577 Q1052316 24/08/1999 31/07/2001 0
Rail Transport Operations 2 J577 Q1050841 18/01/1999 31/07/2001 0
Storing Goods for Distribution by Road 2 J556 Q1015611 24/09/1993 31/12/1997
2 J589 Q1018259 15/02/1994 31/12/1996
2 J608 Q1021408 14/08/1995 31/12/1997
2 J622 Q1025217 21/11/1996 31/12/1997
2 J628 Q1026302 05/02/1997 31/12/1997 597
Trackworking Operations (Construction) 2 J505 Q1050818 30/11/1998 31/07/2001 0
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NVQ TITLE LEVEL AWARDING REFERENCE EFFECTIVE EXPIRY TOTALBODY CODE DATE DATE AWARDS
Total number of CERTIFICATES AWARDED in this area      43,231
Transporting Goods (Livestock) by Road 2 J608 Q1050834 11/12/1998 31/12/2000 0
Transporting Goods by Road 2 CABWI Q1019863 01/12/1994 31/12/1997
2 J556 Q1015609 24/09/1993 31/12/1997
2 J589 Q1018258 15/02/1994 31/12/1996
2 J608 Q1021407 14/08/1995 31/12/1997
2 J622 Q1025218 21/11/1996 31/12/1997
2 J622 Q1050097 06/04/1998 31/12/2000
2 J628 Q1050362 01/06/1998 31/12/2000
2 J628 Q1026303 05/02/1997 31/12/1997
2 RSA Q1050372 06/05/1998 31/12/2000 6516
Transporting Passengers By Road – Long Itineraries 3 AMD Q1025041 12/03/1997 31/12/1999 8
Transporting Passengers By Road – Passenger Support Services 2 AMD Q1025040 12/03/1997 31/12/1999 21
Transporting Passengers By Road – Short Itineraries 2 AMD Q1025039 12/03/1997 31/12/1999 784
Vehicle Maintenance – Service Replacement 1 BTEC Q1026032 05/02/1997 31/03/2000
1 CG Q1021364 27/10/1995 31/03/2000
1 IMI Q1021355 10/10/1995 31/03/2000
1 RSA Q1027205 02/07/1997 31/03/2000
1 RTITB Q1021358 17/10/1995 31/12/1996 5356
2 BTEC Q1026033 05/02/1997 31/03/2000
2 CG Q1021365 27/10/1995 31/03/2000
2 IMI Q1021356 10/10/1995 31/03/2000
2 RSA Q1027206 02/07/1997 31/03/2000
2 RTITB Q1021359 17/10/1995 31/12/1996 598
Vehicle Valeting 1 BTEC Q1026034 05/02/1997 31/07/1998
1 CG Q1021363 27/10/1995 31/03/2000
1 IMI Q1021354 10/10/1995 31/03/2000
1 RSA Q1027201 02/07/1997 31/07/1998
1 RTITB Q1021357 17/10/1995 31/12/1996 1637
Young Driver Scheme 2 J128 Q1007030 12/12/1988 31/12/1991 0
7 Providing goods and services
NVQ TITLE LEVEL AWARDING REFERENCE EFFECTIVE EXPIRY TOTALBODY CODE DATE DATE AWARDS
Accommodation Management 4 BTEC Q1025998 17/12/1996 31/12/1999
4 HAB Q1026030 09/12/1996 31/12/1999
4 J520 Q1026014 09/01/1997 31/12/1999 1
Accommodation Service 1 J100 Q1007557 08/05/1990 31/12/1991
1 J100 Q1007113 24/05/1988 23/05/1990 201
Accommodation Supervision 3 BTEC Q1025984 17/12/1996 31/12/1999
3 HAB Q1026016 09/12/1996 31/12/1999
3 J520 Q1026000 09/01/1997 31/12/1999 87
Amusements 1 J105 Q1020019 22/03/1995 31/03/1998 9
2 J105 Q1020020 22/03/1995 31/03/1998 0
Aromatherapy Massage 3 BTEC Q1019417 12/01/1995 31/12/1996
3 CG Q1019414 31/01/1995 31/12/1998
3 CIBTAC Q1019420 16/01/1995 31/12/1998
3 VTCT Q1019423 05/01/1995 31/12/1998 5954
Bar Service 2 BTEC Q1051684 03/03/1999 29/02/2004
2 CG Q1051659 02/03/1999 29/02/2004
2 HAB Q1051496 25/02/1999 29/02/2004
2 LCCI Q1051403 22/02/1999 29/02/2004 101
Bar Service and Cellar Work 1 J100 Q1007553 08/05/1990 31/12/1991
1 J100 Q1007073 24/05/1988 23/05/1990 512
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NVQ TITLE LEVEL AWARDING REFERENCE EFFECTIVE EXPIRY TOTALBODY CODE DATE DATE AWARDS
Beauty Therapy 1 BTEC Q1019444 08/08/1994 31/12/1996
1 CG Q1015378 13/01/1993 31/12/1998
1 CIBTAC Q1016465 28/07/1993 31/12/1998
1 VTCT Q1016467 17/06/1993 31/12/1998 2169
2 BTEC Q1051661 02/03/1999 31/12/2003
2 BTEC Q1019445 08/08/1994 31/12/1996
2 CG Q1051013 18/01/1999 31/12/2003
2 CG Q1015379 13/01/1993 31/12/1998
2 CIBTAC Q1051507 25/02/1999 29/02/2000
2 CIBTAC Q1016466 28/07/1993 31/12/1998
2 VTCT Q1051011 16/12/1998 31/12/2003
2 VTCT Q1016468 17/06/1993 31/12/1998 28069
3 BTEC Q1019416 12/01/1995 31/12/1996
3 BTEC Q1051662 02/03/1999 31/12/2003
3 CG Q1051014 18/01/1999 31/12/2003
3 CG Q1019413 31/01/1995 31/12/1998
3 CIBTAC Q1051509 25/02/1999 29/02/2000
3 CIBTAC Q1019419 16/01/1995 31/12/1998
3 VTCT Q1051012 16/12/1998 31/12/2003
3 VTCT Q1019422 05/01/1995 31/12/1998 9540
Call Order Cookery 1 J100 Q1007062 24/05/1988 23/05/1990
1 J100 Q1007547 08/05/1990 31/12/1991 1910
Carton Manufacture 2 J612 Q1022619 25/01/1996 31/07/2000
2 PIQC Q1017990 16/12/1993 30/11/1995 37
3 J612 Q1022620 25/01/1996 31/07/2000 14
Catering and Hospitality (Food Preparation and Cooking – General) 1 BTEC Q1011176 13/01/1992 31/12/1994
1 CG Q1011201 11/02/1992 31/12/1994
1 HAB Q1011148 08/01/1992 31/12/1994 7013
Catering and Hospitality 3 BTEC Q1020405 22/12/1994 28/02/1999
(Food Preparation and Cooking – Kitchen and Larder Work) 3 HAB Q1020363 13/12/1994 28/02/1999
3 J520 Q1020406 31/01/1995 28/02/1999
3 OU Q1024406 11/07/1996 28/02/1999 3677
Catering and Hospitality 3 BTEC Q1020403 22/12/1994 28/02/1999
(Food Preparation and Cooking – Patisserie and Confectionery) 3 HAB Q1020362 13/12/1994 28/02/1999
3 J520 Q1020404 31/01/1995 28/02/1999
3 OU Q1024407 11/07/1996 28/02/1999 1609
Catering and Hospitality 1 BTEC Q1017560 05/10/1993 31/12/1994
(Food Preparation and Cooking – Quick Service) 1 BTEC Q1011179 13/01/1992 30/09/1993
1 CG Q1011200 11/02/1992 30/09/1993
1 CG Q1017540 10/09/1993 31/12/1994
1 HAB Q1011149 08/01/1992 30/09/1993
1 HAB Q1017559 10/09/1993 31/12/1994 1863
Catering and Hospitality 3 BTEC Q1020407 22/12/1994 31/12/1998
(Food preparation and Cooking – Vegetarian) 3 HAB Q1020364 13/12/1994 28/02/1999
3 J520 Q1020408 31/01/1995 28/02/1999
3 OU Q1024405 11/07/1996 28/02/1999 68
Catering and Hospitality (Food Preparation and Cooking) 1 BTEC Q1020379 22/12/1994 28/02/1999
1 CG Q1020380 31/01/1995 28/02/1999
1 HAB Q1020349 13/12/1994 28/02/1999
1 OU Q1024395 11/07/1996 28/02/1999 17504
2 BTEC Q1011191 13/01/1992 30/09/1993
2 BTEC Q1017561 05/10/1993 31/12/1994
2 BTEC Q1020397 22/12/1994 28/02/1999
2 CG Q1020398 31/01/1995 28/02/1999
2 CG Q1011211 11/02/1992 30/09/1993
2 CG Q1016752 10/09/1993 31/12/1994
2 HAB Q1016760 10/09/1993 31/12/1994
2 HAB Q1020359 13/12/1994 28/02/1999
2 HAB Q1011161 08/01/1992 30/09/1993
2 OU Q1024403 11/07/1996 28/02/1999 44156
Catering and Hospitality 3 BTEC Q1017562 05/10/1993 31/12/1994
(Food Preparation and Cooking: Kitchen and Larder) 3 CG Q1016755 10/09/1993 31/12/1994
3 HAB Q1016763 10/09/1993 31/12/1994 483
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NVQ TITLE LEVEL AWARDING REFERENCE EFFECTIVE EXPIRY TOTALBODY CODE DATE DATE AWARDS
Catering and Hospitality 3 BTEC Q1017563 05/10/1993 31/12/1994
(Food Preparation and Cooking: Patisserie and Confectionery) 3 CG Q1016754 10/09/1993 31/12/1994
3 HAB Q1016762 10/09/1993 31/12/1994 262
Catering and Hospitality (General) 2 BTEC Q1011181 13/01/1992 31/12/1994
2 CG Q1011208 11/02/1992 31/12/1994
2 HAB Q1011160 08/01/1992 31/12/1994 167
Catering and Hospitality (Guest Service) 1 BTEC Q1011174 13/01/1992 31/12/1994
1 BTEC Q1020385 22/12/1994 31/12/1998
1 CG Q1020386 31/01/1995 28/02/1999
1 CG Q1011207 11/02/1992 31/12/1994
1 HAB Q1011150 08/01/1992 31/12/1994
1 HAB Q1020352 13/12/1994 28/02/1999
1 OU Q1024394 11/07/1996 28/02/1999 311
2 BTEC Q1020401 22/12/1994 31/12/1998
2 CG Q1020402 31/01/1995 28/02/1999
2 HAB Q1020361 13/12/1994 28/02/1999
2 OU Q1024402 11/07/1996 28/02/1999 272
Catering and Hospitality (Housekeeping) 1 BTEC Q1020373 22/12/1994 28/02/1999
1 BTEC Q1011173 13/01/1992 31/12/1994
1 CG Q1020374 31/01/1995 28/02/1999
1 CG Q1011202 11/02/1992 31/12/1994
1 HAB Q1011134 08/01/1992 31/12/1994
1 HAB Q1020346 13/12/1994 28/02/1999
1 OU Q1024393 11/07/1996 28/02/1999 3941
2 BTEC Q1020393 22/12/1994 28/02/1999
2 BTEC Q1017564 05/10/1993 31/12/1994
2 CG Q1016753 10/09/1993 31/12/1994
2 CG Q1020394 31/01/1995 28/02/1999
2 HAB Q1016761 10/09/1993 31/12/1994
2 HAB Q1020357 13/12/1994 28/02/1999
2 OU Q1024401 11/07/1996 28/02/1999 1550
Catering and Hospitality (Kitchen Portering) 1 BTEC Q1020381 22/12/1994 28/02/1999
1 CG Q1020382 31/01/1995 28/02/1999
1 HAB Q1020350 13/12/1994 28/02/1999
1 OU Q1024392 11/07/1996 28/02/1999 830
Catering and Hospitality (Portering) 1 BTEC Q1020377 22/12/1994 31/12/1998
1 CG Q1020378 31/01/1995 28/02/1999
1 HAB Q1020348 13/12/1994 28/02/1999
1 OU Q1024391 11/07/1996 28/02/1999 256
Catering and Hospitality (Preparing and Serving Food) 1 BTEC Q1020383 22/12/1994 28/02/1999
1 CG Q1020384 31/01/1995 28/02/1999
1 HAB Q1020351 13/12/1994 28/02/1999
1 OU Q1024390 11/07/1996 28/02/1999 3911
2 BTEC Q1020399 22/12/1994 28/02/1999
2 CG Q1020400 31/01/1995 28/02/1999
2 HAB Q1020360 13/12/1994 28/02/1999
2 LCCI Q1050535 24/07/1998 28/02/1999
2 OU Q1024400 11/07/1996 28/02/1999 5593
Catering and Hospitality (Reception and Portering) 1 BTEC Q1011175 13/01/1992 31/12/1994
1 CG Q1011199 11/02/1992 31/12/1994
1 HAB Q1011133 08/01/1992 31/12/1994 166
Catering and Hospitality (Reception) 1 BTEC Q1020375 22/12/1994 28/02/1999
1 CG Q1020376 31/01/1995 28/02/1999
1 HAB Q1020347 13/12/1994 28/02/1999
1 OU Q1024388 11/07/1996 28/02/1999 244
2 BTEC Q1011180 13/01/1992 31/12/1994
2 BTEC Q1020395 22/12/1994 28/02/1999
2 CG Q1020396 31/01/1995 28/02/1999
2 CG Q1011210 11/02/1992 31/12/1994
2 HAB Q1011157 08/01/1992 31/12/1994
2 HAB Q1020358 13/12/1994 28/02/1999
2 OU Q1024399 11/07/1996 28/02/1999 4265
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NVQ TITLE LEVEL AWARDING REFERENCE EFFECTIVE EXPIRY TOTALBODY CODE DATE DATE AWARDS
Catering and Hospitality (Serving Food and Drink – Bar) 1 BTEC Q1011177 13/01/1992 31/12/1994
1 BTEC Q1020365 22/12/1994 28/02/1999
1 CG Q1020366 31/01/1995 28/02/1999
1 CG Q1011203 11/02/1992 31/12/1994
1 HAB Q1020342 13/12/1994 28/02/1999
1 HAB Q1011135 08/01/1992 31/12/1994
1 OU Q1024387 11/07/1996 28/02/1999 21132
2 BTEC Q1011182 13/01/1992 31/12/1994
2 BTEC Q1020389 22/12/1994 28/02/1999
2 CG Q1011209 11/02/1992 31/12/1994
2 CG Q1020390 31/01/1995 28/02/1999
2 HAB Q1020354 13/12/1994 28/02/1999
2 HAB Q1011159 08/01/1992 31/12/1994
2 OU Q1024398 11/07/1996 28/02/1999 11349
Catering and Hospitality (Serving Food and Drink – Counter) 1 BTEC Q1011172 13/01/1992 31/12/1994
1 CG Q1011205 11/02/1992 31/12/1994
1 HAB Q1011147 08/01/1992 31/12/1994 996
Catering and Hospitality 1 BTEC Q1020369 22/12/1994 28/02/1999
(Serving Food and Drink – Counter/Take Away) 1 CG Q1020370 31/01/1995 28/02/1999
1 HAB Q1020344 13/12/1994 28/02/1999
1 OU Q1024386 11/07/1996 28/02/1999 2080
Catering and Hospitality (Serving Food and Drink – Function) 2 BTEC Q1020391 22/12/1994 28/02/1999
2 CG Q1020392 31/01/1995 28/02/1999
2 HAB Q1020356 13/12/1994 28/02/1999
2 OU Q1024397 11/07/1996 28/02/1999 954
Catering and Hospitality (Serving Food and Drink – Restaurant) 2 BTEC Q1011192 13/01/1992 31/12/1994
2 CG Q1011212 11/02/1992 31/12/1994
2 HAB Q1011158 08/01/1992 31/12/1994 6917
Catering and Hospitality (Serving Food and Drink – Table) 1 BTEC Q1020367 22/12/1994 28/02/1999
1 CG Q1020368 31/01/1995 28/02/1999
1 HAB Q1020343 13/12/1994 28/02/1999
1 OU Q1024389 11/07/1996 28/02/1999 8088
2 BTEC Q1020387 22/12/1994 28/02/1999
2 CG Q1020388 31/01/1995 28/02/1999
2 HAB Q1020353 13/12/1994 28/02/1999
2 OU Q1024404 11/07/1996 28/02/1999 15276
Catering and Hospitality (Serving Food and Drink – Table/Tray) 1 BTEC Q1011178 13/01/1992 31/12/1994
1 CG Q1011206 11/02/1992 31/12/1994
1 HAB Q1011136 08/01/1992 31/12/1994 2394
Catering and Hospitality (Serving Food and Drink – Take-Away) 1 BTEC Q1011195 13/01/1992 31/12/1994
1 CG Q1011204 11/02/1992 31/12/1994
1 HAB Q1011137 08/01/1992 31/12/1994 69
Catering and Hospitality (Serving Food and Drink – Vending) 1 BTEC Q1020371 22/12/1994 31/12/1998
1 CG Q1020372 31/01/1995 28/02/1999
1 HAB Q1020345 13/12/1994 28/02/1999
1 OU Q1024396 11/07/1996 28/02/1999 314
Catering and Hospitality Management (Food and Drink Service) 4 BTEC Q1011184 13/01/1992 31/12/1996
4 HAB Q1011168 08/01/1992 31/12/1996
4 J520 Q1011218 02/03/1992 31/12/1996
4 OU Q1024415 11/07/1996 31/12/1996 13
Catering and Hospitality Management (Food Preparation and Cooking) 4 BTEC Q1011183 13/01/1992 31/12/1996
4 HAB Q1011169 08/01/1992 31/12/1996
4 J520 Q1011222 02/03/1992 31/12/1996
4 OU Q1024414 11/07/1996 31/12/1996 27
Catering and Hospitality Management (Housekeeping) 4 BTEC Q1011185 13/01/1992 31/12/1996
4 HAB Q1011167 08/01/1992 31/12/1996
4 J520 Q1011219 02/03/1992 31/12/1996
4 OU Q1024413 11/07/1996 31/12/1996 5
Catering and Hospitality Management (Reception) 4 BTEC Q1011186 13/01/1992 31/12/1996
4 HAB Q1011166 08/01/1992 31/12/1996
4 J520 Q1011220 02/03/1992 31/12/1996
4 OU Q1024412 11/07/1996 31/12/1996 1
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NVQ TITLE LEVEL AWARDING REFERENCE EFFECTIVE EXPIRY TOTALBODY CODE DATE DATE AWARDS
Catering and Hospitality Supervisory Management 3 BTEC Q1011188 13/01/1992 31/12/1996
(Food and Drink Service) 3 HAB Q1011164 08/01/1992 31/12/1996
3 J520 Q1011215 11/02/1992 31/12/1996
3 OU Q1024411 11/07/1996 31/12/1996 997
Catering and Hospitality Supervisory Management 3 BTEC Q1011187 13/01/1992 31/12/1996
(Food Preparation and Cooking) 3 HAB Q1011165 08/01/1992 31/12/1996
3 J520 Q1011217 11/02/1992 31/12/1996
3 OU Q1024410 11/07/1996 31/12/1996 661
Catering and Hospitality Supervisory Management (Housekeeping) 3 BTEC Q1011189 13/01/1992 31/12/1996
3 HAB Q1011163 08/01/1992 31/12/1996
3 J520 Q1011216 11/02/1992 31/12/1996
3 OU Q1024409 11/07/1996 31/12/1996 165
Catering and Hospitality Supervisory Management (Reception) 3 BTEC Q1011190 13/01/1992 31/12/1996
3 HAB Q1011162 08/01/1992 31/12/1996
3 J520 Q1011213 11/02/1992 31/12/1996
3 OU Q1024408 11/07/1996 31/12/1996 144
Catering Butchery Operations 2 MTC Q1006984 17/04/1989 31/03/1991 5
Certificate in Travel Skills 2 J130 Q1011376 31/08/1987 31/10/1992
2 J130 Q1007045 31/08/1987 31/12/1991 1401
Cleaning (Building Interiors) 1 BTEC Q1052285 27/07/1999 31/12/1999
1 HAB Q1017587 25/10/1993 30/09/1995
1 HAB Q1022194 05/10/1995 31/12/1999
1 J537 Q1014558 15/09/1992 30/09/1995
1 J537 Q1022192 10/10/1995 31/12/1999
1 OU Q1024416 02/07/1996 31/12/1998 8311
2 BTEC Q1052286 27/07/1999 31/12/1999
2 HAB Q1017588 25/10/1993 30/09/1995
2 HAB Q1022195 05/10/1995 31/12/1999
2 J537 Q1014559 15/09/1992 30/09/1995
2 J537 Q1022193 10/10/1995 31/12/1999
2 OU Q1024423 02/07/1996 31/12/1998 2263
Cleaning: Highways and Land 1 J537 Q1027299 31/07/1997 31/12/1999 2
2 J537 Q1027300 31/07/1997 31/12/1999 1
Cleaning: On Site Care of Carpets and Soft Furnishings 2 J537 Q1020548 21/03/1995 31/12/1999 25
Cleaning: Windows, Glass and Facade Surfaces 2 J537 Q1020547 21/03/1995 31/12/1999 12
Cleaning: Within Food Premises 2 HAB Q1022196 05/10/1995 31/12/1999
2 J537 Q1020549 21/03/1995 31/12/1999 115
Counter Service 1 J100 Q1011366 08/05/1990 31/12/1991
1 J100 Q1007115 24/05/1988 23/05/1990 230
Dairy Retailing 2 J105 Q1014183 15/07/1992 30/09/1996 123
3 J105 Q1014184 15/07/1992 31/05/1995 0
4 J105 Q1014185 15/07/1992 31/05/1995 0
Diploma in Advanced Travel Skills 4 J130 Q1007048 31/08/1987 31/12/1991
4 J130 Q1011380 31/08/1987 31/10/1992 26
Diploma in Travel Skills 3 J130 Q1007046 31/08/1987 31/12/1991
3 J130 Q1011378 31/08/1987 31/10/1992 361
Distribution and Warehousing Operations 2 EMTAAL Q1050059 19/01/1998 30/06/2000
2 J105 Q1026171 28/01/1997 31/12/2000
2 J156 Q1026176 13/01/1997 31/12/2000
2 J603 Q1026172 09/01/1997 31/12/2000
2 J608 Q1050835 11/12/1998 31/12/2000
2 J611 Q1050110 05/02/1998 30/06/2000
2 J621 Q1026164 18/02/1997 31/12/1999
2 J622 Q1026310 24/04/1997 31/12/1999
2 J635 Q1050067 16/01/1998 31/12/2000
2 LCCI Q1025466 14/03/1997 31/12/2000 12162
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Distribution and Warehousing Operations continued 3 EMTAAL Q1050060 19/01/1998 30/06/2000
3 J105 Q1027215 08/07/1997 31/12/2000
3 J156 Q1027835 21/08/1997 31/12/2000
3 J603 Q1027219 04/07/1997 31/12/2000
3 J611 Q1050111 05/02/1998 30/06/2000
3 J621 Q1027499 27/08/1997 30/06/2000
3 J635 Q1050068 16/01/1998 31/12/2000
3 LCCI Q1027501 27/08/1997 31/12/2000 211
4 J105 Q1027216 08/07/1997 31/12/2000
4 J156 Q1027836 21/08/1997 31/12/2000
4 J621 Q1027498 27/08/1997 30/06/2000
4 LCCI Q1027500 27/08/1997 31/12/2000 32
Distributive Operations 1 EMTAAL Q1050058 19/01/1998 30/06/2000
1 J105 Q1025856 06/12/1996 31/12/2000
1 J156 Q1026174 13/01/1997 31/12/2000
1 J603 Q1027218 19/06/1997 31/12/2000
1 J611 Q1050109 05/02/1998 30/06/2000
1 J621 Q1026163 18/02/1997 31/12/1999
1 J635 Q1050066 16/01/1998 31/12/2000
1 LCCI Q1026286 11/02/1997 31/12/2000 5623
Drink Service Advanced Craft 3 BTEC Q1025991 17/12/1996 31/12/1999
3 HAB Q1026023 09/12/1996 31/12/1999
3 J520 Q1026007 09/01/1997 31/12/1999 36
Drinks Dispense Systems (Installation and Maintenance) 3 CG Q1050256 30/03/1998 30/06/2002
3 HAB Q1027301 30/06/1997 30/06/2002
3 LCCI Q1050240 05/03/1998 30/06/2002 10
Drycleaning 1 J554 Q1015583 21/01/1993 30/09/1998 4
2 J554 Q1015587 21/01/1993 30/09/1999 38
Epilation 3 BTEC Q1019418 12/01/1995 31/12/1996
3 CG Q1019415 31/01/1995 31/12/1998
3 CIBTAC Q1019421 16/01/1995 31/12/1998
3 VTCT Q1019424 05/01/1995 31/12/1998 5415
Events 2 CG Q1052204 02/07/1999 30/04/2002 0
3 CG Q1052205 02/07/1999 30/04/2002 0
4 CG Q1052206 02/07/1999 30/04/2002 0
Events – Temporary Structures 2 CG Q1052207 02/07/1999 30/04/2002 0
3 CG Q1052208 02/07/1999 30/04/2002 0
4 CG Q1052209 02/07/1999 30/04/2002 0
Field Sales Management 4 BTEC Q1027319 21/08/1997 28/02/1999
4 J570 Q1016781 10/09/1993 28/02/1999
4 LCCI Q1018495 23/02/1994 28/02/1999
4 RSA Q1016772 06/09/1993 28/02/1999 42
Fishmongering 2 J161 Q1011196 30/01/1992 31/10/1993 9
Floristry 1 J105 Q1016489 28/07/1993 30/09/1996
1 NEBAH Q1007559 01/01/1991 31/07/1993
1 NEBAH Q1007180 01/09/1989 31/01/1991 10204
2 CG Q1025858 06/12/1996 31/12/2000
2 J105 Q1016490 28/07/1993 30/09/1996
2 J621 Q1052273 08/07/1999 31/12/1999
2 NEBAH Q1010946 16/05/1991 31/07/1993
2 NEBAH Q1007182 01/09/1989 31/01/1991 11836
3 CG Q1007184 01/09/1989 31/12/1991
3 CG Q1025859 06/12/1996 31/12/2000
3 J105 Q1019337 09/11/1994 30/09/1996
3 J621 Q1052274 08/07/1999 31/12/1999 3835
Food and Beverage Service 2 J100 Q1007543 08/05/1990 31/12/1991
2 J100 Q1007059 01/08/1988 31/07/1990 697
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NVQ TITLE LEVEL AWARDING REFERENCE EFFECTIVE EXPIRY TOTALBODY CODE DATE DATE AWARDS
Food and Drink Service 1 BTEC Q1051676 03/03/1999 29/02/2004
1 CG Q1051651 02/03/1999 29/02/2004
1 HAB Q1051483 25/02/1999 29/02/2004
1 LCCI Q1051398 22/02/1999 29/02/2004 195
2 BTEC Q1051677 03/03/1999 29/02/2004
2 CG Q1051652 02/03/1999 29/02/2004
2 HAB Q1051484 25/02/1999 29/02/2004
2 LCCI Q1051399 22/02/1999 29/02/2004 226
Food Preparation and Cooking 1 BTEC Q1051671 03/03/1999 29/02/2004
1 CG Q1051649 02/03/1999 29/02/2004
1 HAB Q1051477 25/02/1999 29/02/2004
1 LCCI Q1051400 22/02/1999 29/02/2004 255
2 BTEC Q1051672 03/03/1999 29/02/2004
2 CG Q1051650 02/03/1999 29/02/2004
2 HAB Q1051478 25/02/1999 29/02/2004
2 J100 Q1007060 31/08/1987 31/03/1991
2 J100 Q1007545 08/05/1990 31/12/1991
2 LCCI Q1051401 22/02/1999 29/02/2004 5215
3 J100 Q1011402 04/12/1990 31/12/1991 624
Food Preparation and Cooking (Fried Food) 2 J161 Q1011198 30/01/1992 30/09/1993 21
Food Preparation and Cooking (General) 3 BTEC Q1051675 03/03/1999 29/02/2004
3 HAB Q1051482 25/02/1999 29/02/2004
3 J520 Q1051710 09/03/1999 29/02/2004 10
Food Preparation and Cooking (Kitchen and Larder) 3 BTEC Q1051673 03/03/1999 29/02/2004
3 HAB Q1051479 25/02/1999 29/02/2004
3 J520 Q1051708 09/03/1999 29/02/2004 93
Food Preparation and Cooking (Patisserie and Confectionery) 3 BTEC Q1051674 03/03/1999 29/02/2004
3 HAB Q1051481 25/02/1999 29/02/2004
3 J520 Q1051709 09/03/1999 29/02/2004 34
Food Service 1 J100 Q1007555 08/05/1990 31/12/1991
1 J100 Q1007111 24/05/1988 23/05/1990 397
3 J100 Q1011404 04/12/1990 31/12/1991 145
Food Service Advanced Craft 3 BTEC Q1025990 17/12/1996 31/12/1999
3 HAB Q1026022 09/12/1996 31/12/1999
3 J520 Q1026006 09/01/1997 31/12/1999 154
Footwear Repair 2 J548 Q1015382 13/01/1993 31/12/1999 163
Front Office Management 4 BTEC Q1025997 17/12/1996 31/12/1999
4 HAB Q1026029 09/12/1996 31/12/1999
4 J520 Q1026013 09/01/1997 31/12/1999 1
Front Office Supervision 3 BTEC Q1025985 17/12/1996 31/12/1999
3 HAB Q1026017 09/12/1996 31/12/1999
3 J520 Q1026001 09/01/1997 31/12/1999 247
Funeral Service 2 CG Q1018719 04/07/1994 31/12/1997 19
3 CG Q1018720 04/07/1994 31/12/1997 9
Funeral Services 2 J105 Q1050819 23/11/1998 31/03/2001 0
3 J105 Q1050811 23/11/1998 31/03/2001 0
General Kitchen Work 1 J100 Q1007070 24/05/1988 23/05/1990
1 J100 Q1007551 08/05/1990 31/12/1991 1111
Guest Service 1 BTEC Q1051683 03/03/1999 29/02/2004
1 CG Q1051658 02/03/1999 29/02/2004
1 HAB Q1051495 25/02/1999 29/02/2004 0
Hairdressing 1 BTEC Q1051663 02/03/1999 31/07/2003
1 J101 Q1050529 01/07/1998 31/07/2003
1 J101 Q1014477 15/09/1992 30/06/1995
1 J101 Q1021373 18/07/1995 30/06/1998
1 VTCT Q1050532 01/07/1998 31/07/2003
1 VTCT Q1026326 14/03/1997 30/06/1998 13001
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Hairdressing continued 2 BTEC Q1051664 02/03/1999 31/07/2003
2 J101 Q1021374 18/07/1995 30/06/1998
2 J101 Q1050530 01/07/1998 31/07/2003
2 J101 Q1007028 01/05/1989 30/06/1995
2 VTCT Q1050533 01/07/1998 31/07/2003
2 VTCT Q1026327 14/03/1997 30/06/1998 116728
3 BTEC Q1051665 02/03/1999 31/07/2003
3 J101 Q1050531 01/07/1998 31/07/2003
3 J101 Q1011041 23/09/1991 30/06/1995
3 J101 Q1021375 18/07/1995 30/06/1998
3 VTCT Q1026328 14/03/1997 30/06/1998
3 VTCT Q1050534 01/07/1998 31/07/2003 11652
Hairdressing (Afro-type Hair) 2 J101 Q1006978 01/05/1989 30/06/1995 1027
Hire of Goods and Services 1 J105 Q1022429 17/10/1995 31/07/1998
1 J156 Q1021480 07/09/1995 31/07/1998 2
2 J105 Q1022428 17/10/1995 31/07/1998
2 J156 Q1021481 07/09/1995 31/07/1998 2
Hospitality Management 4 J132 Q1007219 31/03/1989 31/03/1991 0
Hospitality Quick Service 2 BTEC Q1051685 03/03/1999 29/02/2004
2 CG Q1051660 02/03/1999 29/02/2004
2 HAB Q1051497 25/02/1999 29/02/2004
2 LCCI Q1051404 22/02/1999 29/02/2004 353
Hospitality Service 2 BTEC Q1051681 03/03/1999 29/02/2004
2 CG Q1051656 02/03/1999 29/02/2004
2 HAB Q1051492 25/02/1999 29/02/2004 2
Hotel and Catering (Accommodation) 1 J132 Q1007230 13/03/1989 31/03/1991 0
2 J132 Q1007228 13/03/1989 31/03/1991 0
Hotel and Catering (Catering) 1 J132 Q1007229 13/03/1989 31/03/1991 0
2 J132 Q1007224 13/03/1989 31/03/1991 0
Hotel and Catering (Food and Drink Service) 2 J132 Q1007227 13/03/1989 31/03/1991 0
Hotel and Catering (Food Preparation) 2 J132 Q1007226 13/03/1989 31/03/1991 0
Hotel and Catering (Hotel Reception) 1 J132 Q1007231 13/03/1989 31/03/1991 0
2 J132 Q1007223 13/03/1989 31/03/1991 0
Hotel and Catering (Reception and Accommodation) 2 J132 Q1007225 13/03/1989 31/03/1991 0
Hotel, Catering and Institutional Management 4 J132 Q1007221 31/03/1989 31/03/1991 0
Hotel, Catering and Institutional Operations (Accommodation) 3 J132 Q1007234 13/03/1989 31/03/1991 0
Hotel, Catering and Institutional Operations (Food and Drink Service) 3 J132 Q1007236 13/03/1989 31/03/1991 0
Hotel, Catering and Institutional Operations (Food Preparation) 3 J132 Q1007235 13/03/1989 31/03/1991 0
Hotel, Catering and Institutional Operations (General) 3 J132 Q1007233 13/03/1989 31/03/1991 0
Hotel, Catering and Institutional Operations (Reception) 3 J132 Q1007232 13/03/1989 31/03/1991 0
Housekeeping 1 BTEC Q1051669 03/03/1999 29/02/2004
1 CG Q1051647 02/03/1999 29/02/2004
1 HAB Q1051475 25/02/1999 29/02/2004 70
2 BTEC Q1051670 03/03/1999 29/02/2004
2 CG Q1051648 02/03/1999 29/02/2004
2 HAB Q1051476 25/02/1999 29/02/2004 31
Image Capture and Assembly 2 PIQC Q1017994 16/12/1993 30/11/1995 0
Image Carrier Production 2 PIQC Q1017993 16/12/1993 30/11/1995 0
Information Systems Acquisition 3 BCS Q1025017 06/12/1996 31/12/1999
3 BTEC Q1024587 24/06/1996 31/12/1999
3 CG Q1024597 02/07/1996 31/12/1999
3 LCCI Q1024568 31/07/1996 31/12/1999
3 NCC Q1025870 24/06/1997 31/12/1999
3 RSA Q1025250 18/10/1996 31/12/1999 3
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7 Providing goods and services continued
NVQ TITLE LEVEL AWARDING REFERENCE EFFECTIVE EXPIRY TOTALBODY CODE DATE DATE AWARDS
Information Systems Analysis 2 BCS Q1025020 06/12/1996 31/12/1999
2 BTEC Q1024584 24/06/1996 31/12/1999
2 CG Q1024600 02/07/1996 31/12/1999
2 LCCI Q1024572 31/07/1996 31/12/1999
2 NCC Q1025863 24/06/1997 31/12/1999
2 RSA Q1025241 18/10/1996 31/12/1999 20
3 BCS Q1025021 06/12/1996 31/12/1999
3 BTEC Q1024585 24/06/1996 31/12/1999
3 CG Q1024601 02/07/1996 31/12/1999
3 LCCI Q1024570 31/07/1996 31/12/1999
3 NCC Q1025868 24/06/1997 31/12/1999
3 RSA Q1025242 18/10/1996 31/12/1999 96
4 BTEC Q1015261 03/12/1992 30/06/1996
4 J543 Q1015333 18/12/1992 30/06/1996
4 J561 Q1016452 02/07/1993 31/03/1996
4 LCCI Q1018786 13/05/1994 30/06/1996
4 NCC Q1019195 19/07/1994 31/03/1996 98
Information Systems Design and Programming 3 BCS Q1025019 06/12/1996 31/12/1999
3 BTEC Q1024586 24/06/1996 31/12/1999
3 CG Q1024599 02/07/1996 31/12/1999
3 LCCI Q1024569 31/07/1996 31/12/1999
3 NCC Q1025869 24/06/1997 31/12/1999
3 RSA Q1025251 18/10/1996 31/12/1999 1616
Information Systems Development 4 BCS Q1025022 06/12/1996 31/12/1999
4 BTEC Q1024590 24/06/1996 31/12/1999
4 CG Q1024602 02/07/1996 31/12/1999
4 LCCI Q1024567 31/07/1996 31/12/1999
4 NCC Q1025874 24/06/1997 31/12/1999
4 RSA Q1025246 18/10/1996 31/12/1999 30
Key Account Management 4 BTEC Q1051461 02/03/1999 31/12/2000
4 CG Q1051450 25/02/1999 31/12/2003
4 J570 Q1024320 02/07/1996 31/08/1999
4 LCCI Q1024322 24/06/1996 31/08/1999
4 LCCI Q1051397 25/02/1999 31/12/2003
4 OCR Q1051456 02/03/1999 31/12/2003
4 RSA Q1024321 24/06/1996 31/08/1999 36
Kitchen and Larder Specialist 4 BTEC Q1025995 17/12/1996 31/12/1999
4 HAB Q1026027 09/12/1996 31/12/1999
4 J520 Q1026011 09/01/1997 31/12/1999 34
Kitchen Management 4 BTEC Q1025993 17/12/1996 31/12/1999
4 HAB Q1026025 09/12/1996 31/12/1999
4 J520 Q1026009 09/01/1997 31/12/1999 18
Kitchen Portering 1 BTEC Q1051679 03/03/1999 29/02/2004
1 CG Q1051654 02/03/1999 29/02/2004
1 HAB Q1051486 25/02/1999 29/02/2004 6
Kitchen Supervision 3 BTEC Q1025987 17/12/1996 31/12/1999
3 HAB Q1026019 09/12/1996 31/12/1999
3 J520 Q1026003 09/01/1997 31/12/1999 471
Laboratory Technician: Working in Education 2 VQSET Q1051060 22/12/1998 31/07/2001 0
3 VQSET Q1051061 22/12/1998 31/07/2001 0
Laundering 2 J554 Q1015586 21/01/1993 30/09/1999 173
Laundering (Finishing) 1 J554 Q1015585 21/01/1993 30/09/1999 191
Laundering (Washing) 1 J554 Q1015584 21/01/1993 30/09/1999 96
Licensed Bookmaking 2 J105 Q1020016 22/03/1995 30/09/1998 424
Licensed Gaming 1 J105 Q1020017 22/03/1995 30/09/1998 197
2 J105 Q1020018 22/03/1995 30/09/1998 12
Licensed Trade Catering 1 J100 Q1007067 24/05/1988 23/05/1990 67
Machine Printing 2 J612 Q1022611 25/01/1996 31/07/2000
2 PIQC Q1016362 03/08/1993 30/11/1995 890
3 J612 Q1022612 25/01/1996 31/07/2000 199
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NVQ TITLE LEVEL AWARDING REFERENCE EFFECTIVE EXPIRY TOTALBODY CODE DATE DATE AWARDS
Mail Operations 2 J105 Q1027830 30/06/1997 31/12/2000
2 J156 Q1027222 30/06/1997 31/12/2000 1845
Maintaining and Operating Caravan Parks 2 CG Q1020990 24/05/1995 30/09/2000 6
Meat Processing (Retailing) 2 MTC Q1011017 15/08/1991 31/08/1995 1380
Meat Retailing 2 MTC Q1006847 01/05/1988 31/03/1991 1216
Mechanical Ride Operation (Leisure Parks, Piers and Attractions) 2 CG Q1024856 20/08/1996 31/01/2000 83
Mechanised Binding 2 J612 Q1022615 25/01/1996 31/07/2000
2 PIQC Q1017992 16/12/1993 30/11/1995 16
3 J612 Q1022616 25/01/1996 31/07/2000 3
Multi-Skilled Hospitality Management 4 BTEC Q1025992 17/12/1996 31/12/1999
4 HAB Q1026024 09/12/1996 31/12/1999
4 J520 Q1026008 09/01/1997 31/12/1999 10
Multi-Skilled Hospitality Supervision 3 BTEC Q1025986 17/12/1996 31/12/1999
3 HAB Q1026018 09/12/1996 31/12/1999
3 J520 Q1026002 09/01/1997 31/12/1999 119
On-Licensed Premises Management 4 BTEC Q1011193 13/01/1992 31/12/1996
4 BTEC Q1025999 17/12/1996 31/12/1999
4 J519 Q1011171 17/01/1992 31/12/1996
4 J519 Q1026031 17/12/1996 31/12/1999
4 J520 Q1011221 02/03/1992 31/12/1996
4 J520 Q1026015 09/01/1997 31/12/1999 56
On-Licensed Premises Supervision 3 BTEC Q1025988 17/12/1996 31/12/1999
3 J519 Q1026020 17/12/1996 31/12/1999
3 J520 Q1026004 09/01/1997 31/12/1999 660
On-Licensed Premises Supervisory Management 3 BTEC Q1011194 13/01/1992 31/12/1996
3 J519 Q1011170 17/01/1992 31/12/1996
3 J520 Q1011214 11/02/1992 31/12/1996 1795
Optical Support Services 2 CG Q1020546 21/03/1995 28/02/1998 8
Origination 2 J612 Q1022617 25/01/1996 31/07/2000 318
3 J612 Q1022618 25/01/1996 31/07/2000 239
Outdoor Education, Development Training, Recreation 3 BTEC Q1050980 18/01/1999 31/10/2003
3 CG Q1050877 23/11/1998 31/10/2003
3 OCR Q1050874 30/10/1998 31/10/2003 3
Patisserie and Confectionery Specialist 4 BTEC Q1025994 17/12/1996 31/12/1999
4 HAB Q1026026 09/12/1996 31/12/1999
4 J520 Q1026010 09/01/1997 31/12/1999 13
Playwork 2 BTEC Q1027853 30/09/1997 31/12/2001
2 BTEC Q1017941 07/06/1994 31/10/1997
2 CACHE Q1019576 09/08/1994 31/10/1997
2 CACHE Q1027831 30/07/1997 31/12/2001
2 CG Q1027843 30/09/1997 31/12/2001
2 CG Q1015293 01/12/1992 31/10/1997
2 RSA Q1027848 30/09/1997 31/12/2001
2 RSA Q1017997 29/11/1993 31/10/1997 646
3 BTEC Q1017957 07/06/1994 31/10/1998
3 BTEC Q1050977 18/01/1999 31/10/2003
3 CACHE Q1019577 09/08/1994 31/10/1998
3 CACHE Q1050837 30/10/1998 31/10/2003
3 CG Q1050878 23/11/1998 31/10/2003
3 CG Q1015301 01/12/1992 31/10/1998
3 OCR Q1050875 30/10/1998 31/10/2003
3 RSA Q1018000 29/11/1993 31/10/1998 418
Playwork Development 4 BTEC Q1017964 07/06/1994 31/07/1999
4 CACHE Q1019578 09/08/1994 31/01/2000
4 CG Q1015306 01/12/1992 31/01/2000
4 RSA Q1018007 29/11/1993 31/01/2000 7
Porter Service 1 BTEC Q1051678 03/03/1999 29/02/2004
1 CG Q1051653 02/03/1999 29/02/2004
1 HAB Q1051485 25/02/1999 29/02/2004 10
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Preparing and Serving Food 1 BTEC Q1051682 03/03/1999 29/02/2004
1 CG Q1051657 02/03/1999 29/02/2004
1 HAB Q1051494 25/02/1999 29/02/2004
1 LCCI Q1051402 22/02/1999 29/02/2004 116
Print Commercial 2 J612 Q1022621 25/01/1996 31/07/2000 14
3 J612 Q1022622 25/01/1996 31/07/2000 9
Print Finishing 2 J612 Q1022613 25/01/1996 31/07/2000
2 PIQC Q1017991 16/12/1993 30/11/1995 134
3 J612 Q1022614 25/01/1996 31/07/2000 10
Printing Photographic Material 3 J580 Q1017596 04/11/1993 31/12/1996 0
Processing Photographic Material 3 J580 Q1017598 04/11/1993 31/12/1996 0
Reception 1 BTEC Q1051667 03/03/1999 29/02/2004
1 CG Q1051645 02/03/1999 29/02/2004
1 HAB Q1051472 25/02/1999 29/02/2004 2
2 BTEC Q1051668 03/03/1999 29/02/2004
2 CG Q1051646 02/03/1999 29/02/2004
2 HAB Q1051474 25/02/1999 29/02/2004 54
Residential Service 2 BTEC Q1051680 03/03/1999 29/02/2004
2 CG Q1051655 02/03/1999 29/02/2004
2 HAB Q1051490 25/02/1999 29/02/2004 0
Restaurant Management 4 BTEC Q1025996 17/12/1996 31/12/1999
4 HAB Q1026028 09/12/1996 31/12/1999
4 J520 Q1026012 09/01/1997 31/12/1999 5
Restaurant Supervision 3 BTEC Q1025989 17/12/1996 31/12/1999
3 HAB Q1026021 09/12/1996 31/12/1999
3 J520 Q1026005 09/01/1997 31/12/1999 683
Retail Operations 2 J105 Q1026170 28/01/1997 31/12/2000
2 J156 Q1026175 13/01/1997 31/12/2000
2 J603 Q1026173 09/01/1997 31/12/2000
2 J621 Q1026165 18/02/1997 31/12/1999
2 LCCI Q1026287 11/02/1997 31/12/2000 41901
3 J105 Q1022430 17/10/1995 31/12/2000
3 J156 Q1021369 07/09/1995 31/12/2000
3 J603 Q1027220 19/06/1997 31/12/2000
3 J621 Q1024791 20/08/1996 31/12/2000
3 LCCI Q1022190 14/11/1995 31/12/2000 2617
4 J105 Q1022431 17/10/1995 31/12/2000
4 J156 Q1021370 07/09/1995 31/12/2000
4 J621 Q1024792 20/08/1996 31/12/2000
4 LCCI Q1022191 14/11/1995 31/12/2000 31
Retail Sales Delivery 2 J105 Q1025857 06/12/1996 31/12/2000 0
Retailing 1 J105 Q1013537 23/04/1992 30/09/1996
1 J156 Q1013254 28/08/1990 30/09/1992
1 J156 Q1013520 15/04/1992 30/09/1996
1 LCCI Q1016484 22/06/1993 30/09/1996 24140
2 J105 Q1013541 23/04/1992 31/12/1996
2 J156 Q1013256 28/08/1990 30/09/1992
2 J156 Q1013523 15/04/1992 31/12/1996
2 LCCI Q1016485 22/06/1993 31/12/1996 104249
3 J105 Q1010976 05/07/1991 30/09/1995
3 J156 Q1013531 08/05/1992 30/09/1995
3 LCCI Q1017988 26/11/1993 30/09/1995 192
4 J105 Q1011650 05/07/1991 30/09/1995
4 J156 Q1013524 08/05/1992 30/09/1995
4 LCCI Q1017989 26/11/1993 30/09/1995 3
Retailing (Agricultural Supplies) 1 J105 Q1007595 08/01/1991 30/09/1992
1 J146 Q1007611 09/01/1991 30/09/1992
1 J157 Q1007767 13/06/1991 30/09/1992 0
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Retailing (Agricultural Supplies) continued 2 J105 Q1007597 08/01/1991 30/09/1992
2 J146 Q1007613 09/01/1991 30/09/1992
2 J157 Q1007769 13/06/1991 30/09/1992 5
Retailing (Confectionery, Tobacco and Newspapers) 1 J105 Q1007591 08/01/1991 30/09/1992
1 J146 Q1007607 09/01/1991 30/09/1992
1 J157 Q1007731 13/06/1991 30/09/1992 1
2 J105 Q1007593 08/01/1991 30/09/1992
2 J146 Q1007609 09/01/1991 30/09/1992
2 J157 Q1007771 13/06/1991 30/09/1992 13
Retailing (Delicatessen) 2 J105 Q1011288 21/08/1990 30/09/1992
2 J146 Q1007625 09/01/1991 30/09/1992
2 J157 Q1011546 13/06/1991 30/09/1992 41
Retailing (DIY) 1 J105 Q1011312 21/08/1990 30/09/1992
1 J146 Q1007649 09/01/1991 30/09/1992
1 J157 Q1007773 13/06/1991 30/09/1992 565
2 J105 Q1011304 21/08/1990 30/09/1992
2 J146 Q1007641 09/01/1991 30/09/1992
2 J157 Q1007775 13/06/1991 30/09/1992 793
Retailing (Drapery and Fashion) 1 J105 Q1007511 21/08/1990 30/09/1992
1 J146 Q1007621 09/01/1990 30/09/1992
1 J157 Q1007777 13/06/1991 30/09/1992 4
2 J105 Q1007513 21/08/1990 30/09/1992
2 J146 Q1007623 09/01/1991 30/09/1992
2 J157 Q1007779 13/06/1991 30/09/1992 29
Retailing (Electrical) 2 J105 Q1011294 21/08/1990 30/09/1992
2 J146 Q1007631 09/01/1991 30/09/1992
2 J157 Q1011548 13/06/1991 30/09/1992 151
Retailing (Fish) 2 J105 Q1011306 21/08/1990 30/09/1992
2 J146 Q1007643 09/01/1991 30/09/1992
2 J157 Q1011550 13/06/1991 30/09/1992 15
Retailing (Fresh Produce) 2 J105 Q1011310 21/08/1990 30/09/1992
2 J146 Q1007647 09/01/1991 30/09/1992
2 J157 Q1011552 13/06/1991 30/09/1992 12
Retailing (Furnishing) 1 J105 Q1011298 21/08/1990 30/09/1992
1 J146 Q1007635 09/01/1991 30/09/1992
1 J157 Q1007781 13/06/1991 30/09/1992 0
2 J105 Q1011296 21/08/1990 30/09/1992
2 J146 Q1007633 09/01/1991 30/09/1992
2 J157 Q1007783 13/06/1991 30/09/1992 4
Retailing (Hardware) 1 J105 Q1011314 21/08/1990 30/09/1992
1 J146 Q1007651 09/01/1991 30/09/1992
1 J157 Q1007785 13/06/1991 30/09/1992 7
2 J105 Q1011300 21/08/1990 30/09/1992
2 J146 Q1007637 09/01/1991 30/09/1992
2 J157 Q1007787 13/06/1991 30/09/1992 11
Retailing (Jewellery) 1 J105 Q1007587 08/01/1991 30/09/1992
1 J146 Q1007601 09/01/1991 30/09/1992
1 J157 Q1007789 13/06/1991 30/09/1992 0
2 J105 Q1007599 08/01/1991 30/09/1992
2 J146 Q1007603 09/01/1991 30/09/1992
2 J157 Q1007791 13/06/1991 30/09/1992 1
Retailing (Meat) 2 J105 Q1011308 21/08/1990 30/09/1992
2 J146 Q1007645 09/01/1991 30/09/1992
2 J157 Q1011554 13/06/1991 30/09/1992 72
Retailing (Office Systems and Stationery) 1 J105 Q1011316 21/08/1990 30/09/1992
1 J146 Q1007653 09/01/1991 30/09/1992
1 J157 Q1007793 13/06/1991 30/09/1992 1
2 J105 Q1011302 21/08/1990 30/09/1992
2 J146 Q1007639 09/01/1991 30/09/1992
2 J157 Q1011540 13/06/1991 30/09/1992 4
7 Providing goods and services continued
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7 Providing goods and services continued
NVQ TITLE LEVEL AWARDING REFERENCE EFFECTIVE EXPIRY TOTALBODY CODE DATE DATE AWARDS
Retailing (Pharmacy – General) 2 J105 Q1013262 21/08/1990 30/09/1992
2 J146 Q1007657 09/01/1991 30/09/1992
2 J157 Q1011558 13/06/1991 30/09/1992 18
Retailing (Pharmacy – Medicines) 2 J105 Q1013260 21/08/1990 30/09/1992
2 J146 Q1007655 09/01/1991 30/09/1992
2 J157 Q1011556 13/06/1991 30/09/1992 10
Retailing (Records, Tapes, Compact Discs and Associated Products) 2 J105 Q1007589 08/01/1991 30/09/1992
2 J146 Q1007605 09/01/1991 30/09/1992
2 J157 Q1010944 13/06/1991 30/09/1992 14
Retailing (The Retail Certificate) 1 J105 Q1006932 05/09/1989 30/09/1992
1 J146 Q1007411 01/05/1990 30/09/1992
1 J157 Q1013264 21/08/1990 30/09/1992 13525
2 J105 Q1006934 05/09/1989 30/09/1992
2 J146 Q1007413 01/05/1990 30/09/1992
2 J157 Q1013265 21/08/1990 30/09/1992 20676
Retailing (Wines and Spirits) 1 J105 Q1011290 21/08/1990 30/09/1992
1 J146 Q1007627 09/01/1991 30/09/1992
1 J157 Q1011542 13/06/1991 30/09/1992 29
2 J105 Q1011292 21/08/1990 30/09/1992
2 J146 Q1007629 09/01/1991 30/09/1992
2 J157 Q1011544 13/06/1991 30/09/1992 46
Sales 2 BTEC Q1051457 02/03/1999 31/12/2000
2 CG Q1051447 25/02/1999 31/12/2003
2 IMI Q1051442 25/02/1999 31/12/2003
2 LCCI Q1051394 25/02/1999 31/12/2003
2 OCR Q1051453 02/03/1999 31/12/2003 0
3 BTEC Q1051458 02/03/1999 31/12/2000
3 CG Q1051448 25/02/1999 31/12/2003
3 IMI Q1051443 25/02/1999 31/12/2003
3 LCCI Q1051395 25/02/1999 31/12/2003
3 OCR Q1051454 02/03/1999 31/12/2003 1
Sales Management 4 BTEC Q1051462 02/03/1999 31/12/2000
4 CG Q1051449 25/02/1999 31/12/2003
4 IMI Q1051444 25/02/1999 31/12/2003
4 LCCI Q1051396 25/02/1999 31/12/2003
4 OCR Q1051455 02/03/1999 31/12/2003 0
Sales Supervision 3 BTEC Q1027318 21/08/1997 28/02/1999
3 J570 Q1016779 10/09/1993 28/02/1999
3 LCCI Q1018493 23/02/1994 28/02/1999
3 RSA Q1016770 06/09/1993 28/02/1999 46
Screen Printing (Machine Printing) 2 J552 Q1015528 01/02/1993 30/11/1995 7
Screen Printing (Origination) 2 J552 Q1015527 01/02/1993 30/11/1995 0
Screen Printing (Printing Processes) 1 J552 Q1016460 12/08/1993 30/11/1995 0
Selling 2 BTEC Q1027316 21/08/1997 28/02/1999
2 IMI Q1020151 01/12/1994 28/02/1999
2 J570 Q1016778 10/09/1993 28/02/1999
2 J604 Q1020412 16/12/1994 30/11/1996
2 LCCI Q1018492 23/02/1994 28/02/1999
2 RSA Q1016768 06/09/1993 28/02/1999 589
3 BTEC Q1027317 21/08/1997 28/02/1999
3 IMI Q1020152 01/12/1994 28/02/1999
3 J570 Q1016780 10/09/1993 28/02/1999
3 J604 Q1020413 16/12/1994 30/11/1996
3 LCCI Q1018494 23/02/1994 28/02/1999
3 RSA Q1016771 06/09/1993 28/02/1999 546
Selling and Distributing Meat, Poultry and Related Products 2 MTC Q1021336 23/06/1995 31/12/1998 654
Serving Food (Fried Food) 1 J161 Q1011197 30/01/1992 30/09/1993 17
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Software Creation 2 BCS Q1025018 06/12/1996 31/12/1999
2 BTEC Q1024580 24/06/1996 31/12/1999
2 CG Q1024598 02/07/1996 31/12/1999
2 LCCI Q1024571 31/07/1996 31/12/1999
2 NCC Q1025864 24/06/1997 31/12/1999
2 RSA Q1025245 18/10/1996 31/12/1999 3361
Spectator Control 2 CG Q1021543 07/09/1995 31/10/1998 239
3 CG Q1021544 07/09/1995 31/10/1998 0
4 CG Q1021545 07/09/1995 31/01/2000 5
Sport and Recreation 1 BTEC Q1017940 07/06/1994 31/10/1997
1 CG Q1015292 01/12/1992 31/10/1997
1 RSA Q1017995 29/11/1993 31/10/1997 3776
Sport and Recreation (Coaching Adults) 3 BTEC Q1017952 07/06/1994 31/10/1998
3 CG Q1015302 01/12/1992 31/07/1999
3 RSA Q1018004 29/11/1993 31/07/1998 46
Sport and Recreation (Coaching and Activity Delivery – Adults) 2 BTEC Q1017943 07/06/1994 31/10/1997
2 CG Q1015296 01/12/1992 31/10/1997
2 RSA Q1017999 29/11/1993 31/10/1997 2928
Sport and Recreation (Coaching and Activity Delivery – Children) 2 BTEC Q1017947 07/06/1994 31/10/1997
2 CG Q1015294 01/12/1992 31/10/1997
2 RSA Q1017998 29/11/1993 31/10/1997 2896
Sport and Recreation (Coaching Children) 3 BTEC Q1017955 07/06/1994 31/10/1998
3 CG Q1015298 01/12/1992 31/07/1999
3 RSA Q1018001 29/11/1993 31/10/1998 144
Sport and Recreation (Coaching Participants with Disabilities) 3 BTEC Q1017954 07/06/1994 31/07/1998
3 CG Q1015303 01/12/1992 31/07/1998
3 RSA Q1018002 29/11/1993 31/07/1998 0
Sport and Recreation (Coaching) 4 CG Q1017578 04/07/1994 30/04/2000 21
Sport and Recreation (Development) 3 BTEC Q1017951 07/06/1994 31/10/1998
3 CG Q1015304 01/12/1992 31/10/1998
3 RSA Q1018003 29/11/1993 31/10/1998 100
Sport and Recreation (Facility Operations) 2 BTEC Q1017942 07/06/1994 31/01/1998
2 CG Q1015295 01/12/1992 31/01/1998
2 RSA Q1017996 29/11/1993 31/01/1998 4687
Sport and Recreation (Outdoor Education) 3 BTEC Q1017956 07/06/1994 31/10/1998
3 CG Q1015299 01/12/1992 31/10/1998
3 RSA Q1018005 29/11/1993 31/10/1998 134
Sport and Recreation (Sport and Play Installations) 2 J629 Q1026346 17/03/1997 31/07/1999 0
Sport and Recreation (Supervision) 3 BTEC Q1017958 07/06/1994 31/10/1998
3 CG Q1015297 01/12/1992 31/10/1998
3 RSA Q1018006 29/11/1993 31/10/1998 640
Sport and Recreation Management (Facilities) 4 BTEC Q1017962 07/06/1994 31/07/1999
4 CG Q1015307 01/12/1992 31/07/1999
4 RSA Q1018008 29/11/1993 31/07/1999 8
Sport and Recreation Management (Sports Development) 4 BTEC Q1017963 07/06/1994 31/07/1999
4 CG Q1015305 01/12/1992 31/07/1999
4 RSA Q1018009 29/11/1993 31/07/1999 4
Sport, Recreation and Allied Occupations 1 BTEC Q1027849 30/09/1997 31/12/2001
1 CG Q1027839 30/09/1997 31/12/2001
1 RSA Q1027844 30/09/1997 31/12/2001 1480
Sport, Recreation and Allied Occupations – Activity Leadership 2 BTEC Q1027851 30/09/1997 31/12/2001
2 CG Q1027841 30/09/1997 31/12/2001
2 RSA Q1027846 30/09/1997 31/12/2001 455
Sport, Recreation and Allied Occupations – 2 BTEC Q1027850 30/09/1997 31/12/2001
Coaching, Teaching and Instructing 2 CG Q1027840 30/09/1997 31/12/2001
2 RSA Q1027845 30/09/1997 31/12/2001 1887
Sport, Recreation and Allied Occupations – Operational Services 2 BTEC Q1027852 16/12/1997 31/12/2001
2 CG Q1027842 16/12/1997 31/12/2001
2 RSA Q1027847 11/12/1997 31/12/2001 1136
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Sport, Recreation and Allied Occupations: 3 BTEC Q1050979 18/01/1999 31/10/2003
Operations and Development 3 CG Q1050876 23/11/1998 31/10/2003
3 OCR Q1050873 30/10/1998 31/10/2003 19
Sport, Recreation and Allied Occupations: Spectator Control 2 CG Q1050879 23/11/1998 31/10/2003 0
3 CG Q1050880 23/11/1998 31/10/2003 0
Sports Administration 3 CG Q1021546 07/09/1995 31/07/1999 0
4 CG Q1021547 07/09/1995 31/07/1998 0
Supporting Photographic Processing Operations 2 J580 Q1017595 04/11/1993 31/12/1996 38
Telephone Selling 2 BTEC Q1027315 21/08/1997 28/02/1999
2 J570 Q1016777 10/09/1993 28/02/1999
2 LCCI Q1018491 23/02/1994 28/02/1999
2 RSA Q1016769 06/09/1993 28/02/1999 2137
Telesales 2 BTEC Q1051459 02/03/1999 31/12/2000
2 CG Q1051445 25/02/1999 31/12/2003
2 LCCI Q1051392 25/02/1999 31/12/2003
2 OCR Q1051451 02/03/1999 31/12/2003 1
3 BTEC Q1051460 02/03/1999 31/12/2000
3 CG Q1051446 25/02/1999 31/12/2003
3 LCCI Q1051393 25/02/1999 31/12/2003
3 OCR Q1051452 02/03/1999 31/12/2003 0
Travel Services 1 BTEC Q1019502 09/08/1994 31/03/1996
1 J130 Q1011036 10/09/1991 31/03/1996 690
2 BTEC Q1017945 01/12/1993 31/03/1996
2 BTEC Q1023644 14/05/1996 31/03/1999
2 CG Q1023638 21/05/1996 31/03/2000
2 J130 Q1015393 13/01/1993 31/03/1996
2 RSA Q1026179 08/01/1997 31/03/2000 9660
3 BTEC Q1023645 14/05/1996 31/03/2000
3 BTEC Q1017949 01/12/1993 31/03/1996
3 CG Q1023639 21/05/1996 31/03/2000
3 J130 Q1015396 13/01/1993 31/03/1996
3 RSA Q1026180 08/01/1997 31/03/2000 3953
Travel Services (Commentaries and Interpretation for Tourism) 2 BTEC Q1023648 14/05/1996 31/03/2000
2 CG Q1023642 21/05/1996 31/03/2000
2 RSA Q1026183 08/01/1997 31/03/2000 55
3 BTEC Q1023649 14/05/1996 31/03/2000
3 CG Q1023643 21/05/1996 31/03/2000
3 RSA Q1026184 08/01/1997 31/03/2000 63
Travel Services (Environmental and Heritage Interpretation) 4 BTEC Q1026871 04/06/1997 31/03/1999
4 CG Q1026877 11/06/1997 31/03/1999
4 RSA Q1050294 08/04/1998 31/03/1999 0
Travel Services (Field Operations) 2 BTEC Q1017944 01/12/1993 31/03/1996
2 J130 Q1015394 13/01/1993 31/03/1996 161
3 BTEC Q1017950 01/12/1993 31/03/1996
3 J130 Q1015397 13/01/1993 31/03/1996 0
Travel Services (Guiding and Tour Managing) 4 RSA Q1050295 04/04/1998 31/03/2000 0
Travel Services (Guiding and Touring Managing) 4 BTEC Q1051666 02/03/1999 31/03/2000 0
Travel Services (Guiding Services) 2 BTEC Q1017946 01/12/1993 31/03/1996
2 J130 Q1015395 13/01/1993 31/03/1996 29
Travel Services (Guiding) 4 BTEC Q1017961 01/12/1993 31/03/1997
4 J130 Q1015401 13/01/1993 31/03/1997 0
Travel Services (Leisure and Business Travel) 4 BTEC Q1026872 04/06/1997 31/03/2000
4 CG Q1026875 11/06/1997 31/03/2000
4 RSA Q1050292 08/04/1998 31/03/2000 23
Travel Services (Management) 4 BTEC Q1017960 01/12/1993 31/03/1997
4 J130 Q1015399 13/01/1993 31/03/1997 28
7 Providing goods and services continued
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NVQ TITLE LEVEL AWARDING REFERENCE EFFECTIVE EXPIRY TOTALBODY CODE DATE DATE AWARDS
Travel Services (Supervising) 3 BTEC Q1017948 01/12/1993 31/03/1997
3 BTEC Q1026873 04/06/1997 31/03/2000
3 CG Q1026874 11/06/1997 31/03/2000
3 J130 Q1015398 13/01/1993 31/03/1997
3 RSA Q1050291 08/04/1998 31/03/1999 23
Travel Services (Tour Directing) 4 BTEC Q1017959 01/12/1993 31/03/1997
4 J130 Q1015400 13/01/1993 31/03/1997 0
Travel Services (Tour Operations) 2 BTEC Q1023646 14/05/1996 31/03/2000
2 CG Q1023640 21/05/1996 31/03/2000
2 RSA Q1026181 08/01/1997 31/03/2000 265
3 BTEC Q1023647 14/05/1996 31/03/2000
3 CG Q1023641 21/05/1996 31/03/2000
3 RSA Q1026182 08/01/1997 31/03/2000 473
4 BTEC Q1026870 04/06/1997 31/03/2000
4 CG Q1026876 11/06/1997 31/03/2000
4 RSA Q1050293 08/04/1998 31/03/2000 0
Vehicle Parts Distribution and Supply 1 BTEC Q1026037 05/02/1997 31/07/1998
1 CG Q1021366 27/10/1995 31/12/2000
1 IMI Q1051141 03/02/1999 31/12/2000
1 RSA Q1027202 02/07/1997 31/07/1998
1 RTITB Q1021360 17/10/1995 31/12/1996 43
2 BTEC Q1026038 05/02/1997 31/12/2000
2 CG Q1021367 27/10/1995 31/12/2000
2 IMI Q1051142 03/02/1999 31/12/2000
2 RSA Q1027203 02/07/1997 31/07/2000
2 RTITB Q1021361 17/10/1995 31/12/1996 360
3 BTEC Q1026039 05/02/1997 31/12/2000
3 CG Q1021368 27/10/1995 31/12/2000
3 IMI Q1051143 03/02/1999 31/12/2000
3 RSA Q1027204 02/07/1997 31/07/2000
3 RTITB Q1021362 17/10/1995 31/12/1996 143
Vehicle Selling 2 BTEC Q1026035 05/02/1997 31/12/2000
2 IMI Q1051144 03/02/1999 31/12/2000
2 J570 Q1019774 09/11/1994 31/12/2000
2 RSA Q1019252 06/10/1994 31/12/2000
2 RTITB Q1020886 26/04/1995 31/07/1997 88
3 BTEC Q1026036 05/02/1997 31/12/2000
3 IMI Q1051145 03/02/1999 31/12/2000
3 J570 Q1019775 09/11/1994 31/12/2000
3 RSA Q1019253 06/10/1994 31/12/2000
3 RTITB Q1020887 26/04/1995 31/07/1997 124
Visual Merchandising 2 J105 Q1050446 22/05/1998 31/03/2001 0
3 J105 Q1050812 23/11/1998 31/03/2001 0
4 J105 Q1050813 23/11/1998 31/03/2000 0
Warehousing and Wholesaling 1 J105 Q1011318 13/09/1990 31/07/1993
1 J155 Q1013252 11/07/1990 31/01/1994
1 J156 Q1007615 08/01/1991 31/03/1993 2915
2 J105 Q1011320 13/09/1990 31/07/1993
2 J155 Q1013253 11/07/1990 31/01/1994
2 J156 Q1007617 08/01/1991 31/03/1993 4110
Wholesaling, Warehousing and Stores 1 J105 Q1016325 05/07/1993 30/09/1996
1 J155 Q1017938 29/11/1993 30/11/1996
1 J156 Q1016103 13/04/1993 30/09/1996
1 J157 Q1018497 20/10/1994 30/04/1997
1 J576 Q1017591 25/10/1993 30/09/1996
1 J603 Q1020409 13/12/1994 30/04/1997 4288
2 J105 Q1016326 05/07/1993 31/12/1996
2 J155 Q1017939 29/11/1993 30/11/1996
2 J156 Q1016105 13/04/1993 31/12/1996
2 J157 Q1018498 20/10/1994 30/04/1997
2 J576 Q1017592 25/10/1993 31/12/1996
2 J603 Q1020410 13/12/1994 30/04/1997 21245
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Wholesaling, Warehousing and Stores continued 3 J105 Q1018485 19/12/1994 31/07/1997
3 J156 Q1018506 21/02/1995 31/07/1997
3 J157 Q1024055 31/05/1996 30/04/1997
3 J603 Q1020411 13/12/1994 31/07/1997 486
4 J105 Q1018486 19/12/1994 31/07/1997
4 J156 Q1018507 21/02/1995 31/07/1997
4 J157 Q1024056 31/05/1996 30/04/1997 106
8 Providing health, social and protective services
NVQ TITLE LEVEL AWARDING REFERENCE EFFECTIVE EXPIRY TOTALBODY CODE DATE DATE AWARDS
Total number of CERTIFICATES AWARDED in this area      734,211
Advice 3 BTEC Q1025753 15/11/1996 31/12/1999
3 CG Q1022484 23/11/1995 31/12/1999
3 OU Q1022413 01/12/1995 31/12/1999
3 RSA Q1024729 17/07/1996 31/12/1999 118
4 BTEC Q1025754 15/11/1996 31/12/1999
4 CG Q1022485 23/11/1995 31/12/1999
4 OU Q1022414 01/12/1995 31/12/1999
4 RSA Q1024730 17/07/1996 31/12/1999 42
Blood Collection 2 CG Q1026311 14/05/1997 31/01/1998 83
Blood Donor Support 2 BTEC Q1050157 01/05/1998 01/05/2003
2 CG Q1050139 01/05/1998 01/05/2003
2 OU Q1050148 01/05/1998 01/05/2003 1
Care 2 BTEC Q1050158 01/05/1998 01/05/2003
2 CCETSW Q1050166 01/05/1998 30/09/1998
2 CG Q1050140 01/05/1998 01/05/2003
2 OU Q1050149 01/05/1998 01/05/2003 8251
3 BTEC Q1050159 01/05/1998 01/05/2003
3 CCETSW Q1050168 01/05/1998 30/09/1998
3 CG Q1050141 01/05/1998 01/05/2003
3 OU Q1050150 01/05/1998 01/05/2003 2152
4 BTEC Q1026058 05/02/1997 30/04/1998
4 BTEC Q1050160 01/05/1998 01/05/2003
4 CCETSW Q1050176 01/05/1998 30/09/1998
4 CCETSW Q1023535 11/03/1996 30/04/1998
4 CG Q1050142 01/05/1998 01/05/2003
4 CG Q1023536 20/03/1996 30/04/1998
4 OU Q1050151 01/05/1998 01/05/2003 220
Care (Activity and Access Support) 2 BTEC Q1022482 23/11/1995 30/04/1998
2 J534 Q1018728 20/07/1994 30/04/1998
2 OU Q1022453 17/11/1995 30/04/1998 192
Care (Acute Care – Children) 3 BTEC Q1014840 15/10/1992 30/04/1998
3 J534 Q1014170 21/07/1992 30/04/1998
3 OU Q1022457 17/11/1995 30/04/1998 200
Care (Acute Care) 3 BTEC Q1014884 15/10/1992 30/04/1998
3 J534 Q1014169 21/07/1992 30/04/1998
3 OU Q1022455 17/11/1995 30/04/1998 2397
Care (Clinic and Out-Patient Care) 3 BTEC Q1014885 15/10/1992 30/04/1998
3 J534 Q1014171 21/07/1992 30/04/1998
3 OU Q1022459 17/11/1995 30/04/1998 749
Care (Clinical Imaging Support) 3 BTEC Q1026047 05/02/1997 30/04/1998
3 CG Q1023147 20/03/1996 30/04/1998
3 OU Q1027856 27/08/1997 30/04/1998 17
Care (Combined Support) 2 BTEC Q1022480 23/11/1995 30/04/1998
2 J534 Q1018726 20/07/1994 30/04/1998
2 OU Q1022461 17/11/1995 30/04/1998 117
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8 Providing health, social and protective services continued
NVQ TITLE LEVEL AWARDING REFERENCE EFFECTIVE EXPIRY TOTALBODY CODE DATE DATE AWARDS
Care (Continuing Care) 3 BTEC Q1014892 15/10/1992 30/04/1998
3 J534 Q1014166 21/07/1992 30/04/1998
3 OU Q1022463 17/11/1995 30/04/1998 5572
Care (Developmental Care) 2 BTEC Q1014893 15/10/1992 30/04/1998
2 J534 Q1014157 21/07/1992 30/04/1998
2 OU Q1022465 17/11/1995 30/04/1998 3144
Care (Direct Care) 2 BTEC Q1014894 15/10/1992 30/04/1998
2 J534 Q1014158 21/07/1992 30/04/1998
2 OU Q1022467 17/11/1995 30/04/1998 57686
Care (Domiciliary Support) 2 BTEC Q1014895 15/10/1992 30/04/1998
2 J534 Q1014159 21/07/1992 30/04/1998
2 OU Q1022469 17/11/1995 30/04/1998 1134
Care (Foot Health Support) 3 BTEC Q1026046 05/02/1997 30/04/1998
3 CCETSW Q1023151 11/03/1996 30/04/1998
3 CG Q1023144 20/03/1996 30/04/1998
3 OU Q1027857 27/08/1997 30/04/1998 5
Care (Group and Foster Care) 3 BTEC Q1026056 05/02/1997 30/04/1998
3 CCETSW Q1023149 11/03/1996 30/04/1998
3 CG Q1023142 20/03/1996 30/04/1998 141
Care (Independent Living Support) 2 BTEC Q1022481 23/11/1995 30/04/1998
2 J534 Q1018727 20/07/1994 30/04/1998
2 OU Q1022471 17/11/1995 30/04/1998 637
Care (Mental Health Care) 3 BTEC Q1014896 15/10/1992 30/04/1998
3 J534 Q1014175 21/07/1992 30/04/1998
3 OU Q1022473 17/11/1995 30/04/1998 2219
Care (Mobility and Movement) 3 BTEC Q1014897 15/10/1992 30/04/1998
3 J534 Q1014176 21/07/1992 30/04/1998
3 OU Q1022454 17/11/1995 30/04/1998 482
Care (Post Natal Care) 2 BTEC Q1014900 15/10/1992 30/04/1998
2 J534 Q1014161 21/07/1992 30/04/1998
2 OU Q1022456 17/11/1995 30/04/1998 648
Care (Promoting Independence) 3 BTEC Q1014902 15/10/1992 30/04/1998
3 J534 Q1014163 21/07/1992 30/04/1998
3 OU Q1022458 17/11/1995 30/04/1998 1484
Care (Providing Outreach Services) 3 BTEC Q1026055 05/02/1997 30/04/1998
3 CCETSW Q1023152 11/03/1996 30/04/1998
3 CG Q1023145 20/03/1996 30/04/1998 51
Care (Rehabilitative Care) 3 BTEC Q1014903 15/10/1992 30/04/1998
3 J534 Q1014165 21/07/1992 30/04/1998
3 OU Q1022460 17/11/1995 30/04/1998 450
Care (Residential/Hospital Support) 2 BTEC Q1014904 15/10/1992 30/04/1998
2 J534 Q1014160 21/07/1992 30/04/1998
2 OU Q1022462 17/11/1995 30/04/1998 1713
Care (Self and Environmental Management Skills) 3 BTEC Q1014906 15/10/1992 30/04/1998
3 J534 Q1014174 21/07/1992 30/04/1998
3 OU Q1022464 17/11/1995 30/04/1998 336
Care (Special Care Needs) 2 BTEC Q1014907 15/10/1992 30/04/1998
2 J534 Q1014162 21/07/1992 30/04/1998
2 OU Q1022466 17/11/1995 30/04/1998 4488
Care (Speech and Language Therapy Support) 3 BTEC Q1026045 05/02/1997 30/04/1998
3 CCETSW Q1023153 11/03/1996 30/04/1998
3 CG Q1023146 20/03/1996 30/04/1998
3 OU Q1027858 27/08/1997 31/01/1998 13
Care (Substance Use) 3 BTEC Q1014908 15/10/1992 30/04/1998
3 J534 Q1014172 21/07/1992 30/04/1998
3 OU Q1022468 17/11/1995 30/04/1998 35
Care (Support and Protection) 3 BTEC Q1014909 15/10/1992 30/04/1998
3 J534 Q1014173 21/07/1992 30/04/1998
3 OU Q1022470 17/11/1995 30/04/1998 113
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Care (Supporting Community Care) 3 BTEC Q1026054 05/02/1997 30/04/1998
3 CCETSW Q1023148 11/03/1996 30/04/1998
3 CG Q1023141 20/03/1996 30/04/1998 52
Care (Supporting Families) 3 BTEC Q1026057 05/02/1997 30/04/1998
3 CCETSW Q1023150 11/03/1996 30/04/1998
3 CG Q1023143 20/03/1996 30/04/1998 42
Care (Supporting Living) 3 BTEC Q1014910 15/10/1992 30/04/1998
3 J534 Q1014164 21/07/1992 30/04/1998
3 OU Q1022472 17/11/1995 30/04/1998 1791
Care (Supportive Long-Term Care) 3 BTEC Q1014911 15/10/1992 30/04/1998
3 J534 Q1014167 21/07/1992 30/04/1998
3 OU Q1022608 05/12/1995 30/04/1998 1094
Care (Terminal Care) 3 BTEC Q1014912 15/10/1992 30/04/1998
3 J534 Q1014168 21/07/1992 30/04/1998
3 OU Q1022474 17/11/1995 30/04/1998 963
Caring for Children and Young People 3 BTEC Q1050162 01/05/1998 01/05/2003
3 CACHE Q1050180 01/05/1998 01/05/2003
3 CCETSW Q1050177 01/05/1998 30/09/1998
3 CG Q1050144 01/05/1998 01/05/2003
3 OU Q1050153 01/05/1998 01/05/2003 177
Child Care and Education (Family Day Care) 3 BTEC Q1013872 05/05/1992 31/01/1998
3 CACHE Q1011075 25/10/1991 31/01/1998
3 J534 Q1011105 12/11/1991 31/01/1998 1453
Child Care and Education (Family Support) 3 BTEC Q1019932 22/11/1994 31/01/1998
3 CACHE Q1017967 29/11/1993 31/01/1998
3 J534 Q1017971 29/11/1993 31/01/1998 122
Child Care and Education (Group Care and Education) 3 BTEC Q1013873 05/05/1992 31/01/1998
3 CACHE Q1011074 25/10/1991 31/01/1998
3 J534 Q1011106 12/11/1991 31/01/1998 6968
Child Care and Education (Pre-School Provision) 3 BTEC Q1013875 05/05/1992 31/01/1998
3 CACHE Q1011076 25/10/1991 31/01/1998
3 J534 Q1011108 12/11/1991 31/01/1998 6181
Child Care and Education (Special Needs) 3 BTEC Q1019933 22/11/1994 31/01/1998
3 CACHE Q1017968 29/11/1993 31/01/1998
3 J534 Q1017970 29/11/1993 31/01/1998 1981
Child Care and Education 2 BTEC Q1013871 05/05/1992 31/01/1998
(Work in a Community Run Pre-School Group) 2 CACHE Q1011073 25/10/1991 31/01/1998
2 J534 Q1011104 12/11/1991 31/01/1998 974
Child Care and Education (Work in a Pre-School Group) 2 BTEC Q1013874 05/05/1992 31/01/1998
2 CACHE Q1011072 25/10/1991 31/01/1998
2 J534 Q1011107 12/11/1991 31/01/1998 2327
Child Care and Education (Work in Support of Others) 2 BTEC Q1013877 05/05/1992 31/01/1998
2 CACHE Q1011071 25/10/1991 31/01/1998
2 J534 Q1011111 12/11/1991 31/01/1998 11249
Child Care and Education (Work with Babies) 2 BTEC Q1013876 05/05/1992 31/01/1998
2 CACHE Q1011070 25/10/1991 31/01/1998
2 J534 Q1011110 12/11/1991 31/01/1998 9448
Civic Amenity Site Operations 3 J549 Q1026777 16/05/1997 31/03/2002
3 J549 Q1015388 08/02/1993 31/12/1997 111
Community Justice (Work with Offending Behaviour) 3 CG Q1050925 24/12/1998 30/09/2003
3 OCR Q1050684 06/10/1998 30/09/2003 0
4 CG Q1050926 24/12/1998 30/09/2003
4 OCR Q1050686 06/10/1998 30/09/2003 0
Community Work 2 BTEC Q1026048 05/02/1997 31/01/2000
2 CCETSW Q1023161 11/03/1996 30/09/1998
2 CG Q1023158 20/03/1996 31/01/2000 42
3 BTEC Q1026049 05/02/1997 31/01/2000
3 CCETSW Q1023162 11/03/1996 30/09/1998
3 CG Q1023159 20/03/1996 31/01/2000 6
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Community Work continued 4 BTEC Q1026050 05/02/1997 31/01/2000
4 CCETSW Q1023163 11/03/1996 30/09/1998
4 CG Q1023160 20/03/1996 31/01/2000 2
Counselling 3 CG Q1051041 15/04/1999 31/12/2003
3 OU Q1052028 15/04/1999 31/12/2003 0
Criminal Justice Services 4 J534 Q1015385 04/02/1993 30/09/1998 4
Criminal Justice Services (Agency Services) 3 J534 Q1015384 04/02/1993 30/09/1998 43
Criminal Justice Services (Individual Support and Development) 3 J534 Q1015383 04/02/1993 30/09/1998 33
Custodial Care 2 RSA Q1022305 27/10/1995 31/12/2000 142
3 RSA Q1027607 30/07/1997 31/12/2000 8
Diagnostic and Therapeutic Support 3 BTEC Q1050163 01/05/1998 01/05/2003
3 CCETSW Q1050178 01/05/1998 30/09/1998
3 CG Q1050145 01/05/1998 01/05/2003
3 OU Q1050154 01/05/1998 01/05/2003 36
Dialysis Support 3 BTEC Q1050164 01/05/1998 01/05/2003
3 CG Q1050146 01/05/1998 01/05/2003
3 OU Q1050155 01/05/1998 01/05/2003 5
Early Years Care and Education 2 BTEC Q1050011 02/02/1998 31/01/2003
2 CACHE Q1050005 02/02/1998 31/01/2003
2 CCETSW Q1050007 10/02/1998 30/09/1998
2 CG Q1050009 02/02/1998 31/01/2003
2 OU Q1050388 06/05/1998 31/01/2003 3401
3 BTEC Q1050012 02/02/1998 31/01/2003
3 CACHE Q1050006 02/02/1998 31/01/2003
3 CCETSW Q1050008 10/02/1998 30/09/1998
3 CG Q1050010 02/02/1998 31/01/2003
3 OU Q1050389 06/05/1998 31/01/2003 2868
Emergency Fire Services – Fire Fighting 2 FSAB Q1021410 05/10/1995 30/04/2000 43
Emergency Fire Services – Operations 3 FSAB Q1021411 05/10/1995 30/04/2000 67
Emergency Fire Services – Supervision and Command 3 FSAB Q1021412 05/10/1995 30/04/2000 0
Emergency Fire Services Control 3 FSAB Q1027626 24/07/1997 30/04/2000 4
Environmental Conservation (Landscape and Ecosystems) 2 BTEC Q1016457 13/07/1993 31/05/1997
2 J625 Q1016486 16/07/1993 31/05/1997 803
3 BTEC Q1016458 13/07/1993 31/05/1997
3 J625 Q1016487 16/07/1993 31/05/1997 55
4 BTEC Q1016459 13/07/1993 30/11/1998
4 J625 Q1016488 16/07/1993 30/11/1998 2
Fingerprint Operations 2 OU Q1050076 22/01/1998 30/06/2000 0
Fire, Security and Emergency Alarm Systems 2 J512 Q1050761 30/11/1998 30/09/2002 8
Forensic Science 4 OU Q1050078 22/01/1998 30/06/2000 0
5 OU Q1050079 22/01/1998 30/06/2000 0
Foundation Skills (Army) 1 J136 Q1007377 09/02/1990 22/10/1991 25469
Guidance 3 BTEC Q1025755 15/11/1996 31/12/1999
3 CG Q1022486 23/11/1995 31/12/1999
3 J613 Q1022624 15/01/1996 31/12/1999
3 OU Q1022415 01/12/1995 31/12/1999
3 RSA Q1024731 17/07/1996 31/12/1999 949
4 BTEC Q1025756 15/11/1996 31/12/1999
4 CG Q1022487 23/11/1995 31/12/1999
4 J613 Q1022625 15/01/1996 31/12/1999
4 OU Q1022416 01/12/1995 31/12/1999
4 RSA Q1024732 17/07/1996 31/12/1999 316
Health Care (Assisting Clients in Care) 1 J165 Q1011328 02/08/1990 30/06/1992 4105
Health Care (Direct Personal Care) 2 J165 Q1011326 02/08/1990 30/06/1992 9339
Health Care (Enablement Care) 2 J165 Q1011324 02/08/1990 30/06/1992 1199
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Health Care (Operating Department Practice) 2 BTEC Q1026229 21/08/1997 30/04/1998
2 J534 Q1017579 29/11/1993 30/04/1998
2 OU Q1022475 17/11/1995 30/04/1998 953
3 BTEC Q1026230 21/08/1997 30/04/1998
3 J534 Q1020858 11/04/1995 31/03/1998
3 J534 Q1011042 12/11/1991 31/03/1995
3 OU Q1022476 17/11/1995 30/04/1998 2481
Health Care – Physiological Measurement (Audiology) 3 BTEC Q1015135 11/11/1992 31/01/1998 66
Health Care – Physiological Measurement (Neurophysiology) 3 BTEC Q1015136 11/11/1992 31/01/1998 21
Health Care – Physiological Measurement (Respiratory Physiology) 3 BTEC Q1015134 11/11/1992 31/01/1998 29
Health Care – Technical Cardiology 2 BTEC Q1026308 17/09/1997 01/02/2001 4
3 BTEC Q1026309 17/09/1997 01/02/2001 12
Health Care Physiological Measurement – Audiology 3 BTEC Q1050115 25/02/1998 31/01/2001 0
Health Care Physiological Measurement – Neurophysiology 3 BTEC Q1050116 25/02/1998 31/01/2001 0
Health Care Physiological Measurement – Respiratory 3 BTEC Q1050114 25/02/1998 31/01/2001 0
Heritage Care and Visitor Services 2 QFI Q1027942 14/11/1997 31/07/1999 0
Housing 2 J564 Q1016555 02/07/1993 31/12/2000 114
3 J564 Q1016557 02/07/1993 31/12/2000 55
4 J564 Q1016559 02/07/1993 31/12/2000 1
Installing and Maintaining Security and Emergency Systems 2 J512 Q1015403 06/01/1993 31/12/1994 54
Installing Security and Emergency Systems 2 J512 Q1018738 31/05/1994 31/12/1998 280
Interpreting 5 CACDP Q1023029 12/02/1996 30/11/1999
5 IL Q1026149 23/11/1998 30/11/1999 0
Investigating Scenes of Incidents 3 OU Q1024644 05/07/1996 31/12/1999 6
Investigation 3 BTEC Q1025153 05/02/1997 31/12/1999
3 J512 Q1023533 20/03/1996 31/12/1999 85
4 BTEC Q1025154 05/02/1997 31/12/1999
4 J512 Q1023534 20/03/1996 31/12/1999 44
Landfill Operations (Inert Waste) 3 J549 Q1015529 08/02/1993 31/12/1997 43
Landfill Operations – Inert Waste 3 CABWI Q1050349 08/04/1998 31/03/2002
3 J549 Q1026776 16/05/1997 31/03/2002 48
Locksmithing 2 J512 Q1027305 08/07/1997 31/05/2000 4
Maintaining Fire Extinguishing Equipment 2 CG Q1021343 07/07/1995 31/07/1998 0
Maintaining Security and Emergency Systems 2 J512 Q1018739 31/05/1994 31/12/1998 34
Managing Incineration Operations (Special Waste) 4 J549 Q1015391 08/02/1993 31/12/1997 12
Managing Incinerator Operations – Special Waste 4 J549 Q1026778 16/05/1997 31/03/2002 12
Managing Landfill Operations (Biodegradable Waste) 4 J549 Q1015531 08/02/1993 31/12/1997 56
Managing Landfill Operations (Special Waste) 4 J549 Q1015530 08/02/1993 31/12/1997 177
Managing Landfill Operations – Biodegradable Waste 4 CABWI Q1050348 08/04/1998 31/03/2002
4 J549 Q1026783 16/05/1997 31/03/2002 53
Managing Landfill Operations – Special Waste 4 CABWI Q1050347 08/04/1998 31/03/2002
4 J549 Q1026782 16/05/1997 31/03/2002 278
Managing Transfer Operations (Special Waste) 4 J549 Q1015390 08/02/1993 31/12/1997 126
Managing Transfer Operations – Biodegradable Waste 4 CABWI Q1050353 08/04/1998 31/03/2002
4 J549 Q1026780 16/05/1997 31/03/2002 161
Managing Transfer Operations – Clinical or Special Waste 4 CABWI Q1050354 08/04/1998 31/03/2002
4 J549 Q1026781 16/05/1997 31/03/2002 378
Managing Treatment Operations (Special Waste) 4 J549 Q1015389 08/02/1993 31/12/1997 26
Managing Treatment Operations – Biodegradable Waste 4 CABWI Q1050351 08/04/1998 31/03/2002
4 J549 Q1026785 16/05/1997 31/03/2002 10
Managing Treatment Operations – Clinical or Special Waste 4 CABWI Q1050350 08/04/1998 31/03/2002
4 J549 Q1026784 16/05/1997 31/03/2002 115
56
Occupational Health and Safety Practice 3 CG Q1020766 02/05/1995 31/12/1999
3 UODLE Q1023582 09/04/1996 31/12/1999 381
4 CG Q1020767 02/05/1995 31/12/1999
4 UODLE Q1023583 09/04/1996 31/12/1999 227
Occupational Health and Safety Regulation 4 CG Q1024822 09/09/1996 31/12/1999
4 UODLE Q1026289 24/04/1997 31/12/1999 38
Operating Department Practice 3 BTEC Q1050252 01/05/1998 01/05/2003
3 CG Q1050253 01/05/1998 01/05/2003
3 OU Q1050268 01/05/1998 01/05/2003 73
Operating Department Support 2 BTEC Q1050161 01/05/1998 01/05/2003
2 CG Q1050143 01/05/1998 01/05/2003
2 OU Q1050152 01/05/1998 01/05/2003 95
Parking Control 2 J641 Q1050214 25/02/1998 31/12/2000 32
Pest Control 2 CG Q1020432 27/02/1995 31/12/1999 57
Physiological Measurement (Audiology) 3 CG Q1050428 08/06/1998 31/01/2001 0
Physiological Measurement (Neurophysiology) 3 CG Q1050429 08/06/1998 31/01/2001 0
Physiological Measurement (Respiratory) 3 CG Q1050427 08/06/1998 31/01/2001 0
Physiological Measurement (Technical Cardiology) 2 CG Q1050425 08/06/1998 31/01/2001 0
3 CG Q1050426 08/06/1998 31/01/2001 0
Promoting Independence 3 BTEC Q1050165 01/05/1998 01/05/2003
3 CCETSW Q1050179 01/05/1998 30/09/1998
3 CG Q1050147 01/05/1998 01/05/2003
3 OU Q1050156 01/05/1998 01/05/2003 638
Providing Fingerprint Services 4 OU Q1050077 22/01/1998 30/06/2000 0
Public Service (Armed Services) 1 BTEC Q1050817 30/10/1998 30/04/2001
1 CG Q1011058 16/10/1991 30/09/1994
1 CG Q1019441 19/12/1994 30/09/2001 25906
Radiation Protection Support 2 CG Q1026820 29/05/1997 30/04/2002 0
Recovering Materials of Evidential Value (Laboratory Based) 3 OU Q1024645 05/07/1996 31/12/1999 0
Regulating Waste Management 3 J549 Q1018740 21/06/1994 31/05/1997 0
4 J549 Q1018741 21/06/1994 31/05/1997 0
Retail and Leisure Security 2 J512 Q1027108 26/06/1997 29/02/2000 35
Safety Services (Offshore) 3 J595 Q1018733 24/08/1994 30/04/1999 0
Security Guarding 2 J512 Q1011064 17/10/1991 30/09/1993
2 J512 Q1017585 29/11/1993 30/06/1997 3265
Security Systems Technical Services 3 J512 Q1022197 02/10/1995 31/12/1999 23
Security, Safety and Loss Prevention 2 BTEC Q1050927 23/11/1998 28/02/2000
2 J512 Q1027107 26/06/1997 29/02/2000 909
Service Support (Advice, Guidance, Counselling and Psychotherapy) 2 BTEC Q1025757 15/11/1996 31/12/1999
2 CG Q1022483 23/11/1995 31/12/1999
2 J613 Q1022623 15/01/1996 31/12/1999
2 OU Q1022412 01/12/1995 31/12/1999
2 RSA Q1024728 17/07/1996 31/12/1999 236
Social Care (Residential, Domiciliary and Day Care) 2 J165 Q1011330 02/08/1990 30/06/1992 2623
3 J165 Q1011332 02/08/1990 30/06/1992 269
Special Needs Housing 2 BTEC Q1026051 05/02/1997 31/10/1999
2 CCETSW Q1023156 11/03/1996 30/09/1998
2 J564 Q1023154 03/04/1996 31/12/2000 21
3 BTEC Q1026052 05/02/1997 31/10/1999
3 CCETSW Q1023157 11/03/1996 30/09/1998
3 J564 Q1023155 03/04/1996 31/12/2000 26
4 BTEC Q1026053 05/02/1997 31/10/1999
4 CCETSW Q1023526 11/03/1996 30/09/1998
4 J564 Q1023523 03/04/1996 31/12/2000 5
8 Providing health, social and protective services continued
NVQ TITLE LEVEL AWARDING REFERENCE EFFECTIVE EXPIRY TOTALBODY CODE DATE DATE AWARDS
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8 Providing health, social and protective services continued
NVQ TITLE LEVEL AWARDING REFERENCE EFFECTIVE EXPIRY TOTALBODY CODE DATE DATE AWARDS
Specifying Security and Emergency Systems 2 J512 Q1015402 06/01/1993 31/12/1998 31
Transfer Operations (Inert Waste) 3 J549 Q1015387 08/02/1993 31/12/1997 4
Transfer Operations – Inert Waste 3 CABWI Q1050355 08/04/1998 31/03/2002
3 J549 Q1026779 16/05/1997 31/03/2002 8
Transporting Property Under Guard 2 J512 Q1019766 16/11/1994 30/09/1998 21
Treatment Operations (Inert Waste) 3 J549 Q1015386 08/02/1993 31/12/1997 3
Treatment Operations – Inert Waste 3 CABWI Q1050352 08/04/1998 31/03/2002
3 J549 Q1026786 16/05/1997 31/03/2002 51
Accounting 2 AAT Q1019251 12/07/1994 31/12/1999
2 AAT Q1013821 23/03/1992 30/06/1994
2 BTEC Q1019250 20/07/1994 31/12/1999
2 BTEC Q1013820 20/03/1992 30/06/1994
2 LCCI Q1019248 06/07/1994 31/12/1999
2 PEI Q1019249 12/07/1994 31/12/1999
2 PEI Q1013819 02/04/1992 30/06/1994
2 RSA Q1014478 25/08/1992 30/06/1994
2 RSA Q1019099 12/07/1994 31/12/1999 54263
3 AAT Q1050486 08/06/1998 30/06/2003
3 AAT Q1013822 23/03/1992 30/06/1998
3 BTEC Q1050514 11/06/1998 30/06/2003
3 BTEC Q1013825 20/03/1992 30/06/1998
3 LCCI Q1020935 26/04/1995 30/06/1998
3 LCCI Q1050484 08/06/1998 30/06/2003
3 PEI Q1050516 11/06/1998 30/06/2003
3 PEI Q1027232 11/07/1997 30/06/1998
3 RSA Q1050622 28/08/1998 30/06/2003
3 RSA Q1014479 25/08/1992 30/06/1998 34805
4 AAT Q1013823 23/03/1992 30/06/1998
4 AAT Q1050487 08/06/1998 30/06/2003
4 BTEC Q1013824 20/03/1992 30/06/1998
4 BTEC Q1050515 11/06/1998 30/06/2003
4 LCCI Q1050290 02/04/1998 30/06/1998
4 LCCI Q1050485 08/06/1998 30/06/2003
4 RSA Q1050623 28/08/1998 30/06/2003 15726
Accounting (Accounting Practice/Industry and Commerce/Public Sector) 4 AAT Q1007407 21/03/1990 21/03/1992 29036
Administration 1 BTEC Q1018481 01/03/1994 31/07/2000
1 CG Q1018483 28/02/1994 31/07/2000
1 EMTAAL Q1018789 13/05/1994 31/07/2000
1 IMI Q1020438 18/01/1995 31/07/2000
1 LCCI Q1018489 24/03/1994 31/07/2000
1 OU Q1024370 05/07/1996 31/07/2000
1 PEI Q1018499 22/02/1994 31/07/2000
1 RSA Q1018502 17/03/1994 31/07/2000 33015
2 BTEC Q1018482 01/03/1994 31/07/2000
2 CG Q1018484 28/02/1994 31/07/2000
2 EMTAAL Q1018790 13/05/1994 31/07/2000
2 IMI Q1020439 18/01/1995 31/07/2000
2 LCCI Q1018490 24/03/1994 31/07/2000
2 MVC Q1050055 16/01/1998 31/07/2000
2 OU Q1024371 05/07/1996 31/07/2000
2 PEI Q1018500 22/02/1994 31/07/2000
2 RSA Q1018503 17/03/1994 31/07/2000 154805
9 Providing business services
NVQ TITLE LEVEL AWARDING REFERENCE EFFECTIVE EXPIRY TOTALBODY CODE DATE DATE AWARDS
Total number of CERTIFICATES AWARDED in this area      229,487
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9 Providing business services continued
NVQ TITLE LEVEL AWARDING REFERENCE EFFECTIVE EXPIRY TOTALBODY CODE DATE DATE AWARDS
Administration continued 3 BTEC Q1020434 12/01/1995 31/07/2000
3 BTEC Q1007723 24/04/1991 31/12/1994
3 CG Q1020435 31/01/1995 31/07/2000
3 CG Q1010975 28/08/1991 31/12/1994
3 IMI Q1026656 02/05/1997 31/07/2000
3 LCCI Q1020431 05/01/1995 31/07/2000
3 LCCI Q1007717 04/04/1991 31/12/1994
3 MVC Q1050056 16/01/1998 31/07/2000
3 OU Q1024372 05/07/1996 31/07/2000
3 PEI Q1007721 04/04/1991 31/12/1994
3 PEI Q1020414 22/12/1994 31/07/2000
3 RSA Q1007719 04/04/1991 31/12/1994
3 RSA Q1020433 05/01/1995 31/07/2000 69306
4 BTEC Q1020537 23/02/1995 31/07/2000
4 CG Q1020539 27/03/1995 31/07/2000
4 LCCI Q1020540 21/03/1995 31/07/2000
4 MVC Q1050057 16/01/1998 31/07/2000
4 OU Q1024373 05/07/1996 31/07/2000
4 PEI Q1020536 21/03/1995 31/07/2000
4 RSA Q1020538 23/02/1995 31/07/2000 1386
Advertising 3 BTEC Q1024824 20/08/1996 31/07/1997
3 J570 Q1019767 19/12/1994 31/07/1997
3 J601 Q1019776 02/02/1995 31/07/1997 2
4 BTEC Q1024825 20/08/1996 31/07/1997
4 J570 Q1019768 19/12/1994 31/07/1997
4 J601 Q1019777 02/02/1995 31/07/1997 0
Audit (Internal) 3 AAT Q1052340 23/09/1999 31/07/2003 0
4 AAT Q1052341 23/09/1999 31/07/2003 0
Banking 2 J518 Q1018729 31/05/1994 31/03/1999
2 RSA Q1026212 22/05/1997 31/03/1999 236
3 J518 Q1019213 28/09/1994 31/03/1999
3 RSA Q1026213 22/07/1998 31/03/1999 49
4 J518 Q1019214 28/09/1994 31/03/1999 0
Banking Services 2 J518 Q1011141 20/12/1991 31/08/1993 144
Building Society Services 2 CG Q1024380 09/01/1997 30/09/1999
2 J145 Q1024381 04/09/1996 30/09/1999
2 J145 Q1014788 14/10/1992 28/02/1996 665
3 J145 Q1016491 24/08/1993 30/09/1997 0
4 J145 Q1016494 24/08/1993 30/09/1997 0
Building Society Services (Regulated) 4 J145 Q1016493 24/08/1993 30/09/1997 0
Building Society Supervisory Management 3 J145 Q1016492 24/08/1993 30/09/1997 0
Business Administration (Administrative Procedures) 2 BTEC Q1006970 01/09/1989 31/08/1990
2 CG Q1006859 31/10/1988 30/10/1990
2 LCCI Q1006853 31/10/1988 31/10/1990
2 PEI Q1006785 31/10/1988 30/10/1990 0
Business Administration (Administrative) 2 CG Q1011352 28/09/1990 30/04/1994
2 LCCI Q1011356 03/10/1990 30/04/1994
2 PEI Q1011354 28/09/1990 30/04/1994
2 RSA Q1011336 28/09/1990 30/04/1994 92824
Business Administration (Administrative) 2 BTEC Q1010928 26/03/1991 30/04/1994 6346
(First Diploma in Business and Finance)
Business Administration (Diploma in Business Procedures) 2 RSA Q1006833 29/02/1988 31/08/1990 126
Business Administration (Diploma in General Reception) 2 RSA Q1006789 31/10/1988 31/08/1990 2852
Business Administration (Diploma in Office Procedures) 2 RSA Q1006791 29/02/1988 31/08/1990 4871
Business Administration (Diploma in Secretarial Procedures) 2 RSA Q1007190 29/02/1988 31/08/1990 125
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9 Providing business services continued
NVQ TITLE LEVEL AWARDING REFERENCE EFFECTIVE EXPIRY TOTALBODY CODE DATE DATE AWARDS
Business Administration (Financial Procedures) 2 BTEC Q1006974 01/09/1989 31/08/1990
2 CG Q1006861 31/10/1988 30/10/1990
2 LCCI Q1006855 31/10/1988 31/10/1990
2 PEI Q1006851 31/10/1988 30/10/1990 0
Business Administration (Financial) 2 CG Q1011346 28/09/1990 30/04/1994
2 LCCI Q1011350 03/10/1990 30/04/1994
2 PEI Q1011348 28/09/1990 30/04/1994
2 RSA Q1011337 28/09/1990 30/04/1994 12244
Business Administration (Financial) 2 BTEC Q1010929 26/03/1991 30/04/1994 10436
(First Diploma in Business and Finance)
Business Administration (Foundation) 1 BTEC Q1006976 01/09/1989 31/08/1990
1 BTEC Q1010927 26/03/1991 30/04/1994
1 CG Q1011342 28/09/1990 30/04/1994
1 CG Q1006831 01/09/1988 31/08/1990
1 LCCI Q1006835 01/09/1988 31/08/1990
1 LCCI Q1011340 03/10/1990 30/04/1994
1 PEI Q1006837 01/09/1988 31/08/1990
1 PEI Q1011344 28/09/1990 30/04/1994
1 RSA Q1006886 29/02/1988 31/08/1990
1 RSA Q1011338 28/09/1990 30/04/1994 88702
Business Administration (Information Processing) 2 RSA Q1004414 01/09/1989 28/02/1991 21514
(Diploma in Information Technology)
Business Administration (Information Processing) 1 RSA Q1004412 01/09/1989 28/02/1991 7905
(Vocational Certificate in Information Technology)
Business Administration (Secretarial Procedures) 2 BTEC Q1006972 01/09/1989 31/08/1990
2 CG Q1006863 31/10/1988 30/10/1990
2 PEI Q1006849 29/02/1988 30/10/1990 0
Business Administration (Secretarial) 2 CG Q1011362 28/09/1990 30/04/1994
2 LCCI Q1006857 31/10/1988 31/10/1990
2 LCCI Q1011364 03/10/1990 30/04/1994
2 PEI Q1011360 28/09/1990 30/04/1994
2 RSA Q1011358 28/09/1990 30/04/1994 29903
3 LCCI Q1007399 12/03/1990 31/03/1991
3 PEI Q1007367 13/02/1990 31/03/1991 84
Business Administration (Secretarial) 3 RSA Q1007043 09/02/1990 31/03/1991 3144
(Advanced Diploma in Secretarial Procedures)
Business Administration (Secretarial) 2 BTEC Q1010930 26/03/1991 30/04/1994 909
(First Diploma in Business and Finance)
Business Counselling 4 BTEC Q1025758 08/11/1996 30/04/2000
4 CG Q1024559 02/08/1996 31/03/1999
4 IMI Q1027863 27/08/1997 30/04/2000
4 J585 Q1018024 24/01/1994 31/03/1996
4 MVC Q1027226 23/06/1997 30/04/2000
4 NEBSM Q1024563 01/08/1996 30/04/2000
4 RSA Q1023667 07/08/1996 30/04/2000
4 UODLE Q1020938 05/05/1995 31/03/1996
4 UODLE Q1025451 08/11/1996 31/03/1999 327
Business Information 3 BTEC Q1025760 08/11/1996 30/04/2000
3 CG Q1024558 02/08/1996 31/03/1999
3 MVC Q1027225 23/06/1997 30/04/2000
3 NEBSM Q1024562 01/08/1996 30/04/2000
3 RSA Q1023668 07/08/1996 30/04/2000
3 UODLE Q1025450 08/11/1996 31/03/1999 126
Business Information and Support 3 J585 Q1018023 24/01/1994 31/03/1996
3 UODLE Q1020937 05/05/1995 31/03/1996 73
Central Computer Operation 1 BTEC Q1015235 03/12/1992 30/06/1996
1 J543 Q1015311 18/12/1992 30/06/1996
1 J561 Q1016436 02/07/1993 31/03/1996
1 LCCI Q1018745 13/05/1994 30/06/1996
1 NCC Q1019176 19/07/1994 31/03/1996 9
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NVQ TITLE LEVEL AWARDING REFERENCE EFFECTIVE EXPIRY TOTALBODY CODE DATE DATE AWARDS
Central Computer Services Management 4 BTEC Q1015258 03/12/1992 30/06/1996
4 J543 Q1015330 18/12/1992 30/06/1996
4 J561 Q1016456 02/07/1993 31/03/1996
4 LCCI Q1018783 13/05/1994 30/06/1996
4 NCC Q1019200 19/07/1994 31/03/1996 1
Central Computer Services Operation 2 BTEC Q1015240 03/12/1992 30/06/1996
2 J543 Q1015318 18/12/1992 30/06/1996
2 J561 Q1016440 02/07/1993 31/03/1996
2 LCCI Q1018747 13/05/1994 30/06/1996
2 NCC Q1019182 19/07/1994 31/03/1996 8
Central Computer Services Supervision 3 BTEC Q1015250 03/12/1992 30/06/1996
3 J543 Q1015323 18/12/1992 30/06/1996
3 J561 Q1016449 02/07/1993 31/03/1996
3 LCCI Q1018780 13/05/1994 30/06/1996
3 NCC Q1019192 19/07/1994 31/03/1996 5
Computer Network System Investigation and Installation 3 BTEC Q1015252 03/12/1992 30/06/1996
3 J543 Q1015322 18/12/1992 30/06/1996
3 J561 Q1016447 02/07/1993 31/03/1996
3 LCCI Q1018760 13/05/1994 30/06/1996
3 NCC Q1019190 19/07/1994 31/03/1996 15
Computer Network System Selection and Installation Supervision 4 BTEC Q1015254 03/12/1992 30/06/1996
4 J543 Q1015331 18/12/1992 30/06/1996
4 J561 Q1016455 02/07/1993 31/03/1996
4 LCCI Q1018784 13/05/1994 30/06/1996
4 NCC Q1019199 19/07/1994 31/03/1996 6
Controlling Use of Information Technology 3 BTEC Q1019207 20/07/1994 31/03/1996
3 J543 Q1018732 31/05/1994 31/03/1996
3 LCCI Q1019210 20/07/1994 31/03/1996
3 NCC Q1019204 19/07/1994 31/03/1996
3 PEI Q1019627 13/09/1994 31/03/1996
3 RSA Q1018811 18/05/1994 31/03/1996 968
Customer Implementation Support 4 BTEC Q1015259 03/12/1992 30/06/1996
4 J543 Q1015334 18/12/1992 30/06/1996
4 J561 Q1016453 02/07/1993 31/03/1996
4 LCCI Q1018788 13/05/1994 30/06/1996
4 NCC Q1019197 19/07/1994 31/03/1996 17
Customer Service 2 BTEC Q1023931 14/05/1996 31/03/2000
2 CABWI Q1024424 26/06/1996 31/03/2000
2 CG Q1023924 17/04/1996 31/03/2000
2 CIB Q1027943 14/11/1997 31/03/2000
2 HAB Q1023923 17/04/1996 31/03/2000
2 IDA Q1050634 01/09/1998 31/03/2000
2 IMI Q1023921 17/04/1996 31/03/2000
2 ISM Q1025252 29/10/1996 31/03/2000
2 LCCI Q1023927 17/04/1996 31/03/2000
2 MVC Q1050620 02/09/1998 31/03/2000
2 OU Q1024426 11/07/1996 31/03/2000
2 PEI Q1026150 23/01/1997 31/03/2000
2 QFI Q1050422 08/06/1998 31/03/2000
2 RSA Q1023925 18/04/1996 31/03/2000
2 TVSC Q1023929 17/04/1996 31/03/2000
2 UODLE Q1024828 20/08/1996 31/03/2000
2 VTCT Q1051493 25/02/1999 31/03/2000 30763
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NVQ TITLE LEVEL AWARDING REFERENCE EFFECTIVE EXPIRY TOTALBODY CODE DATE DATE AWARDS
Customer Service continued 3 BTEC Q1023635 14/05/1996 31/03/2000
3 BTEC Q1017953 01/12/1993 29/02/1996
3 CABWI Q1024425 26/06/1996 31/03/2000
3 CG Q1023636 17/04/1996 31/03/2000
3 CG Q1017969 26/11/1993 29/02/1996
3 CIB Q1027944 14/11/1997 31/03/2000
3 HAB Q1017983 29/11/1993 29/02/1996
3 HAB Q1023637 17/04/1996 31/03/2000
3 IDA Q1050635 01/09/1998 31/03/2000
3 IMI Q1020341 13/12/1994 29/02/1996
3 IMI Q1023922 17/04/1996 31/03/2000
3 ISM Q1019396 19/07/1994 29/02/1996
3 ISM Q1024831 20/08/1996 31/03/2000
3 LCCI Q1018758 13/05/1994 29/02/1996
3 LCCI Q1023928 17/04/1996 31/03/2000
3 MVC Q1050621 02/09/1998 31/03/2000
3 OU Q1024427 11/07/1996 31/03/2000
3 PEI Q1026151 23/01/1997 31/03/2000
3 QFI Q1050423 08/06/1998 31/03/2000
3 RSA Q1015381 18/12/1992 29/02/1996
3 RSA Q1023926 18/04/1996 31/03/2000
3 TVSC Q1020626 10/03/1995 29/02/1996
3 TVSC Q1023930 17/04/1996 31/03/2000
3 UODLE Q1024829 20/08/1996 31/03/2000
3 UODLE Q1019455 03/08/1994 29/02/1996
3 VTCT Q1051500 25/02/1999 31/03/2000 54131
Developing Union Organisation 4 J616 Q1023136 09/04/1996 31/12/1999 0
Direct Marketing 3 J570 Q1019771 19/12/1994 31/07/1997
3 J601 Q1019780 02/02/1995 31/07/1997 13
4 J570 Q1019772 19/12/1994 31/07/1997
4 J601 Q1019781 02/02/1995 31/07/1997 1
Electronic Communications Operations 2 CG Q1007202 03/07/1989 31/12/1991 580
3 CG Q1007201 03/07/1989 31/12/1991 955
Energy Management 4 BTEC Q1028323 16/12/1997 30/09/2002
4 EMTAAL Q1050020 03/12/1997 30/09/2002
4 IDA Q1050028 23/12/1997 30/09/2002
4 IM Q1028328 14/01/1998 30/09/2002
4 MVC Q1028354 23/12/1997 30/09/2002
4 NEBSM Q1028361 04/12/1997 30/09/2002
4 OU Q1050051 29/01/1998 30/09/2002
4 RSA Q1050014 11/12/1997 30/09/2002
4 UODLE Q1028367 23/12/1997 31/12/1998 18
Environmental Management 4 BTEC Q1050975 18/01/1999 30/09/2002
4 NEBSM Q1050973 23/11/1998 30/09/2002
4 OCR Q1050974 23/11/1998 30/09/2002 0
Financial Services (Building Societies) 2 J145 Q1011268 22/06/1990 31/12/1992 102
Financial Services (Pensions Administration) 4 PMI Q1007406 05/04/1990 31/08/1993 269
Implement Information Technology Solution 3 BCS Q1025016 06/12/1996 31/12/1999
3 BTEC Q1024588 24/06/1996 31/12/1999
3 CG Q1024596 02/07/1996 31/12/1999
3 LCCI Q1024573 31/07/1996 31/12/1999
3 NCC Q1025871 24/06/1997 31/12/1999
3 RSA Q1025249 18/10/1996 31/12/1999 2524
Implement Information Technology Solutions 3 TVSC Q1050894 22/01/1999 31/12/1999 0
Information Systems Analysis and Design 3 BTEC Q1015247 03/12/1992 30/06/1996
3 J543 Q1015327 18/12/1992 30/06/1996
3 J561 Q1016441 02/07/1993 31/03/1996
3 LCCI Q1018777 13/05/1994 30/06/1996
3 NCC Q1019185 19/07/1994 31/03/1996 204
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NVQ TITLE LEVEL AWARDING REFERENCE EFFECTIVE EXPIRY TOTALBODY CODE DATE DATE AWARDS
Information Systems Delivery and Support Supervision 3 BTEC Q1015248 03/12/1992 30/06/1996
3 J543 Q1015325 18/12/1992 30/06/1996
3 J561 Q1016444 02/07/1993 31/03/1996
3 LCCI Q1018778 13/05/1994 30/06/1996
3 NCC Q1019187 19/07/1994 31/03/1996 7
Information Systems Design and Production 3 BTEC Q1015244 03/12/1992 30/06/1996
3 J543 Q1015326 18/12/1992 30/06/1996
3 J561 Q1016443 02/07/1993 31/03/1996
3 LCCI Q1018779 13/05/1994 30/06/1996
3 NCC Q1019186 19/07/1994 31/03/1996 981
Information Systems Installation and Support Supervision 3 BTEC Q1015243 03/12/1992 30/06/1996
3 J543 Q1015320 18/12/1992 30/06/1996
3 J561 Q1016445 02/07/1993 31/03/1996
3 LCCI Q1018769 13/05/1994 30/06/1996
3 NCC Q1019188 19/07/1994 31/03/1996 6
Information Systems Production Supervision 4 BTEC Q1015260 03/12/1992 30/06/1996
4 J543 Q1015336 18/12/1992 30/06/1996
4 J561 Q1016501 02/07/1993 31/03/1996
4 LCCI Q1018787 13/05/1994 30/06/1996
4 NCC Q1019196 19/07/1994 31/03/1996 87
Install Information Technology Products 2 BCS Q1025015 06/12/1996 31/12/1999
2 BTEC Q1024582 24/06/1996 31/12/1999
2 CG Q1024595 02/07/1996 31/12/1999
2 LCCI Q1024574 31/07/1996 31/12/1999
2 NCC Q1025865 24/06/1997 31/12/1999
2 RSA Q1025247 18/10/1996 31/12/1999
2 TVSC Q1050893 22/01/1999 31/12/1999 3965
Insurance (General) 2 J521 Q1015601 01/03/1993 31/12/1995
2 J521 Q1013444 10/03/1992 01/03/1993
2 J521 Q1022198 26/10/1995 30/09/2000
2 J610 Q1025453 22/05/1997 30/09/1999 110
3 J521 Q1020436 05/01/1995 30/09/2000
3 J610 Q1025454 22/05/1997 30/09/1999 48
4 J521 Q1020437 05/01/1995 30/09/1998
4 J610 Q1025455 22/05/1997 30/09/1998 0
Insurance (Intermediaries) 2 J521 Q1013445 10/03/1992 01/03/1993
2 J521 Q1015602 01/03/1993 31/12/1995
2 J521 Q1022199 26/10/1995 30/09/2000
2 J610 Q1025459 22/05/1997 30/09/1999 574
3 J521 Q1018504 17/03/1994 30/09/2000
3 J610 Q1025460 22/05/1997 30/09/1999 100
4 J521 Q1018505 17/03/1994 30/09/1998
4 J610 Q1025461 22/05/1997 30/09/1998 2
Insurance (Life Offices) 2 J521 Q1022200 26/10/1995 30/09/2000
2 J610 Q1025456 22/05/1997 30/09/1999 1
3 J521 Q1022201 26/10/1995 30/09/2000
3 J610 Q1025457 22/05/1997 30/09/1999 2
4 J521 Q1022202 26/10/1995 30/09/1998
4 J610 Q1025458 22/05/1997 30/09/1998 0
Insurance (Life) 2 J521 Q1015600 01/03/1993 31/12/1995 16
International Trade and Services 2 LCCI Q1018496 23/02/1994 31/12/1995
2 LCCI Q1022842 19/01/1996 31/12/1999
2 RSA Q1022025 06/10/1995 31/12/1999
2 RSA Q1015534 06/01/1993 31/12/1995 1248
3 LCCI Q1022843 19/01/1996 31/12/1999
3 RSA Q1022021 06/10/1995 31/12/1999 223
4 LCCI Q1022844 19/01/1996 31/12/1999
4 RSA Q1022022 06/10/1995 31/12/1999 10
Legal Practice 4 J642 Q1050326 14/07/1998 31/03/2002 0
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9 Providing business services continued
NVQ TITLE LEVEL AWARDING REFERENCE EFFECTIVE EXPIRY TOTALBODY CODE DATE DATE AWARDS
Management 3 BTEC Q1028319 16/12/1997 30/09/2002
3 ECITB Q1050063 01/12/1997 30/09/2002
3 EMTAAL Q1050018 03/12/1997 30/09/2002
3 IDA Q1050026 23/12/1997 30/09/2002
3 IM Q1028326 14/01/1998 30/09/2002
3 IMI Q1050337 09/04/1998 30/09/2002
3 IPD Q1028332 03/12/1997 30/09/2002
3 ISM Q1028337 08/12/1997 30/09/2002
3 LCCI Q1028341 08/12/1997 30/09/2002
3 MVC Q1028345 23/12/1997 30/09/2002
3 NEBSM Q1028358 04/12/1997 30/09/2002
3 OU Q1050049 29/01/1998 30/09/2002
3 RSA Q1050000 11/12/1997 30/09/2002
3 UODLE Q1028364 23/12/1997 31/12/1998 2133
4 BTEC Q1011015 25/10/1991 31/12/1997
4 BTEC Q1028321 16/12/1997 30/09/2002
4 COP Q1016560 23/08/1993 31/12/1997
4 ECITB Q1050065 01/12/1997 30/09/2002
4 EMTAAL Q1050019 03/12/1997 30/09/2002
4 EMTAAL Q1018022 16/05/1994 31/12/1997
4 HMC Q1014448 22/07/1992 31/12/1997
4 IDA Q1050027 23/12/1997 30/09/2002
4 IM Q1011016 02/09/1991 31/12/1997
4 IM Q1028327 14/01/1998 30/09/2002
4 IMI Q1050338 09/04/1998 30/09/2002
4 IMI Q1016562 05/10/1993 31/12/1997
4 IPD Q1028333 03/12/1997 30/09/2002
4 IPD Q1018248 31/01/1994 31/12/1997
4 IPD Q1016564 16/12/1993 15/09/1995
4 ISM Q1017984 13/01/1994 31/12/1997
4 ISM Q1028338 08/12/1997 30/09/2002
4 J517 Q1011117 20/12/1991 12/01/1994
4 J522 Q1013513 12/06/1992 31/12/1997
4 J575 Q1017581 09/11/1993 31/12/1997
4 LCCI Q1016566 12/08/1993 31/12/1997
4 LCCI Q1028342 08/12/1997 30/09/2002
4 MVC Q1015598 08/04/1993 31/12/1997
4 MVC Q1028807 23/12/1997 30/09/2002
4 NEBSM Q1028359 04/12/1997 30/09/2002
4 NEBSM Q1013514 08/05/1992 31/12/1997
4 OU Q1050050 29/01/1998 30/09/2002
4 OU Q1016358 28/07/1993 31/12/1997
4 RSA Q1011013 25/11/1991 31/12/1997
4 RSA Q1050013 11/12/1997 30/09/2002
4 UODLE Q1028365 23/12/1997 31/12/1998
4 UODLE Q1015355 22/02/1993 31/12/1997 21651
5 BTEC Q1013506 20/03/1992 31/12/1997
5 COP Q1023951 30/05/1996 31/12/1997
5 HMC Q1014449 22/07/1992 31/12/1997
5 IM Q1013507 25/03/1992 31/12/1997
5 IMI Q1016563 05/10/1993 31/12/1997
5 IPD Q1018249 31/01/1994 31/12/1997
5 ISM Q1017985 13/01/1994 31/12/1997
5 J575 Q1017582 09/11/1993 31/12/1997
5 LCCI Q1021477 31/07/1995 31/12/1997
5 MVC Q1015599 08/04/1993 31/12/1997
5 NEBSM Q1023650 17/04/1996 31/12/1997
5 OU Q1016359 28/07/1993 31/12/1997
5 RSA Q1015392 25/01/1993 31/12/1997
5 UODLE Q1015356 22/02/1993 31/12/1997 5919
Managing Residential Estate Agency 4 J600 Q1019474 09/08/1994 31/07/1998 2
Marketing Communications 2 BTEC Q1024823 20/08/1996 31/07/1997
2 J570 Q1019773 19/12/1994 31/07/1997
2 J601 Q1019782 02/02/1995 31/07/1997 33
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Marketing Products and Services 3 BTEC Q1024826 20/08/1996 31/07/1997
3 J570 Q1019428 19/12/1994 31/07/1997
3 RSA Q1019432 09/12/1994 31/07/1997 103
4 BTEC Q1024827 20/08/1996 31/07/1997
4 J570 Q1019429 19/12/1994 31/07/1997
4 RSA Q1019433 09/12/1994 31/07/1997 26
Marketing Research 3 J570 Q1019430 19/12/1994 31/07/1997
3 J602 Q1019434 09/12/1994 31/07/1997 41
4 J570 Q1019431 19/12/1994 31/07/1997
4 J602 Q1019435 09/12/1994 31/07/1997 5
Marketing Research (Interviewing) 1 J570 Q1020765 03/05/1995 31/07/1997
1 J602 Q1020764 18/04/1995 31/07/1997 23
Multi-User Computer System Investigation and Installation 3 BTEC Q1015245 03/12/1992 30/06/1996
3 J543 Q1015329 18/12/1992 30/06/1996
3 J561 Q1016446 02/07/1993 31/03/1996
3 LCCI Q1018763 13/05/1994 30/06/1996
3 NCC Q1019189 19/07/1994 31/03/1996 1
Multi-User Computer System Selection and Installation Supervision 4 BTEC Q1015255 03/12/1992 30/06/1996
4 J543 Q1015335 18/12/1992 30/06/1996
4 J561 Q1016454 02/07/1993 31/03/1996
4 LCCI Q1018785 13/05/1994 30/06/1996
4 NCC Q1019198 19/07/1994 31/03/1996 2
Network Computer Operation 1 BTEC Q1015236 03/12/1992 30/06/1996
1 J543 Q1015309 18/12/1992 30/06/1996
1 J561 Q1016434 02/07/1993 31/03/1996
1 LCCI Q1018743 13/05/1994 30/06/1996
1 NCC Q1019177 19/07/1994 31/03/1996 78
Network Computer Services Management 4 BTEC Q1015256 03/12/1992 30/06/1996
4 J543 Q1015332 18/12/1992 30/06/1996
4 J561 Q1016451 02/07/1993 31/03/1996
4 LCCI Q1018782 13/05/1994 30/06/1996
4 NCC Q1019201 19/07/1994 31/03/1996 73
Network Computer Services Operation 2 BTEC Q1015241 03/12/1992 30/06/1996
2 J543 Q1015317 18/12/1992 30/06/1996
2 J561 Q1016499 02/07/1993 31/03/1996
2 LCCI Q1018756 13/05/1994 30/06/1996
2 NCC Q1019183 19/07/1994 31/03/1996 1045
Network Computer Services Supervision 3 BTEC Q1015251 03/12/1992 30/06/1996
3 J543 Q1015321 18/12/1992 30/06/1996
3 J561 Q1016442 02/07/1993 31/03/1996
3 LCCI Q1018781 13/05/1994 30/06/1996
3 NCC Q1019193 19/07/1994 31/03/1996 577
Operating Information Technology 1 BCS Q1025011 06/12/1996 31/12/1999
1 BTEC Q1024579 24/06/1996 31/12/1999
1 CG Q1024591 02/07/1996 31/12/1999
1 LCCI Q1024578 31/07/1996 31/12/1999
1 NCC Q1025862 24/06/1997 31/12/1999
1 RSA Q1025240 18/10/1996 31/12/1999
1 TVSC Q1050889 22/01/1999 31/12/1999 729
2 BCS Q1025012 06/12/1996 31/12/1999
2 BTEC Q1024581 24/06/1996 31/12/1999
2 CG Q1024592 02/07/1996 31/12/1999
2 LCCI Q1024577 31/07/1996 31/12/1999
2 NCC Q1025866 24/06/1997 31/12/1999
2 RSA Q1025248 18/10/1996 31/12/1999
2 TVSC Q1050890 22/01/1999 31/12/1999 1046
9 Providing business services continued
NVQ TITLE LEVEL AWARDING REFERENCE EFFECTIVE EXPIRY TOTALBODY CODE DATE DATE AWARDS
65
Operational Management 5 BTEC Q1028324 16/12/1997 30/09/2002
5 ECITB Q1050061 01/12/1997 30/09/2002
5 EMTAAL Q1050022 03/12/1997 30/09/2002
5 IDA Q1050030 23/12/1997 30/09/2002
5 IM Q1028330 14/01/1998 30/09/2002
5 IMI Q1050339 09/04/1998 30/09/2002
5 IPD Q1028335 03/12/1997 30/09/2002
5 ISM Q1028340 08/12/1997 30/09/2002
5 LCCI Q1028343 08/12/1997 30/09/2002
5 MVC Q1028356 23/12/1997 30/09/2002
5 NEBSM Q1028362 04/12/1997 30/09/2002
5 OU Q1050053 29/01/1998 30/09/2002
5 RSA Q1050016 11/12/1997 30/09/2002
5 UODLE Q1028368 23/12/1997 31/12/1998 358
Owner Management – Business Management and Development 4 BTEC Q1025759 08/11/1996 30/04/2000
4 CG Q1024557 02/08/1996 31/03/1999
4 IM Q1023669 19/04/1996 30/04/2000
4 IMI Q1027862 27/08/1997 30/04/2000
4 LCCI Q1025463 05/11/1996 30/04/2000
4 MVC Q1027227 23/06/1997 30/04/2000
4 NEBSM Q1024561 01/08/1996 30/04/2000
4 RSA Q1027984 14/11/1997 30/04/2000
4 UODLE Q1025452 08/11/1996 31/03/1999 68
Owner Management – Business Planning 3 BTEC Q1020660 29/03/1995 30/04/2000
3 CG Q1024556 02/08/1996 31/03/1999
3 IM Q1024564 25/06/1996 30/04/2000
3 IMI Q1027861 27/08/1997 30/04/2000
3 LCCI Q1020661 21/03/1995 30/04/2000
3 MVC Q1027224 23/06/1997 30/04/2000
3 NEBSM Q1024560 01/08/1996 30/04/2000
3 RSA Q1020541 21/02/1995 30/04/2000
3 UODLE Q1020936 05/05/1995 31/03/1998 3452
Payroll Administration 2 AAT Q1052318 14/09/1999 31/07/2003 0
3 AAT Q1052319 14/09/1999 31/07/2003 0
Pensions Administration 4 PMI Q1016360 16/07/1993 31/03/2000 187
Processing Information Using Telecommunications 2 BTEC Q1051122 07/01/1999 31/03/2000
2 CG Q1050836 01/10/1998 31/03/2000
2 LCCI Q1052092 14/05/1999 31/03/2000
2 OCR Q1051712 09/03/1999 31/03/2000
2 QFI Q1051763 12/03/1999 31/03/2000
2 TVSC Q1026147 13/01/1997 31/03/2000 1348
Procurement 2 BTEC Q1026699 16/05/1997 31/03/2000
2 CG Q1026332 12/03/1997 31/03/2000
2 MVC Q1026356 05/03/1997 31/03/2000
2 RSA Q1025815 10/12/1996 31/03/2000 72
3 BTEC Q1026700 16/05/1997 31/03/2000
3 CG Q1026333 12/03/1997 31/03/2000
3 MVC Q1026357 05/03/1997 31/03/2000
3 RSA Q1025816 10/12/1996 31/03/2000 117
4 BTEC Q1026701 16/05/1997 31/03/2000
4 CG Q1026334 12/03/1997 31/03/2000
4 MVC Q1026358 05/03/1997 31/03/2000
4 RSA Q1025817 10/12/1996 31/03/2000 121
Project Management 4 BTEC Q1050047 11/02/1998 31/01/2000
4 ECITB Q1026702 16/06/1997 31/01/2000
4 EMTAAL Q1027985 14/11/1997 31/01/2000
4 IM Q1026359 05/03/1997 31/01/2000
4 UODLE Q1026298 12/03/1997 31/01/2000 4
5 BTEC Q1050048 11/02/1998 31/01/2000
5 ECITB Q1026703 16/06/1997 31/01/2000
5 EMTAAL Q1027986 14/11/1997 31/01/2000
5 IM Q1026360 05/03/1997 31/01/2000
5 UODLE Q1026299 12/03/1997 31/01/2000 5
9 Providing business services continued
NVQ TITLE LEVEL AWARDING REFERENCE EFFECTIVE EXPIRY TOTALBODY CODE DATE DATE AWARDS
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9 Providing business services continued
NVQ TITLE LEVEL AWARDING REFERENCE EFFECTIVE EXPIRY TOTALBODY CODE DATE DATE AWARDS
Providing Financial Advice (Excluding Direct Investment) 3 J145 Q1024821 21/08/1996 30/09/2000
3 J518 Q1022026 14/11/1995 30/09/1999
3 J521 Q1024820 05/09/1996 30/09/2000
3 J610 Q1022029 26/10/1995 30/09/1999 10
Providing Financial Services (Banks and Building Societies) 2 BTEC Q1051076 05/02/1999 31/12/2003
2 CG Q1051073 25/02/1999 31/12/2003
2 CIB Q1051079 05/02/1999 31/12/2003
2 OCR Q1051082 05/02/1999 31/12/2003 0
3 BTEC Q1051077 05/02/1999 31/12/2003
3 CG Q1051074 25/02/1999 31/12/2003
3 CIB Q1051080 05/02/1999 31/12/2003
3 OCR Q1051083 05/02/1999 31/12/2003 0
4 BTEC Q1051078 05/02/1999 31/12/2003
4 CG Q1051075 25/02/1999 31/12/2003
4 CIB Q1051081 05/02/1999 31/12/2003
4 OCR Q1051084 05/02/1999 31/12/2003 0
Public Relations 3 J570 Q1019769 19/12/1994 31/07/1997
3 J601 Q1019778 02/02/1995 31/07/1997 25
4 J570 Q1019770 19/12/1994 31/07/1997
4 J601 Q1019779 02/02/1995 31/07/1997 8
Purchasing 2 J545 Q1015371 04/12/1992 31/12/1996
2 J588 Q1018254 18/01/1994 31/12/1996
2 MVC Q1019860 23/11/1994 31/12/1996 90
3 J545 Q1015372 04/12/1992 31/12/1996
3 J588 Q1018255 18/01/1994 31/12/1996
3 MVC Q1019861 23/11/1994 31/12/1996 84
4 J545 Q1015373 04/12/1992 31/12/1996
4 J588 Q1018256 18/01/1994 31/12/1996
4 MVC Q1019862 23/11/1994 31/12/1996 38
Quality Management 4 BTEC Q1028322 16/12/1997 30/09/2002
4 EMTAAL Q1050021 03/12/1997 30/09/2002
4 IDA Q1050029 23/12/1997 30/09/2002
4 IM Q1028329 14/01/1998 30/09/2002
4 IPD Q1028334 03/12/1997 30/09/2002
4 MVC Q1028352 23/12/1997 30/09/2002
4 NEBSM Q1028360 04/12/1997 30/09/2002
4 OU Q1050052 29/01/1998 30/09/2002
4 RSA Q1050015 11/12/1997 30/09/2002
4 UODLE Q1028366 23/12/1997 31/12/1998 27
Recruitment Consultancy 3 IPD Q1050631 16/09/1998 31/08/2003
3 RSA Q1050630 23/09/1998 31/08/2003 0
Residential Estate Agency 2 J600 Q1024319 17/07/1996 31/03/2000 129
3 J600 Q1026628 04/06/1997 31/03/2000 113
Residential Property Letting and Management Agency 2 OCR Q1050682 30/10/1998 30/09/2001 0
3 OCR Q1050683 30/10/1998 30/09/2001 0
School Administration 3 BTEC Q1025037 20/08/1996 31/07/2000
3 LCCI Q1027867 18/09/1997 31/07/2000
3 RSA Q1025151 12/09/1996 31/07/2000 710
4 BTEC Q1025038 20/08/1996 31/07/2000
4 LCCI Q1050357 21/04/1998 31/07/2000
4 RSA Q1025152 12/09/1996 31/07/2000 56
Selling Residential Property 3 J538 Q1014561 15/09/1992 31/08/1995
3 J600 Q1019341 08/08/1994 28/02/1997 244
Software Delivery 2 BTEC Q1015237 03/12/1992 30/06/1996
2 J543 Q1015313 18/12/1992 30/06/1996
2 J561 Q1016439 02/07/1993 31/03/1996
2 LCCI Q1018749 13/05/1994 30/06/1996
2 NCC Q1019181 19/07/1994 31/03/1996 11
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9 Providing business services continued
NVQ TITLE LEVEL AWARDING REFERENCE EFFECTIVE EXPIRY TOTALBODY CODE DATE DATE AWARDS
Software Production 2 BTEC Q1015238 03/12/1992 30/06/1996
2 J543 Q1015316 18/12/1992 30/06/1996
2 J561 Q1016437 02/07/1993 31/03/1996
2 LCCI Q1018750 13/05/1994 30/06/1996
2 NCC Q1019179 19/07/1994 31/03/1996 1500
Software Systems Design 4 COSIT Q1007363 14/02/1990 31/12/1992 12
Software Systems Development 4 COSIT Q1007365 14/02/1990 31/12/1992 52
Stand Alone Computer Operation 1 BTEC Q1015234 03/12/1992 30/06/1996
1 J543 Q1015310 18/12/1992 30/06/1996
1 J561 Q1016435 02/07/1993 31/03/1996
1 LCCI Q1018744 13/05/1994 30/06/1996
1 NCC Q1019178 19/07/1994 31/03/1996 1004
Stand Alone Computer Services Operation 2 BTEC Q1015242 03/12/1992 30/06/1996
2 J543 Q1015319 18/12/1992 30/06/1996
2 J561 Q1016500 02/07/1993 31/03/1996
2 LCCI Q1018754 13/05/1994 30/06/1996
2 NCC Q1019184 19/07/1994 31/03/1996 700
Stand Alone Computer Services Supervision 3 BTEC Q1015253 03/12/1992 30/06/1996
3 J543 Q1015328 18/12/1992 30/06/1996
3 J561 Q1016450 02/07/1993 31/03/1996
3 LCCI Q1018766 13/05/1994 30/06/1996
3 NCC Q1019194 19/07/1994 31/03/1996 278
Stand Alone Computer System Selection and Installation 3 BTEC Q1015249 03/12/1992 30/06/1996
3 J543 Q1015324 18/12/1992 30/06/1996
3 J561 Q1016448 02/07/1993 31/03/1996
3 LCCI Q1018774 13/05/1994 30/06/1996
3 NCC Q1019191 19/07/1994 31/03/1996 583
Stand Alone Computer Systems Selection, Installation and Support 2 BTEC Q1015239 03/12/1992 30/06/1996
2 J543 Q1015314 18/12/1992 30/06/1996
2 J561 Q1016438 02/07/1993 31/03/1996
2 LCCI Q1018746 13/05/1994 30/06/1996
2 NCC Q1019180 19/07/1994 31/03/1996 522
Strategic Management 5 BTEC Q1028325 16/12/1997 30/09/2002
5 EMTAAL Q1050023 03/12/1997 30/09/2002
5 IDA Q1050031 23/12/1997 30/09/2002
5 IM Q1028331 14/01/1998 30/09/2002
5 IPD Q1028336 03/12/1997 30/09/2002
5 ISM Q1028339 08/12/1997 30/09/2002
5 LCCI Q1028344 08/12/1997 30/09/2002
5 MVC Q1028357 23/12/1997 30/09/2002
5 NEBSM Q1028363 04/12/1997 30/09/2002
5 OU Q1050054 29/01/1998 30/09/2002
5 RSA Q1050017 11/12/1997 30/09/2002
5 UODLE Q1028369 23/12/1997 31/12/1998 62
Supervisory Management 3 BPTA Q1018711 31/05/1994 31/12/1997
3 BTEC Q1014634 08/09/1992 31/12/1997
3 ECITB Q1017503 17/08/1993 31/12/1997
3 EMTAAL Q1018021 16/05/1994 31/12/1997
3 HMC Q1015380 05/01/1993 31/12/1997
3 IM Q1018246 25/01/1994 31/12/1997
3 IMI Q1018742 07/06/1994 31/12/1997
3 IPD Q1018247 13/01/1994 31/12/1997
3 ISM Q1014484 25/08/1992 31/12/1997
3 J575 Q1017580 09/11/1993 31/12/1997
3 LCCI Q1016565 12/08/1993 31/12/1997
3 MVC Q1015597 08/04/1993 31/12/1997
3 NEBSM Q1014480 25/08/1992 31/12/1997
3 OU Q1024300 06/06/1996 31/12/1997
3 RSA Q1014560 04/09/1992 31/12/1997
3 UODLE Q1017607 15/10/1993 31/12/1997 15545
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NVQ TITLE LEVEL AWARDING REFERENCE EFFECTIVE EXPIRY TOTALBODY CODE DATE DATE AWARDS
Support Users of Information Technology 2 BCS Q1025013 06/12/1996 31/12/1999
2 BTEC Q1024583 24/06/1996 31/12/1999
2 CG Q1024593 02/07/1996 31/12/1999
2 LCCI Q1024576 31/07/1996 31/12/1999
2 NCC Q1025867 24/06/1997 31/12/1999
2 RSA Q1025243 18/10/1996 31/12/1999
2 TVSC Q1050891 22/01/1999 31/12/1999 584
3 BCS Q1025014 06/12/1996 31/12/1999
3 BTEC Q1024589 24/06/1996 31/12/1999
3 CG Q1024594 02/07/1996 31/12/1999
3 LCCI Q1024575 31/07/1996 31/12/1999
3 NCC Q1025873 24/06/1997 31/12/1999
3 RSA Q1025244 18/10/1996 31/12/1999
3 TVSC Q1050892 22/01/1999 31/12/1999 944
Supporting Workplace Organisation and Representation 3 J616 Q1023137 09/04/1996 31/12/1999 0
Tourist Information 2 RSA Q1022308 19/10/1995 31/03/2000 87
3 RSA Q1022309 19/10/1995 31/03/2000 24
Use and Support of Information Technology 3 BCS Q1023303 17/04/1996 31/12/1999
3 BTEC Q1023302 09/04/1996 31/12/1999
3 CG Q1023304 09/04/1996 31/12/1999
3 LCCI Q1023305 13/05/1996 31/12/1999
3 NCC Q1025872 24/06/1997 31/12/1999
3 PEI Q1023306 09/04/1996 31/12/1999
3 RSA Q1023581 09/04/1996 31/12/1999
3 TVSC Q1050888 22/01/1999 31/12/1999 10873
Using Information Technology 1 BCS Q1020974 03/05/1995 31/12/1999
1 BTEC Q1020976 05/06/1995 31/12/1999
1 BTEC Q1019205 20/07/1994 30/04/1995
1 CG Q1020966 03/05/1995 31/12/1999
1 J543 Q1018730 31/05/1994 30/04/1995
1 LCCI Q1019209 20/07/1994 30/04/1995
1 LCCI Q1020968 02/05/1995 31/12/1999
1 NCC Q1020970 02/05/1995 31/12/1999
1 NCC Q1019202 19/07/1994 30/04/1995
1 PEI Q1019625 13/09/1994 30/04/1995
1 PEI Q1020972 05/05/1995 31/12/1999
1 RSA Q1018809 18/05/1994 30/04/1995
1 RSA Q1020964 03/05/1995 31/12/1999
1 TVSC Q1050886 22/01/1999 31/12/1999 43258
2 BCS Q1020975 03/05/1995 31/12/1999
2 BTEC Q1020977 05/06/1995 31/12/1999
2 BTEC Q1019206 20/07/1994 30/04/1995
2 CG Q1020967 03/05/1995 31/12/1999
2 J543 Q1018731 31/05/1994 30/04/1995
2 LCCI Q1019208 20/07/1994 30/04/1995
2 LCCI Q1020969 02/05/1995 31/12/1999
2 NCC Q1019203 19/07/1994 30/04/1995
2 NCC Q1020971 02/05/1995 31/12/1999
2 PEI Q1020973 05/05/1995 31/12/1999
2 PEI Q1019626 13/09/1994 30/04/1995
2 RSA Q1018810 18/05/1994 30/04/1995
2 RSA Q1020965 03/05/1995 31/12/1999
2 TVSC Q1050887 22/01/1999 31/12/1999 87287
Total number of CERTIFICATES AWARDED in this area      977,997
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10 Communicating
NVQ TITLE LEVEL AWARDING REFERENCE EFFECTIVE EXPIRY TOTALBODY CODE DATE DATE AWARDS
Administering Cultural Products 3 J607 Q1024565 24/07/1996 31/12/1999 20
Animation Assistance 3 J597 Q1023102 26/03/1996 30/09/1999 1
Animation Realisation 4 J597 Q1023103 26/03/1996 31/12/1998 0
Archive Management 4 BTEC Q1027311 11/02/1998 30/09/1999
4 RSA Q1024376 15/01/1997 30/09/1999 0
Archive Services 2 BTEC Q1027309 11/02/1998 30/09/1999
2 RSA Q1024374 15/01/1997 31/03/2000 1
3 BTEC Q1027310 11/02/1998 30/09/1999
3 RSA Q1024375 15/01/1997 31/03/2000 2
Art Direction 4 J597 Q1023104 26/03/1996 30/09/1999 0
Book Commissioning 4 OU Q1014118 25/06/1992 31/12/1995
4 OU Q1023456 17/04/1996 31/03/1998
4 PQB Q1011053 07/10/1991 25/06/1992 2
Book Contracts 4 OU Q1011057 07/10/1991 31/12/1995
4 OU Q1023457 17/04/1996 31/03/1998 2
Book Design 4 OU Q1014116 25/06/1992 31/12/1995
4 OU Q1023458 17/04/1996 31/03/1998
4 PQB Q1011054 07/10/1991 25/06/1992 1
Book Editing 3 OU Q1023455 17/04/1996 31/03/1998
3 OU Q1013497 23/03/1992 31/12/1995 7
4 OU Q1023459 17/04/1996 31/03/1998 0
Book Editing (Editorial Management) 4 OU Q1016767 03/08/1993 31/07/1996 0
Book Production 4 OU Q1013498 23/03/1992 31/12/1995
4 OU Q1023460 17/04/1996 31/03/1998
4 PQB Q1011032 03/09/1991 23/03/1992 5
Book Promotion and Publicity 4 OU Q1011055 07/10/1991 31/12/1995 0
Book Publishing Publicity and Promotion 4 OU Q1023462 17/04/1996 31/03/1998 0
Book Publishing Rights 4 OU Q1023464 17/04/1996 31/03/1998 1
Book Rights 4 OU Q1011056 07/10/1991 31/12/1995 0
Broadcast Engineering 3 J597 Q1051609 02/03/1999 31/01/2002 0
Broadcast Engineering Maintenance 2 J597 Q1051608 02/03/1999 31/01/2002 0
Broadcast Journalism 4 J597 Q1019889 19/12/1994 31/12/1998
4 J597 Q1051624 02/03/1999 31/01/2002 1
Broadcast Systems Engineering 4 J597 Q1051610 02/03/1999 31/01/2002 0
Broadcast, Film and Video Make-Up/Hair 3 J597 Q1023107 26/03/1996 31/12/1998 0
Broadcast, Film, and Video Production 3 J597 Q1019890 19/12/1994 31/12/1998 1
4 J597 Q1019891 19/12/1994 31/12/1998 3
Camera Assistance 2 J597 Q1018795 02/06/1994 31/12/1998
2 J597 Q1051611 02/03/1999 31/01/2002 10
Camera Direction 4 J597 Q1018806 02/06/1994 31/12/1998
4 J597 Q1051613 02/03/1999 31/01/2002 5
Camera Operation and Assistance 3 J597 Q1018802 02/06/1994 31/12/1998 9
Camera Operations 3 J597 Q1051612 02/03/1999 31/01/2002 1
Ceramics Design 2 BTEC Q1020534 08/03/1995 31/10/1999
2 OU Q1024434 30/05/1996 31/10/1998 7
Constructed Textile Design 2 BTEC Q1020530 08/03/1995 31/10/1998
2 OU Q1024430 30/05/1996 31/10/1998 0
Controlling Minilab Equipment 3 J580 Q1026423 19/03/1997 31/12/2001 7
Copy Editing 3 PQB Q1011031 03/09/1991 23/03/1992 0
Costume 2 J597 Q1051628 02/03/1999 31/01/2002 0
3 J597 Q1051629 02/03/1999 31/01/2002 0
Costume Design 4 J597 Q1051630 02/03/1999 31/01/2002 0
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Costume Design and Realisation 4 J597 Q1023106 26/03/1996 31/12/1998 0
Costume Supervision and Maintenance 3 J597 Q1023105 26/03/1996 31/12/1998 1
Cultural Venue Administration 3 J607 Q1021050 30/05/1995 31/12/1999 54
Cultural Venue Operations and Support 2 J607 Q1021049 30/05/1995 31/12/1999 87
Delivering Artform Development Programmes 4 J607 Q1026355 11/06/1997 31/12/1999 0
Delivering Artform Development Sessions 3 J607 Q1026354 11/06/1997 31/12/1999 41
Design 3 BTEC Q1019258 20/07/1994 31/10/1999
3 OU Q1016765 28/07/1993 31/01/1998 80
4 BTEC Q1019260 20/07/1994 31/10/1999
4 OU Q1016766 28/07/1993 31/01/1998 1
5 OU Q1022420 30/05/1996 31/10/1998 0
Desk Top Publishing 2 J612 Q1050648 06/10/1998 31/07/2000 0
3 J612 Q1050649 06/10/1998 31/07/2000 0
Developing and Delivering Cultural Products 4 J607 Q1024566 24/07/1996 31/12/1999 0
Digital Imaging 2 J580 Q1050430 11/06/1998 31/12/2001 0
3 J580 Q1050431 11/06/1998 31/12/2001 5
Editing 3 J597 Q1023111 26/03/1996 31/12/1998
3 J597 Q1051633 02/03/1999 31/01/2002 2
4 J597 Q1051634 02/03/1999 31/01/2002
4 J597 Q1023112 26/03/1996 31/12/1998 0
Editing: Electronic Post Production Support 2 J597 Q1051631 02/03/1999 31/01/2002 0
Editing: Film Support 2 J597 Q1051632 02/03/1999 31/01/2002 0
Electronic Post Production Support 2 J597 Q1023110 26/03/1996 31/12/1998 9
Exhibition Design 2 BTEC Q1020528 08/03/1995 31/10/1998
2 OU Q1024428 30/05/1996 31/10/1998 0
Fashion Design 2 BTEC Q1020531 08/03/1995 31/10/1999
2 OU Q1024431 30/05/1996 31/10/1998 32
Film Editing Support 2 J597 Q1023109 26/03/1996 31/12/1998 1
Film Projection 2 J597 Q1026934 24/07/1997 31/12/1998 0
Furniture Design 2 BTEC Q1020533 08/03/1995 31/10/1998
2 OU Q1024433 30/05/1996 31/10/1998 0
Graphic Design 2 BTEC Q1020527 08/03/1995 31/10/1999
2 OU Q1022419 30/05/1996 31/10/1998 530
Graphic Design for the Moving Image 3 J597 Q1026935 24/07/1997 31/12/1998 0
4 J597 Q1026936 24/07/1997 31/12/1998 0
Interior Design 2 BTEC Q1020535 08/03/1995 31/10/1999
2 OU Q1024435 30/05/1996 31/10/1998 0
Journal Management and Programme Development 4 OU Q1020934 26/04/1995 31/03/1998 0
Journal Production Editing 3 OU Q1020933 26/04/1995 31/03/1998 0
Lighting Direction 4 J597 Q1018804 02/06/1994 31/12/1998
4 J597 Q1051616 02/03/1999 31/01/2002 2
Lighting Operation 3 J597 Q1018799 02/06/1994 31/12/1998
3 J597 Q1051614 02/03/1999 31/01/2002 56
Lighting Provision and Co-ordination 4 J597 Q1051615 02/03/1999 31/01/2002 5
Lighting Provision and Co-ordination (Electrical) 4 J597 Q1018805 02/06/1994 31/12/1998 21
Make-Up and Hair 2 J597 Q1051625 02/03/1999 31/01/2002 0
3 J597 Q1051626 02/03/1999 31/01/2002 0
Make-Up and Hair Design 4 J597 Q1051627 02/03/1999 31/01/2002 0
Make-Up/Hair Design and Realisation 4 J597 Q1023108 26/03/1996 31/12/1998 0
Motion Picture Film Processing 3 J597 Q1026937 24/07/1997 31/12/1998 0
10 Communicating continued
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Music Performance 4 J607 Q1025034 19/06/1997 31/12/1999 38
Newspaper Journalism (Graphics Journalism) 3 J168 Q1024299 05/07/1996 31/03/1998 0
Newspaper Journalism (Press Photography) 4 J168 Q1013505 11/06/1992 30/06/1995
4 J168 Q1021378 07/09/1995 31/03/2000 47
Newspaper Journalism (Production Journalism) 4 J168 Q1021377 07/09/1995 31/03/2000 25
Newspaper Journalism (Production) 4 J168 Q1013504 11/06/1992 30/06/1995 16
Newspaper Journalism (Writing) 4 J168 Q1013499 11/06/1992 30/06/1995
4 J168 Q1021376 07/09/1995 31/03/2000 584
Non-Impact Printing 2 J612 Q1050650 06/10/1998 31/07/2000 0
Operating Minilab Equipment 2 J580 Q1026422 19/03/1997 31/12/2001 2
Operating Photofinishing Systems 2 J580 Q1026420 19/03/1997 31/12/2001 6
Periodical Journalism (Periodical Design) 3 J167 Q1014562 22/04/1993 30/06/1995 1
Periodical Journalism (Subbing with Layout) 4 J167 Q1013503 19/03/1992 30/06/1995 2
Periodical Journalism (Subbing) 4 J167 Q1013502 19/03/1992 30/06/1995
4 J167 Q1021371 11/09/1995 31/03/2000 6
Periodical Journalism (Writing Features) 4 J167 Q1013501 19/03/1992 30/06/1995 16
Periodical Journalism (Writing News) 4 J167 Q1013500 19/03/1992 30/06/1995 14
Periodical Journalism (Writing) 4 J167 Q1021372 11/09/1995 31/03/2000 49
Periodical Production: Advertisement Production 2 J167 Q1019885 13/12/1994 31/03/2000 3
3 J167 Q1019886 13/12/1994 31/03/2000 1
4 J167 Q1019887 13/12/1994 31/03/1999 0
Photographic Processing 3 J580 Q1026421 19/03/1997 31/12/2001 17
Photography 2 J580 Q1026417 19/03/1997 31/12/2001 15
3 J580 Q1017597 04/11/1993 31/12/1996
3 J580 Q1026418 19/03/1997 31/12/2001 173
4 J580 Q1026419 19/03/1997 31/12/2001
4 J580 Q1017599 04/11/1993 31/12/1996 3
Product Design 2 BTEC Q1020532 08/03/1995 31/10/1998
2 OU Q1024432 30/05/1996 31/10/1998 0
Production 2 J597 Q1051620 02/03/1999 31/01/2002 0
3 J597 Q1051621 02/03/1999 31/01/2002 0
4 J597 Q1051622 02/03/1999 31/01/2002 0
Production Research 3 J597 Q1051623 02/03/1999 31/01/2002
3 J597 Q1019888 19/12/1994 31/12/1998 4
Properties Management 4 J597 Q1026942 24/07/1997 31/12/1998 0
Properties Provision 3 J597 Q1026941 24/07/1997 31/12/1998 0
Properties Storage 2 J597 Q1026939 24/07/1997 31/12/1998 0
Radio Production 3 J597 Q1026943 24/07/1997 31/12/1998
3 J597 Q1051635 02/03/1999 31/01/2002 0
4 J597 Q1026944 24/07/1997 31/12/1998
4 J597 Q1051643 02/03/1999 31/01/2002 14
Records Management 4 BTEC Q1027308 11/02/1998 30/09/1999
4 RSA Q1024379 15/01/1997 31/03/2000 0
Records Services 2 BTEC Q1027306 11/02/1998 30/09/1999
2 RSA Q1024377 15/01/1997 31/03/2000 0
3 BTEC Q1027307 11/02/1998 30/09/1999
3 RSA Q1024378 15/01/1997 31/03/2000 4
Set Dressing 2 J597 Q1026938 24/07/1997 30/09/1999 1
Sound Assistance 2 J597 Q1051617 02/03/1999 31/01/2002
2 J597 Q1018794 02/06/1994 31/12/1998 73
10 Communicating continued
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Sound Direction 4 J597 Q1018803 02/06/1994 31/12/1998
4 J597 Q1051619 02/03/1999 31/01/2002 0
Sound Operation 3 J597 Q1018796 02/06/1994 31/12/1998 60
Sound Operations 3 J597 Q1051618 02/03/1999 31/01/2002 0
Stagecraft (Flying) 2 J594 Q1018725 03/02/1995 31/12/1998 2
Stagecraft (Lighting) 2 J594 Q1018723 03/02/1995 31/12/1998 33
Stagecraft (Running Costumes) 1 J594 Q1018722 03/02/1995 31/12/1998 0
Stagecraft (Scenic) 2 J594 Q1018724 03/02/1995 31/12/1998 49
Studio Operations (Video Tape Operating) 2 J597 Q1023113 26/03/1996 31/12/1998 0
Studio Operations (Vision Control) 3 J597 Q1023115 26/03/1996 31/12/1998 0
Studio Operations (Vision Mixing) 3 J597 Q1023114 26/03/1996 31/12/1998 0
Surface Pattern Textile Design 2 BTEC Q1020529 08/03/1995 31/10/1999
2 OU Q1024429 30/05/1996 31/10/1998 0
Technical Operations 2 J597 Q1051641 02/03/1999 31/01/2002 0
3 J597 Q1051642 02/03/1999 31/01/2002 0
Video Tape Operations 2 J597 Q1051636 02/03/1999 31/01/2002 0
Vision Control 3 J597 Q1051637 02/03/1999 31/01/2002 0
Vision Mixing 3 J597 Q1051640 02/03/1999 31/01/2002 0
Visual Arts Practice 3 J607 Q1025035 16/09/1997 31/12/1999 1
4 J607 Q1025036 16/09/1997 31/12/1999 0
10 Communicating continued
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Total number of CERTIFICATES AWARDED in this area      2,272
11 Developing and extending knowledge and skill 
NVQ TITLE LEVEL AWARDING REFERENCE EFFECTIVE EXPIRY TOTALBODY CODE DATE DATE AWARDS
Information and Library Service 2 RSA Q1020855 03/05/1995 31/03/2000 402
3 RSA Q1020856 03/05/1995 31/03/2000 205
4 RSA Q1020857 03/05/1995 31/03/2000 17
Information and Library Services 2 BTEC Q1027312 11/02/1998 30/09/1999 0
3 BTEC Q1027313 11/02/1998 30/09/1999 0
4 BTEC Q1027314 11/02/1998 30/09/1999 0
Museums, Galleries and Heritage (Collection Care and Visitor Services) 3 QFI Q1019436 09/06/1995 31/05/1999
3 QFI Q1051043 18/01/1999 31/12/1999 8
Museums, Galleries and Heritage 4 QFI Q1019437 09/06/1995 31/05/1999
(Collection Management and Interpretation) 4 QFI Q1051063 18/01/1999 31/12/1999 3
5 QFI Q1051064 18/01/1999 31/12/1999
5 QFI Q1019439 09/06/1995 31/05/1999 3
Museums, Galleries and Heritage (Conservation) 4 QFI Q1051065 18/01/1999 31/12/1999
4 QFI Q1019438 09/06/1995 31/05/1999 1
5 QFI Q1019440 09/06/1995 31/05/1999
5 QFI Q1051066 18/01/1999 31/12/1999 0
Museums, Galleries and Heritage (Heritage Care and Visitor Services) 2 QFI Q1051042 18/01/1999 31/08/2002 7
Personnel Management 4 BTEC Q1025465 16/05/1997 31/12/1999
4 IPD Q1024058 03/07/1996 31/12/1999
4 MVC Q1026305 05/03/1997 31/12/1999
4 NEBSM Q1051814 19/03/1999 31/12/1999
4 UODLE Q1024786 09/08/1996 31/12/1999 38
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11 Developing and extending knowledge and skill continued
NVQ TITLE LEVEL AWARDING REFERENCE EFFECTIVE EXPIRY TOTALBODY CODE DATE DATE AWARDS
Personnel Strategy 5 BTEC Q1025725 16/05/1997 31/12/1999
5 IPD Q1024059 03/07/1996 31/12/1999
5 MVC Q1026306 05/03/1997 31/12/1999
5 NEBSM Q1051815 19/03/1999 31/12/1999
5 UODLE Q1024787 09/08/1996 31/12/1999 5
Personnel Support 3 BTEC Q1025464 16/05/1997 31/12/1999
3 IPD Q1024057 03/07/1996 31/12/1999
3 MVC Q1026304 05/03/1997 31/12/1999
3 NEBSM Q1051813 19/03/1999 31/12/1999
3 UODLE Q1024785 09/08/1996 31/12/1999 41
Training and Development 3 BTEC Q1013864 02/04/1992 31/03/1995
3 BTEC Q1019907 22/11/1994 31/12/1999
3 CCETSW Q1022024 23/02/1996 30/09/1998
3 CG Q1013882 22/04/1992 31/03/1995
3 CG Q1019898 19/12/1994 31/12/1999
3 HAB Q1016367 17/06/1993 31/03/1995
3 HAB Q1019893 01/12/1994 31/12/1999
3 IDA Q1026659 25/07/1997 31/12/1999
3 IPD Q1019895 17/02/1995 31/12/1999
3 IPD Q1013879 16/04/1992 31/03/1995
3 ISM Q1023957 30/05/1996 31/12/1999
3 JEB Q1024323 05/09/1996 31/07/1999
3 LCCI Q1023452 13/05/1996 31/12/1999
3 MVC Q1020008 02/12/1994 31/12/1999
3 OU Q1022477 26/02/1996 31/12/1999
3 PEI Q1013826 02/04/1992 31/03/1995
3 PEI Q1019901 29/11/1994 31/12/1999
3 QFI Q1019904 29/11/1994 31/12/1999
3 RSA Q1019910 09/12/1994 31/12/1999
3 RSA Q1013953 08/05/1992 31/03/1995
3 UODLE Q1021330 22/06/1995 31/12/1999 16176
4 BTEC Q1013878 22/04/1992 31/03/1995
4 CG Q1013883 22/04/1992 31/03/1995
4 HAB Q1016368 16/06/1993 31/03/1995
4 IPD Q1013880 16/04/1992 31/03/1995
4 PEI Q1013884 02/04/1992 31/03/1995
4 RSA Q1013955 08/05/1992 31/03/1995 158
Training and Development (Design and Delivery) 4 BTEC Q1013865 02/04/1992 31/03/1995
4 CG Q1013881 22/04/1992 31/03/1995
4 HAB Q1016369 17/06/1993 31/03/1995
4 IPD Q1016764 06/09/1993 31/03/1995
4 PEI Q1013885 02/04/1992 31/03/1995
4 RSA Q1013956 08/05/1992 31/03/1995 123
Training and Development (Flexible and Open Learning) 3 CG Q1015514 11/03/1993 31/03/1995
3 RSA Q1015603 20/01/1993 31/03/1995 31
4 CG Q1015515 11/03/1993 31/03/1995
4 RSA Q1015604 20/01/1993 31/03/1995 11
Training and Development (Human Resource Development) 4 BTEC Q1019909 22/11/1994 31/12/1999
4 CG Q1019900 19/12/1994 31/12/1999
4 HAB Q1019894 01/12/1994 31/12/1999
4 IDA Q1026661 25/07/1997 31/12/1999
4 IPD Q1019897 17/02/1995 31/12/1999
4 JEB Q1024325 05/09/1996 31/07/1999
4 LCCI Q1023454 13/05/1996 31/12/1999
4 MVC Q1020009 02/12/1994 31/12/1999
4 OU Q1022479 26/02/1996 31/12/1999
4 PEI Q1019903 29/11/1994 31/12/1999
4 QFI Q1019906 29/11/1994 31/12/1999
4 RSA Q1019912 09/12/1994 31/12/1999
4 UODLE Q1021331 22/06/1995 31/12/1999 1044
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11 Developing and extending knowledge and skill continued
NVQ TITLE LEVEL AWARDING REFERENCE EFFECTIVE EXPIRY TOTALBODY CODE DATE DATE AWARDS
Training and Development (Learning Development) 4 BTEC Q1019908 22/11/1994 31/12/1999
4 CG Q1019899 19/12/1994 31/12/1999
4 HAB Q1019980 01/12/1994 31/12/1999
4 IDA Q1026660 25/07/1997 31/12/1999
4 IPD Q1019896 17/02/1995 31/12/1999
4 JEB Q1024324 05/09/1996 31/07/1999
4 LCCI Q1023453 13/05/1996 31/12/1999
4 MVC Q1020010 02/12/1994 31/12/1999
4 OU Q1022478 26/02/1996 31/12/1999
4 PEI Q1019902 29/11/1994 31/12/1999
4 QFI Q1019905 29/11/1994 31/12/1999
4 RSA Q1019911 09/12/1994 31/12/1999
4 UODLE Q1021332 22/06/1995 31/12/1999 2981
Training and Development Strategy 5 BTEC Q1025726 16/05/1997 31/12/1999
5 CG Q1024784 28/08/1996 31/12/1999
5 IPD Q1024060 03/07/1996 31/12/1999
5 MVC Q1026307 05/03/1997 31/12/1999
5 UODLE Q1024788 09/08/1996 31/12/1999 42
Warding and Visitor Services 2 J579 Q1017593 29/11/1993 30/09/1997 96
3 J579 Q1017594 29/11/1993 30/09/1997 9
Total number of CERTIFICATES AWARDED in this area      21,401
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Certificates awarded
Cumulative NVQ cer tification returns by fr amework area and lev el at 30 September 1998, 































































Section 3 – Certification returns
1 Tending animals, plants and land
TOTAL 70,933








3 Constructing 4 Engineering
6 Transporting5 Manufacturing











































Level 5 certificates awarded in this framework area 






























1 Tending animals, plants and land





7 Providing goods and services 
8 Providing health, social and protective services
9 Providing business ser vices
10 Communicating 
11 Developing and extending knowledge and skill
9 Providing business ser vices
11 Developing and extending knowledge and skill
10 Communicating
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The British Computer Society
BCT















Council for Advancement 
of Communication with 
Deaf People
CACHE
Council for Awards in
Children's Care and Education
CCBC
China Clay & Ball Clay
Industries Training Board
CCETSW
Central Council for Education
and Training in Social Work
CG
City and Guilds of 
London Institute
CIB












































The Institute of Management
Foundation
IMI





Institute of Personnel and
Development
ISM



























The National Examining Board
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Joint awarding bodies 
 
J100
Hospitality Awarding Body n
CG
J101








n CITB n CG n CITBNI n
JCBCENI
J105
CG n Distributive National
Training Organisation
J106
CITB n CITBNI n JCBCENI n
CG n National Joint Council
for Mastic Asphalt
J107
CITB n CITBNI n CG n
Joint Council for Building &
Civil Engineering Industry NI
J108
CITB n CITBNI n CG n
National Joint Council for Felt
Roofing n JCBCENI
J109




CITB n CITBNI n CG n
NJC for Flat Glass Industry n
JCBCENI
J112
CITB n CITBNI n Joint
Council for Building & Civil
Engineering Industry NI
J113











National Joint Council for
Motor Vehicle Retail & 
Repair Industry n CG n
Edexcel BTEC n RTITB n
RTITBNI
J125
Bus & Coach Training Ltd n
CG n Edexcel BTEC
J126





CITB n CITBNI n CG
J128
National Joint Training
Committee for Young HGV





Travel Training Company n
CG
J132
Hospitality Awarding Body n
Edexcel BTEC
J134
Association for the British
Pharmaceutical Industry n CG
J135
Process Awards Authority n
CG
J136
Ministry of Defence (Army
Department) n CG
J140




RBPTC n EMTAAB n CG n
Edexcel BTEC
J142
EMTAAB n ETCNI n CG n
Edexcel BTEC
J143
Process Awards Authority n
CG n Edexcel BTEC
J144
Petroleum Employers Skills
Council n EMTAAB n CG n
Edexcel BTEC
J145
Chartered Institute of Bankers







Association n EMTAAB n
CG n Edexcel BTEC
J148
China Clay & Ball Clay ITB




Organisation n EMTAAB n
CG n Edexcel BTEC
J150
Biscuit, Cake etc Alliance
n EMTAAB n CG n
Edexcel BTEC
J153
Steel Industry Lead Body n
CG
J155
DNTO n Builders Merchants
Federation n Institute of
Builders Merchants
J156













Authority n EMTAAB n
CG n Edexcel BTEC
J161






Joint Awarding Bodies 
(Care Sector)
J167
RSA Examinations Board n
Periodicals Training Council
J168







British Agriculture & Garden






Joint Council for Fish
Husbandry & Gamekeeping n
CG n NPTC
J511
CG n Improvement and 
Development Agency
J512






Institute for Supervision 
and Management n MCI
J518
Chartered Institute of Bankers
n CG
J519
Hospitality Awarding Body n
British Institute of Innkeeping
J520
CG n Hotel and Catering 
Int. Management Association
J521




The Institute of Operations
Management n MCI
J523













CG n Petroleum Employers 
Skills Council
J529
CG n British Coatings
Federation
Joint awarding bodies continued
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J530
CG n British Gas
J531
CG n National Association 
of Plumbing n JIB for
Plumbing
J532
CG n Heating, Ventilation &
Domestic Engineering NJIC 
J533






CG n British Institute of
Cleaning Science
J538
CG n Residential Estate







Food and Drink Qualifications
Council n CG
J545
Purchasing and Supply Lead
Body n CG
J546
Timber Trade Federation n
CG
J547





Training & Advisory Body n
CG
J551
CG n Leathergoods Training
Ltd
J552
CG n Screen Printing
Association (UK) Ltd
J554
Guild of Cleaners and
Launderers n CG
J556
RSA n Road Haulage and
Distribution Training Council
J559
Institute of Maintenance &
Building Management n CG
J560
Chartered Institute of Building
n CITB
J561










Chartered Institute of Building
n CITB (NI)
J572
JIB for Electrical Contracting
Industry n CG n Electrical TA
n CITBNI
J573
















Authority n Construction 
Industry Training Board n CG
J579
Qualifications for Industry Ltd
n CG
J580









CG n Heating & Ventilating
CA n Refrigeration IB 
J583








Scottish & NI Joint Industry
Board for the Plumbing
Industry n CITBNI n CG
J587
Paper Education and Training
Council n CG
J588
RSA Examinations Board n
Purchasing and Supply 
Lead Body
J589







CG n Arts & Entertainment
Technology Training Initiative
J595
CG n Offshore Petroleum
Industry Training Organisation
J596
CG n Precast Concrete
Industry Training Association
J597
Open University n National
Training Organisation for
Broadcast, Film and Video
J598
British Polymer Training
Association n Institute of
Materials
J600
RSA n Residential Estate
Agency Training & Education
Association
J601
CAM Foundation Ltd n
RSA Examinations Board
J602
RSA Examinations Board n
Market Research Society
J603











Council n Road Haulage &
Distribution Training Council
J610




EMTA Awards Ltd. n
Ministry of Defence
J612





Institute of Career Guidance
J614








Edexcel BTEC n Distributive
National Training Organisation
J622
CG n Road Haulage &
Distribution Training Council
J623







CG n National Proficiency
Tests Council
J627
CG n National Association 
of Master Bakers
J628
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J629
EMTA Awards Ltd. n
SPRINT
J631
Process Awards Authority n
Paper Education & Training
Council
J632
CG n ESTTL n ACRIB
J634
CG n Electronics Examining
Board
J635




Edexcel BTEC n SUMMIT
GROUP n CIBSE
J639
Royal College of Vetinary











Edexcel BTEC n Institute of
Legal Executives
J645
Edexcel BTEC n Institute of
Civil Engineers n Chartered
Institute of Building
J646
BTEC n Institute of Civil
Engineers n Institute of
Structural Engineers n
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